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MICK JAGGER
FEARS ANOTHER
'ALTAMONT'
NIICK JAGGER has hinted that the Rolling
Stones' next States tour—starting in Canada next
month—may be their last. And his reason: a fear
of being killed!
His feelings•follow the incident at Altamont, California, a few years ago when a man was murdered —
a few feet from the stage on which the Stones were
performing. In the Stones' film "Gimme Shelter," a
member of the audience is seen brandishing a gun as
aknife flashes down on him.
A close friend of hailer's told Disc: " I know Mick is
worried about going to America again. He's worried about
somebody trying to get rid of him. The Altamont murder
is very much on their minds still."
However. a Stones spokesman said them was no chance
that the nationwide tour would be called off; and Mick
had made no mention of his fear to them personally.
Stones, approached to appear at Lincoln's Great Western
Express later this month, start American dates at Washington on June 4, after a warm-up daze in Vancouver ( 3).
The tour takes in 30 cities and ends with three dates at
New York's Madison Square on July 24, 25, 26.
They play San Francisco Winterland on June 6/8, and at
three dates in Los Angeles ( 9, 10, II).
Opening acts for the tour will be Stevie Wonder and
Martha Reeves and the Vandellas, plus totally unknown
gospel singers who will accompany the group on their
"Bible Belt" bus trip.
Tour organiser Peter Rudge, of Sound Image Inc..
whose arrangements involve security and staging never
before used on rock concerts, ran mto opposition when
he tried to book the Stones in concert halls seating fewer
than 5,000 people.
"City fathers and mothers seemed concerned by the
possible damage the five Stones could do to their sons
and daughters in close quarters," reports Rudge. "Although
the prospect seemed exciting at the time."
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Even when you've left your gym slip behind, one of the problems
you don't outgrow is the need for intimate freshness.
In fact, the more woman you are, the more you need Femfresh.
Femfresh takes safe, gentle care of the most feminine part of you-the
outer vaginal area- keeping you cool, fresh and confident all day long.
The Femfresh habit— you'll never grow out of it.
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Andrew Tyler's American Odyssey
RONNIE WOOD
(LEFT) AND
ROD STEWART

been playing long enough that t
ain't gonna turn round and snub
people who are giving me awards.
1 might win nothing next year."
But he's done all nght this year,

AFTER a while you get the
.r1. feeling you're part of the
scenario for one of those colossally
far-fetched
paperbacks
with titles like "Rock God"
(make sure your daughters are
locked up when Tommy And
The Terribles are in town)."
Two days on the road with the
Faces Is a very un-aserage sort
of experience.
This time it was a Rock-n-Roll
circus—clowns, jugglers, acrobats
and a Chinese lady doing a striptease 50 feet up., suspended by
her long black haw. Kimono after
kimono she shed right down to
her sparkling pink undies. And
then she went up again for a
cup of tea
aane a fag.
as the Mid-South
First
Coliseum, Memphis. Tenn. It's a
huge biege and green dome affair
with bank upon bank of seats
laid out like the Nurburgring, It
holds 12.000. Ten thousand turned
up
for
the
esening—young,
healthy, beautiful kids eager for
a piece of action to slice through
the monotony of a Memphis
evening. Security was tight. There
was no way of breaking through
the cordon blue. For astart 300 lb.
of cop had spread himself over
a chaff at one entrance, bouncing
his rubber-tipped nightstick against
the tiled floor.
"If 1 hit somebody and don't
really mean it, they don't feel a
thing," M.C. for the evening was
a silver-haired gent in a smart
red blazer, probably a veteran
of the era when circus entertainment wasn't relegated to the
status of a freak support act.
"A new concept in American
entertainment,"
he
called
it.
"Introducing for the first time in
the history of show biz. circus
acts with rock and roll."
Opening duties went to a
lavishly costumed clown and his
ladyfnend—Blinko and his novelty
balloonerama.
"Are you ready for some fun,"
asked Bfinko. The idea being the
more noise the folks made the
more balloons Blinko and his
panner launched at them.
"How about that." said our
MC friend when the balloon
trough was empty. " Didn't they
do a great job? And now this
group will ready for you in just
a few minutes."
This group were none other
than re- funned Free, who at the
last moment, had taken over from
Fleetwood Mae, The Faces are all
Free freaks and felt that they
could do with reaching 10 or 12
thousand people at a time.
"Fire And Water." " Riding On
A Pony." " Soldier War"—savage
pieces that gise the band a chance
to open up. Kossoff
Kirke,
Rodgers and Fraser, are superb
musicians. Paul Rodger has one
of the most compelling voices in

FACES
UNDER THE
BIG TOP

rock music today and Andy
Fraser. an insolent, cocky performer lays on some beautifully
lyrical bass lines. The band, for
all their past troubles are sun icing. Memphis recognised several
numbers — " All -Right Now,"
for instance, but came alive only
spasmodically.
Carlo. " with the most incredible
display of agilistic ability eser
demonstrated on this continent"
picked up where Free left off.
-Watch him do a free headstand on the rubber ball as he
twirls those hoops," The lines
were straight from " For The
Benefit Of Mr, Kite" and so was
Carlo,
balancing and twirling
under the Coliseum's spotlight.
"Here is truly the outstanding and
the unusual from this young man
from south of the border.
Next treat was Miss Doris and
a huge rubber ball " painted
psychedelic colours just for the
Rock•n-Roll circus." The idea was
to walk the ball up a series of
ramps and perform a handstand
at the summit. She feigns a
stumble or two arid the crowd
gasps. Ooh.
Meanwhile. little
Frankie her two-year- old who'd
earlier stood on mum's shoulders,
scampers around at the foot of
the ramp, unconcerned that mum
is apparently laying her very life
on the line. But on the way down
Miss Doris actually does stumble.
Then came a squat, muscular
gent
performing a series of
Arabian flip-flops on solid ground.
Side somersaults, cartwheels in
top positions and others with his
head skimming the ground by
mere inches.
"And you'll notice folks this is
all done without the aid of a
springboard or trampoline."
Sadly, the most stunning events
of the evening are non-starters
because of problems in erecting
props. There was to have been a
motorcyclist bursting through a
hoop of real fire, plus a high-wire
act. Never mind. There was Miss
Ming Wang, the oriental stripper.
Truly the outstanding and the unusual.
"And that concludes the circus.
Tell me. did you enjoy it," asks
the MC beaming with genuine

pride and brotherly love.
"No," the crowd returns.
"I sell you why 1 was ask-

in i3Ut .
w;here's Rod and The Faces.
They'd set off on a private let
from New York hours ago, pointing themselves in the direction of
Memphis. But a storm whipped
their fragile craft miles off-course
and what should have been a twohour journes took 51.
Finally, ablack Cadillac delisea
them and within - minutes they're
onstage. The lights are down and
when the spots come on they pick
out a four- man brass section who
introduce the Faces with an extravagant fanfare.
They don't 'alf look losel). Rod
in a yellow and black mock tiger
suit, yellow silk scarf drooping
down to his crotch and blue sneakers. Ronny Lane in a blue tees
drape suit with white cuffs, pockets and collar.
They lay on basically the same
show we've been hearing in Britain
for a few months —
Over
Now." " Too Bad," " Gasoline
Alley." " Long Distance Information." "That's All You Need."
The band's a little rusty this
night. With the exception of the
Mar Y Sol gig in Peurto Rico
three weeks before. they hadn't
been on stage for six weeks. They
stumbled around a bit early in
the evening missing each other's
cues but they settle down eventually. " Maybe I'm Amazed," is
especially
beautiful.
And
the
crowd love them. They've groa
ably never seen anything so gigantically zany.
Rock groups of The Faces calibre, you see. are supposed to be
moody and aloof. But they prefer
to leap and dance around, switching mikes in devastating bursts of
speed whispering among each
other. hatching more and more
nutty displays. Stewart throws
himself prostrate, hawing to Ron
Wood's bottleneck artistry and
there are comical vocal pairings
around one mike. Their off-stage
performance is even more crazed
but th! Holiday Inn bar in Memphis gives them little soope. That
would have to wait until tomoreu
After the show in the dressing
room Rod's got a beef with your
own Disc. He'd been incensed by
a line in the paper that suggested
he didn't tom up for our recent
poll awards for fear of being upstaged by Marc Bolan.
"I'd like to explain about that
'cos I'm pissed off. The) said I
was scared to turn up because
Marc Bolan was there. It's silly
really. Iwould have toted to hase
been there ' cos I los-e making
speeches and all that. But the
other lads wouldn't let nie go.
You can't blame them really.
Thursday night we were opening
at The Rainbow and we had to
get a sound balance.
"They should know that l'se

to clown around even more. During " Gasoline Alley" Rod passes
'round the sheet music and Mc
and the two Ronnies crowd around
one mike reading from it.
By the tirne they reach the
second
encore—Willie
Dixon's
"Feel So Good"—the stage is
littered with toilet rolls and everyone on and off stage has gone
berserk.
But the after-show scenes are
crazier still. One hundred kids
are Milling around Clemson's
Holiday Inn hoping to catch a
glimpse of Rod and the lads.
Cans of beer and cakes are passed
around by the swimming pool.
The pilot who'd flown them in
from Memphis gets tossed in.
Everyone's drunk. One particularly
ripe lady takes a shower and lays

across a bed waiting for , offers.
Several hours later she's still waiting. Eventually someone tosses
her an apple.
Three A.M. and most of the
activity is confined to the bank
of rooms occupied by the Faces
entourage. The comings and goMe from room to room resemble
something from a Brian Rix bedroom farce. The pilot suddenly
re-appears at the pool-side in his
trunks and performs miraculous
leaps and dives into the pool. He
climbs out and propositions a
couple of girls who leap over a
balcony 10 feet above ground.

s"Yeah
uggest
,
ed. did quite well. Iknow
Ican keep turning out the music
but whether it's always going to
bc appreciated by the music press
tdon't know. Isuppose the more
Everyone's hustling the beautisuccessful you get you're in line
ful University chicks. but slowly
for a knocking.
they slink away saving their bodies
"I'm mid-way through a new
for another night.
album right now. It's great. It's
not going to be brilliant. I'm just
moderately proud of it. It's a nice
follow-up to the other one. Similar
things are going on. 1don't know
why that is. There's a track that's
identical to 'Maggie May.' We
didn't intend it to be that way.
It just sort of happened."
He's written five of the nine
numbers. "The other four are
going to be a bit of a secret. I
don't know about a single. I'm
the worst one in the world to pick
a single. I leave it up to somebody to phone me up and tell me."
England, he says, has taken a
completely different shape in the
last six or seven months " not only
because of Maggie May but
through the two albums.
"It's amazing really, the last
time we.played with Free was at
Bristol University and they were
topping over as, No bastard wanted -to watch us. There must have
been about four people. When
they came on everybody went and
s3V., them and cheered. Funny how
things turn about isn't it.
"When we first started eut we
only knew two numbers. We were
really bad. It was our first or second gig with Free and we called
ourselves the Quiet Melon, Arc
Wood was on vocals and John
Baldry was on vocals and also
Kim Gardner of Ashton, Gardner
end Dyke. Ronnie Wood, Mc.,
Ronnie
Laine.
We
were all
ashamed of what we were doing
so we changed the name. No. we
were fast getting some practice
really.
Out of these early trials came
the Faces, a miraculous chemical
combination.
"A lot of people think it's just
a front." says Rod. "They thuds
we have to be different cos other
bands like arguing and splitting
up. But it really is genuine. I
swear it. In fact jthink the musical press must be surprised we
haven't split up by now. 1 swear
to God we're together for life.
And there 1shall end the meeting.
11444%,
‘b,
I've got diarrhoea. I've just been
sitting in there for about an
MIKE McGEAR . . . JOLLY AND BRIGHT
hour. '
,
The fleet of private planes had
grown to rhree by the morning
as the Faces entourage swelled to
include management, PR and
berry,
o
n
od an
theen
d
l put
l
e
dow
e n
do7in
press people. Next stop was
Centipede strings and things —
deeper still into America's SouthMike Rosen, Ginger Johnson's
by
land—Clemson, South Carolina.
African drums, Brian Auger,
The town exists by courtesy of
etc."
CAROLINE
the University, venue of the evenThe songs are funny and wistful
ing's show. The Little John Arena
and
there's a political dig in
BOUCHER
they call it.
"Edward Heath" because Mike
By this. the second pit stop of
doesn't like "preaching and
their Southern tour, the Faces
public fies."
are looser, much looser. The
"If you want to get through to
changing room walls at Little John
people on a serious level you
IKE McGEAR smiles lopare covered with Jolly slogans to
want to make them smile first."
sidedly when you tell him
prime the college's basketball stars.
he says.
"Life's Highest Goal . . . Winhow good his new album
Mike is very pleased with the alning"; "Fatigue Makes Cowards
bum and says he might make
"Woman"
is,
and
then
Of Us All" and " You Will Be No
another. Al the moment the
offers to take over the
Better Than You Desire."
Scaffold are busy making their
There's a bit of pre-show teninterview for you explain.
own double album, "for the
sion. Rod scolds his roadie who's
ling: "If I interview you
States," with the Jesus Christ
failed to come up with a bottle
Superstar man. Tim Rice, Althen I'm interviewing your
of port. " I've been going on sober
though
Mike doesn't much like
lately." he says sadly.
readers and that's audience
New York, because he says he
And Ian McLagen warns the
participation."
hates cities full-stop, the Scafpromoter: " I'm not even gonna
fold always get a very goad
Mike's just come from the
appear unless there's a Steinway
reception there.
pub round the corner, and
at etery other gig. If that piano's
"Here, because of the Waineys
nu used it's goingstraight all the
both he and his companion
pale, white suits job, people
front of the stage. '
,
look a little glassy-eyed.
have been confused by what
"What is it then?" asks Ronnie
Scaffold really are, whereas in
Although Mike, and fellow
Lane.
the States they have no knowScaffold members McGough
"It's a Blinkingsong." says Mc.
ledge of all that."
"Oh I've heard of them. Nice
and Gorman, are often still
Mike still lives on the outskirts
they are."
thought of as jolly and
of Liverpool although in quite
.-Bring ' im in here. I'll have
bright, they do have their
countryfied surroundings. Like
hni.' says Rod. " I'm not wearing
more serious side. For some
most other musical and creative
these shoulder pads for nothing
Liverpudlians he has a great
time now they've been touryou know."
love and loyalty for Liverpool.
ing
the
countryside
as
And they start cackling, throw"I'm
not so patnotic about the
Grirnms — a poetry reading.
ing ad libs around at lightning
city,
but tam about the people,
singing, talking, reciting outspeed and toddling each other
they're beautiful. But Liverpool
up for the benefit of the assembly.
fit that go down a bomb at
is lust a smelly c1ty. You get
"Think of our image" cries Roncolleges.
the dockers standing next to
nie Caine. "They all think we're
Mike settles back in his chair
the poets and the pop groups
queer," he says. "We're all marand talks about the album,
in a pub, which you don't get
ried men, you know, except old
which took a year to complete.
in London. There all the painters
Rod and he's got a bird..
"At the start ci it EMI asked
go to one pub, and the pop
The Little John Arena is even
how much was it going to cost?
people to another — in hide
vaster than the Coliseum but it
1 said, ' I don't know, you tell
separate pockets.
holds a few thousand less. There's
me.' So I asked a few people
"But a lot of good things come
more immediate contact with the
to stay with me and fed them
from people's desire to get out
audience since there are just a
and we started to do the album
of the city. People in Liverpool
handful of cops around and the
at Strawberry studios. I'd had
have a great philosophy and it
kids are allowed to crowd to the
the ideas for the album for a
helps you. It's like any comstagefront. The place is so huge
long time. I got Roger Mcmunity that isn't that well off,
the people at the back seem to
Gough in to do the words, beout of it comes a way of life—
be clapping in time to a different
muse he's a better words man
very much like the black thing
tune.
than me.
in America. Anything born out
The Faces arc sharper tonight
"Anyway," he continues, "we got
of poverty has got that beautiand their tightness allows them
down the basic tracks at Strawful double-edged thing."

The woman
in Mike's
life...

M
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THE ELO (LEFT TO
RIGHT) JEFF LYNNE,
BEV 8E VAN AND
ROY WOOD

Argents new album
features their hit single -

Roy Wood
on the
Move,
ELO and
AO
Birmingham
City's
bpromotion
chances
almost schoolboyish
WITH
enthusiasm Roy Wood
squatted on the wooden steps
leading up to the stage in the
Royal Academy of Music and
talked Incessantly about the
Electric Light Orchestra, his
four-year-old brain child.
"It was about the time of
'Fire Brigade that I first got
the idea of the ELO and we've
been getting it together for the
past three years."
Roy was talking in a darkened
comer of the room set aside for
their London reception and debut
last Tuesday. He had arrived almost two hours late, after missing his train from Birmingham,
ready to explain why their London debut
had
to
cancelled
that same day. " Our mixer broke
over the weekend and as it was
custom-built to our own sound
engineer's
specifications
we
couldn't really borrow one. It's
a real disappointment."
With a certain amount of re.
luctance I asked him about the
Move, a name best whispered
these days as the ELO pick up
more and more publicity, good
reviews and album sales. "They
arc what's keeping us going at
the moment. Financially the Move
singles are essential to the ELO.
It costs a lot to run the orchestra,
we have to pay our six classical
members XIS per day just for
rehearsals.
"We try and keep the two bands
as far apart as passible. I write
in two totally different ways for
the Move and the ELO, always
conscious of not putting strings
on a Move record in case it comes
out like the ELO, and keeping
saxes out of the ELO."
For the three years they have
been concentrating on the EL(),
More men Wood, Jeff Lynne and
Bev Bevan have never really considered the possibility of killing
off the hit-making Move
"We are under contract for another three years with the Move
so we can't really get rid of
them. The only way it is possible
is for the ELO to become so big
that they outgrow and outsell
the
Move,
so
making
them
defunct," explains Wood.
Jeff Lynne, former Idle Race
man, was, with Wood, the prime
mover in the formation of the
ELO. "Al first," says Roy, "he
didn't want to join the Move.
They had a pop image and the

Idle Race had an underground
image which Jeff liked. It was
only the plans we had for the
ELO that swayed hint.
"When I first got the idea I
os
f ar
wra
an
ne
th c
cm
I
ass
i
b
ca
utl
t
n
h
uo
r ert a
then I thought that I could write
my own and Jeff came to mind.
He lived nearby and I thought
'There's a great composer down
the road'."
With as much tact as I could
muster I asked Roy about the
resemblance
between
his " Ist
Movement" track on the album
and Mason Williams'"Classical
Gas." " Yeah, it's a copy. I used
to sit in the dressing room and
play 'Classical Gas' and think
it would be nice to write something like it, so I did. If you
listen to it you'll notice that in
fact the, are two different tunes
played in the same style."
Being back on stage with the
ELO ta almost like starting all
over again for the band and fortunately they have been well received, even getting encores, on
their first gigs.
"It's been a long ante since ne
got encores on stage, even with
the Move" says Roy. " Really the
whale thing has given me a ne»
lease of rife. The Move would
probably have just gone on making live appearances on the saine
old circuit for ever and ever, sel.
hag u fea singles here and there
and never any idbums."
Forming the ELO has meant
a lot of work for Roy, Jeff and
Bev learning new instruments and
new styles of playing. Roy has
mastered the oboe, cello and almost the bassoon but not without
problems. " It all takes a long time
and you have to be good because
the guys we are playing with
know when you're crap."
Bev Bevan, drummer of long
standing explains his problem.
"It's a whole new concept for
me and Pm enjoying it mare
than ever I did with the Move.
These fellers are so good you
can't afford to make mistakes."
Jeff Lynne, responsible for the
majority of the tracks on the
album and a principal conductor
is more than pleased with the
initial reaction to the orchestra.
"It's lifting off nicely but it'll be
about ten more gigs before we
are really at our best. The American interest is good too and we
are looking forward to going over
later in the year."
But before that hip there is
another album lined up. " It's sup-

HOLD YOUR HEAD UP

ALL TOGETHER NOW!

'The whole
thing has
given me
anew lease
of life'
posed to be ready in September,"
soya Roy, " but It's going to be a
bit of a rush, I've got an idea for
it called "The lost Planes" with
the album based on one theme
about this guy in years to conne
whose job each day is to go out
and smirch for the lost planet and
each track will represent what
happens to him and what he sera
and meets in his search."
Another project close to Roy's
heart is his men solo album which
he has completed. "I don't know
when it's coming out, I've still
got to do the cover design. It's
made up of a few songs I had
that didn't fit either the Move
or the ELO and rather than
leave them on the shelf, Ithought
I'd stick them out.
"It was done half for fun really
but Ithink I'd like to do it again
but I don't see myself going out
on the road as a solo artist.'
Plans for the ELO in the future
include the addition of new members and Roy has a fancy for a
brass section. " It's an obvious
move really, I'd like ro get a row
of saxes going like the old Rock>Rollers but with the cellos in
the background."
Spoken of as a genius now.
Wood is out to perfect the fusion
of pop and classical music. "There
is a perfect fusion, we haven't
done it yet and we may never do
it but we'll keep trying at it.
In the past the fusion has always
consisted of , an orchestra and a
rock band joined but still independent of each other. We decided
to get together and become much
closer."
The nine.piece ELO, ten including sound man Trevor Smith.
has got off to a good start but
Roy sees the big test coming
when they play Birmingham. " All
our mates will be coming along
and staring at us, waiting for us
to make a mistake. It'll be
terrible."
Apart from the disappointment
of not playing in London, Ro,y's
biggest upset last week was missing Birmingham City's final home
match of the season. " I really
hope they get promotion, they
should do. Coming down on the
train all the heads were hanging
down because we had to miss the
match—it was a real drag."
Still there's consolation for them
if City BO up and ELO takeoff.
That'd be better than the FA Cup
and League double.

BRIAN SOUTHALL
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by Rosalinc Russell

Robin the
lone cloud
•
In the sky
THE Incredible String Band
appear to be a law unto themselves. They work when they
please, take time off when
they please, and turn out
albums exactly as they please.
Sometimes they don't please
at all, but still draw large
audiences and sell lots of albums. However, as with quite
a few bands who made very
good music early in their
careers, there's the possibility
that the Incredibles are leaning
back on their laurels.
Another
phobia
prevalent
among groups, is the desire to
suppress, or at least quietly ignore, the material in their past,
while loudly proclaiming their
"progression." It's not always
easy to escape your past, however,
and. at Incredibles' concerts there
are still the fans who- call out for
songs from the "Layers Of
Onion" and other early albums,
They have had a quiet time in
the pass few months, as far as
musical
success
goes—though
Mike Heron's solo album did very
well—and while the last group
album " Liquid Acrobat" was the
best they've done in a long time,
it still didn't seem to capture doe
charm of the old songs.
Mike Heron and Robin Williamson have been a good team.
Robin's flets of fantasy in the
words and the grace notes he
uses in his singing to make it
distinctive lift Mike's straightforward, earthy rock music into
another plane. On his own. Mike's
music stands up as straight rock,
but Robin on his awn os something else aspen.
His album " Myrrh," unbecvably to some of us, has been
selling like the proverbial hotcakes. He has been working on
this album—or on the ideas at
least—since last autumn. At that
ume he was considering doing

co

ROBIN WILLIAMSON ... NOT A HEAVY SINGER

Catch It

The festival . 11 happen In the
City Hall. and Is the second that
St.
Albans has .d. Arnong Me
ant.
Ins are the Vets..
Hart,
Wyndham....
Dealurn
and Mary Cole a. Peter Du.
wood. Admission is 90p for an all.
day ticket and 55p for the ceilidh
if obtained in a
nnnn re. st. AMans
folk music club has an extensive

"
egenz.-er

FESTIVAL
FESTIVALS are big Metes in rock
circles,
but
folk
festivals
hato
be.0
going
for years.
Hest of
thein
have •
solid
reputation
stretching back some. :liz.Hore,

T.

IUNGLE FEVER

(hawed» Single pe or
MARKETED RV POLEDOR

is

largely •

local

festival.

ream.«

to:drri

all
kinds
of trulltienal
dancing
in
Me
aft 00000 .
2.30
p.m..5.30 p.m. Admission 20p. In

egnr,:

Dorothy
Elliott.
Tony
Foxworthy
and
Tony
Cepstick
various
dance teams. There will b• sing.

Lacock
is •
Trustown.
village
it
wutoure. 13
mi. Rut of Beth. The festival hu
an amazing line-. of . 4. • Ir .
Purring. possibly the best of the
bunch. They Include Steeleye snot.
Fox.
Campbell folk gmup.
Dave
a.
Tonl
Arthur.
Hunter
Husk.. Dix DIsley, aannne SlIvo.
the Johnston. Brenda Wootton and
John the Fish, Al. Taylor, Fred
Wedlock. the :fettles and numerous
deneers.
One of the highlights will be •
medieval street fair. complete w.
pig routing. There Will also he , •
tS
M11: a én n ty nee :«
s
«
special guest. Tickets for Me tungut aM separate front the festive,
Tickets for the .theal ere
£3 until April 30. after which May
are
53.50.
The
tickets
for the
nanades ore bd. There Is • free
camp site for ticket...tam ant,

the

Unfortunately.
the
Cleethorpq
folk festival does not provide for
.sual admittance to their erentS
and the tickets have all been sold.
If you'd still litre to know what
Yeurre missing, Martin Cart., the
High
Level Ranter. P.C....
Dave Burland and yin Jones are
on the nul.

aaaaa rs
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SIDMOUTH
JULY 28—AUG 4

Artists incl.. on Me bill aro
It. Tellies, Dave and Tonl Arthur,
•lue Mountain Ilona,
item.
Fred Jordan. Oak, the Drvids and

FELIXSTOWE
MAY 19-21

tirrr: is ea.
Paimisslen .50p. 7 p.m.

CLEETHORPES
MAY 27-29

500e 30, 50.501 'er;::

LACOCK
MAY 26-29
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after Om festival Steeleye Span will
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This event has visitors end Per licipar. from abroad, so many of
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LINTON
MAY 12-13

Owing Me weekend there will
be a 900d line-up of artists appear.

REDCAR
JULY 14-16

ree,',:ei

ROUND-UP

inelkithout
taconees
graceful
cavorting, high voice and erratic
guitar
playing,
Malcolm
Le
ll,faistre's
complicated
Eastern
ideas and Mike Heron to keep
them all on the ground. Robin
is a lone cloud in the sky, with
no strong wind to keep horn on
course.

LOUGHBOROUGH
JUNE 30—JULY 2

ST ALBANS
MAY 6

SUMMER

the album as a completely solo
effort — all the instruments, writing and singing.
As it turned out, he has Janet
Williamson,
Susie
W-T,
Stan
Lee Buttons and Gerry Conway
helping out on organ, pedal ateo,
drums and piano. There's little
doubt that Robin coukl have
handled all the instruments himself, as he is a talented musician,
but in places the music didn't
seem to balance against the words.
"I was pleased myself with the
album," said Robin. " It wasn't
done primarily for self gratification. Obviously Ihoped to please
other people, so in that way it
was done commercially. I like
doing these gentle sort of songs
—I'm not a heavy singer."
Robin doesn't plan to do any
solo performances and at the
moment is preparing with the
rest of ISB, to go to Germany
and Holland for festivals there.
In the autumn they are going
back to the States to tour. On
their return, there will be a new
ISB album coming out. They
are in the recording studios at
Island Records this week.
"We have written all the songs.
so it shouldn't take too long to
do. We did a few try-outs in
studios in the States a year ago,
but re-did [hens here. The songs
l do are. I think. different from
the String Band. They are in a
different media."
Whether or not the Incredibles
ARE in a different media or not
is open to question. "Myrrh" gave
the impression of merely being
a thin ISB with quite a lot miss-

Performers at Wells include Tony
Hose,
Sanger:triflers
and
Bernard
Chalk. Them are also for. and
other dance teams. W eeeeee tick.
are gl
June 17. or E1.25
on the event

:
11

OttO 21:: . is " ;;, 'redr 00
0
.3'7
get admission to over 200 events.
Please book early as tickets are
restrict..

FALMOUTH
AUG 6-12

mustetens booked Include TenY
Hose. Dare Burlona end John Kirkpatrick. but there are d91199 teams
too. Mao. July 1, tickets are £2.25.
aHer that. E2.75. Shanty tau we
extra or you can get admission to
individual events.

BROMYARD
SEPT 15-17

"zer

Hit
John Chapman. John
KirimatrIlk., Fred lord. and DI.
911510, The events begin at • bout
o
p.m, on the Friday outing, and
end about 6 P.M. on Sunday. There

e
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nearby.
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.
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Slade sending rock waves
through Europe

HE
next
coupla'
years are gonna
be quite somethin'.
Everyone's
gonna
start

t'enjoy 'emselves again. The
kids
have really got
it
coming," Chas Chandler.
old
manager
Hendrix's
spoke in his still-deep Newcastle accent.
Heathrow Airport, 10.45 am.,
Thursday. Chas Chandler and
the four members of Slade chat
over coffee, waiting their flight
call. Off to Europe. first Holland; club dates, a television
recording of their new single
"Take Me Bak 'Orne," press
conferences, and on to Paris
and more television work.
Noddy Holder. Don Powell,
James Lea and Dave "Aitch"
Hill, lounge around their chairs
with the air of what they are—the
group with the Biggest Beat in
Europe. Holland's already been
as good tu the boy's as here,
since " Get Down And Get With
It" all their singles have hit
number one. They haven't toured
for awhile though and are not
sure about the reaction.
Quite a few people are staring,
some tut- tuning. Slade standout.
Dave,
his
incredibly
straight
brown hair falling on to the
shoulders of his flamboyant dress:
entirely canary yellow vest, ever.
so tight trousers only offset by
his tour- inch high heeled patch
boots. Jimmy and Nod have on
red velvet jackets and Don's there
tall, lean and moody underneath
his thick, black, hair.
Together, they look the epitome
of a vicar's daughters naughty
thoughts on a wet Sunday afternoon.
At II a.m. we move to the
plane, ELM airline. The group
are
friendly
and
talkative.
Noddy: " We've done a lot of
work over in Holland, especially
television. I think we're all looking forward to what the ructions
going to be more than anything
else—it'll be a good piss-up if
nothing else."

before the gig.
The Myrj Broertje, Den Bosch,
the evenings gig turned out to be
a small club—one of Holland's
many youth centre venues—which
the band gained experience playing
on their previous tours. The place
is packed and almost immediately
Slade more into their dressing.
room, the photographers, assorted
chicks and general hangers-on start
to mill round.
After what seems like endless
flashbulbs going off. the group
finally take the stage, between their
I,000-watt pa. which is virtually
touching the ceiling.
From the first bit of Noddy's
opening patter, " Now Iwant you
all to let yourselves go!" it's obvious this is going to be e peed
one. When onstage the individual
members seem to become totally
injected with fire. Noddy's resplendent in his usual checked cap,
sideburns bushing out, green shirt,
braces and boots: Dave Hill all
smiles in a shiny silver coat; Don
lurching behind his drums; and
Jimmy, pounding his bass, in a
brie

bask of
Me
Catlin*" and the place becomes
electrified, immediately the audience begins to stomp to the New
Big Beat of Slade. Noddy's voice
raucous through the flood of
sound. They go through their
"quiet" number "Darlin' Be Home
Soon," but soon it's back to the
beat and thud of "Get Down
And Get With It." After an hour
it's all over, finishing with " Bum
To Be Wild." which jirt about
sums up their entire stage act.
There's no encore. and the audience have to content themselves
with " Slade Alive" poured through
the P.A.—to which the audience
reacts by applauding every number.
Both on and off stage, Slade
are a tremendously close-knit unit;
they each appear to have the same
musical ideas. Dave remarked during one of the car journeys: "(Sur
music is ishars happening non,
people hase had about enough
of sitting about and being bored.
We're nut to give pea* a good
time. The kids haven't really keen
enjoying themselves the last couple
of years. The music to me has
been a bit of ajuke.
"I mean enjoying it is what it's
all about, you don't want to go
to a concert and get depressed.
Personally. I believe in having a
good time and really living it.
People shouldn't be in this business. if they don't want to be part
of ir."
And Noddy: -What we're doing is playing music that anyone
can enjoy. It's simple, basic music
with a strong beat. It's not rock
music or anything that has to be
thought too senously about. I
mean no one wants that stuff all
the time."

BIG PLACE?
The
short
45- minute
flight
passes quickly. Jimmy's in a
bright mood talking about their
early skinhead days, how he was
chosen for the group mainly because of his enthusiasm, how they
travelled the country to build their
present reputation, now reaching
gigantic proportions.
At Amsterdam Airport Slade
arc met by two representatives
from Polydor, their label. Waiting for the baggage " Aitch" and
Dave virtually interrogate the two
on the evening's gig. It turns out
to be a club at De Bosch, a town
not far from the Hague.
"Is it a big place or chat,"
asks "Ands.""What's the stage
there like," inquires Dine. Nothing much is gained and they move
towards the waiting cars.
The word, however, is already
out at the Airport. One girl
points, another girl points. The
baggage is hustled into the boot
before a crowd forms, jostling
round the window with the name
"Slade" on their lips. " Airch"
signs autographs on the backs of
hands and
scraps of paper,
then ..." Sorry. but we've got to
go now. See you all."
The cars move on towards the
Hague along fast straight roads
flanked by bulbfields and massive
stockbroker-like homes. It's about
40 minutes before pulling up at
Hotel des lndes. bang in the city
centre. Very plush, indeed and
seemingly populated by middleaged diplomats.
The group have obviously come
through it all and out the other
side, gliding their way through the
"skinhead' hype, the constant trek
round the small clubs to a band.
like their manager Chas Chandler
says " whose only just started—the
very tip of the iceberg." During
lunch and after many glasses of
wine, the group discuss with Chas
the possibility of a video-tape revolving round how the group
members are picked up from their
homes around Wolverhampton.
It's clear why Noddy has been
described as one of the nicest
people in the business, with a
wide grin he related how either
Jimmy, Dave or Don have a
morning ritual. After lunch the
band go up to their rooms to rest
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BACK

SLADE ON THE
CONTINENT, Robert
Brinton reports
the shock-waves
They utilise everything in the stage
movement dictionary — and then
some more! Noddy's wiggling his
arse at the camera, while Dave's
undoing the rip at the back of his
suit, and Jimmy's pushing his
guitar between his legs.
CATCH

FIRE

After the recording it's on to
Amsterdam, another hotel and a
press conference at the Paradiso,
Holland's main rock venue. A
tall blue building and converted
Church, it is now protected from
any police activity by Government legislation; inside the stale
smell of dope is heavy in the
air.
The press conference proves to
be virtually non-existent, rather
surprisingly considering the band's
current status. Gradually the bar
that has freaky wall paintings and

an old juke box with even older
rock and roll comes to life. Some
press people arrive but mainly it's
a debacle of hangers on.
Dave, Jimmy, Nod and Don
—dressed now in flash clothes
that are close to stage gear—go
through the ritual interviews with
the few press people that seem
interested.
The Paradiso, besides being the
main Dutch venue, is also the
toughest to play for obvious reasons, especially for a group. who
like Slade, rely on strong audience
feedback. In the dressuag room
it's packed again, and just before
going on Jimmy says how he
relaxes.
"I'm trying to get into Yoga,
although obviously I've only just
started.
I start
by
relaxing
from my toes, it helps a lot. My
girl does it and she's teaching
Jellybread finish their set and

Slade take the stage about II p.m.
At their backs must be the biggest
light show In existence, swirling
shapes and in one corner the projection of an Errol Flynn film. The
audience — a mass of hair and
faded denim—are slow to warm.
It's tough going, though the sound
and separation are better than the
pensions gig. Not until .Get Down
And Get With It" do the audience utch Are,
They

esen

begin

to

stomp,

which is unknown for the cool
of the Paradiso. Even the usual
finale " Born To Be Wild" doesn't
satisfy and the band break their
rule and play an encore.
"Reckon we could have gone
on all night and just played rock
and roll," Noddy says back in
the dressing room.
Later that night—for relaxation
—Jimmy, Don, Nod and Chas
Chandler go on to see Count Basie
whose playing just down from
their hotel...

'OMB

Friday
morning
the
group
checked their hotel for a television recording of their neto
single at the massive N.S.O. studios, near Amsterdam. It's for a
programme called -Top Pop." The
records for the show are picked
by viewer survey and "Take Me
Bak 'Ome," released in both
countries on May 26. is expected
to hit the show quickly.
Besides Slade, pup groups like
Sweet, Middle uf the Road are
big in Holland, although surprisingly T. Rex have not set made
a major breakthrough, i Polydor
official said.
The cameras loom in on Noddy's
bright red, wet-look boots, now
as much a trademark as the points
and high heels of the Butte boots
of the early sixties. Tromp,
Tromp. The new single is exactly
what we've come to expect; loud
and fiery with shouted vocals from
Mr Holder.
Miming to the record on the
three different sets, the group's
antics virtually break all the rules.

Todays message
from Dr. Hook
and the
Medicine Team

C55

the latest
single from
the music people

9
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soul
Percy, proving he'
funky...
by Robert Brinton
irs

BEEN

exactly

six

years since "When A
Man
Loves
A
Woman"
rocketed

obscure

club

singer Percy Sledge to international

fame.

He's

never

repeated
the
phenomenal
success of that first record,
in fact he's still

searching

for a similar "h2 mn."
"In those days I just didn't

PERCY SLEDGE. .. STILL LOOKING FOR THE RIGHT
HYMN

know how to take it really,"
said Percy. He was lounging
on a massive three foot square
cushion in Derek Taylor's
office at Kinney Records, sipping scotch and ice, and resting after a three-week club
tour.
Nowadays, it seems,
Percy can take it all right. He
looks every inch the successful star, slightly paunchy, and
fairly squat, with large rolling
eyes which float around in a
pool of white.
"What many people don't
know," said Percy, tiring of his
lowered position and lifting
himself Into one of the small
coloured cane chairs, "is that
when that record was breaking
really big, t was laid up in a
hospital bed having just had
an appendicitis operation.

"When 1 came round they told
me the record was making it," he
went on. " Well 1was in a daze, I
just couldn't believe it." Perry coo
wrote " When A Man Loves A
Woman" with too members of his
band but "gave" the song to
them. " That record it sold absolute
millions. I know one thing I'd
hate been a richer man today if
I'd kept some of the credits. but
I gate it away because they were
my friends.
Within weeks of the record's
release Percy became an established star, touring with major
artists like Wilson Pickett
"It was atollo take at the time,
t just didn't know what » as happening. 1 guess you could say it
was too much too soon. But now,
wow, I'd sure like to find another
song like that one, - said Percy.
As with most soul singers who
don't write
their own
songs,
Perey has difficulty Boiling good
material to record. Lately, he says,
he's been using songs by Bobby
Womack, Donny Erin and Don
Penn. " It's still difficult though,"
he continued. - there's not a lot
about and eter>one's searching for
the good stuff of course."

STYLE CHANGE
Had this shortage of what he
considered to be high-class soul'
ballad material brought about his
more funky approach of late? - No
it's not really like that. You see
you've got to give a good stage
act and Irte been doing a tolla
live work. 1 like to see the audiences grossing along that's why
I like to keep it funky."
The change in style has beat
slated by some critics, I said.
"Right, they say Perm Sledge
can't sing funk, hut look I know
Ican and right now that's the way
I like it. But don't gel me wrong
I'm still going to keep on singing
my hymns."
Percy is awaiting release of his
first lite aLbum, which he hopes
will reaffirm his status as an exciting artist. He is also featured
in the film, -Soul To Soul," along
with
Wilson
Pickett,
Roberta
Flack and Ike and Tina Turner.
Along with Tom Jones, Aretha
Franklin
and
Stevie
Monder,
Pere> is one of Africa's most popular artists. His records sell thousands and even though the mark
of a gold album is lower on that
continent, Percy still claims 16
gold singles and about 13 gold
albums.
"I'm pretty big oser there," he
half smiled. " We went over there
not long ago, only intending to
stay a few weeks and we ended
up by staying for three months.
The audiences oser there are just
wild. I lose the place, we'll probably be going back fur another
tour soon. It's one of my biggest
markets.
Referring back to his current
English tour, Percy said he'd been
pleased Ntith the response. " Yeah,
well we go down great everywhere
we plat. I've had a good band
backiné, up, but, of coune. I miss
the Sledgehammers. You get used
to
working
with
one
band.
There're so many requests people
shout out and I just couldn't do
then. You basent got the chance
to rehearse that much.

POLITICS
"Eserywhere I go you know,"
said Percy, draining out the dregs
of his watery whisky, " they know
most of my songs. tse got a fair
amount of fans oter here. And
it's one helluva shame when you
can't give them exactly what they
want. You see, I'm more concerned with my- fans than t am
about myself.
The comersation turned to the
current trend by soul artists in
recording
politically
orientated
material and if Percy saw this as
a future direction for himself.
"I like a lot of stuff, but you
see I just don't think that mastic
is real soul. It ought to have some
other kind of name because that's
not what it's all about. I intend
to make things a little bolder;
there won't be so many of the
crying songs."

Edited by Phil Symes
IT ALL seems to be happening
at once for Stan Records, the
soul record company in Memphis,
Tennessee. At present they bold
American chart positions in the
names of Frederick Knight, Isaac
Hayes, lean Knight, The Soul
Children, The Dramatics, and The
Staple Singers. An impressite
Discounting Hayes, who is just
so exceptional anyway it wouldn't
be fair to compare him with the
others, the biggest and most deserving sudeess story is that of the
Staple Singers. " I'll Take You
There," just released here, has sold
over a million and a hall in the
US in four wedks and feed them
their third million seller in a row-.
"Eteryone wants to know us."
said Pop Staples from Chicago
Ian week, " I'm just tickled to
death about it all. Some of
America's most popular artists
have asked us to come and sing
with then,. Nancy Wilson invited
us to do a TV special with her
which turned out really nice, and
we've had imitations from Dionne
Warxicke ami Sammy Davis Jr"
who wants us to go to Vegas with
him for three weeks.
"Elen the big politicians want
us to come and work with them
on their campaigns. Me've already
entertained for Senator itlimkie,
and just yesterday we had a call
from Senator SlcGoteo to work
with him. Our name really is big
liter here non. Ithink even President Nixon knows about us."
The Staple Singers arc a down
to earth family group. Participating are Pop Staples and three
daughters, (leo,
Yvonne and
31avis, who takes lead totals most
of the time.
- The
family has always been
musically
inclined," says Pop.
"Es en my other loo children are
in the business. Cynthia. the
youngest, runs our record shop,
and Penis mariages a couple of
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ago. He left to manee a group
called the Emotions, who are also
with Stan, and now he has another
group as well, The Sorts Of Slum."
The Staple Singers have been
performing their special blend of
gospel and soul for 20 years now.
"V4 started when the Youngest
child um around ten, mainly in
the churches. The music of the
church has always been our main
ltrerri success started a year ago
when they had their lint big hit
with " Heavy Makes You Happy."
Mott was their first million seller,
followed by " Respect Yourself"
and nos " I'll Take You There."
Pop has tried to analyse their
sudden popularity; " We started
changing user to folk music and
message songs about five years
ago but nothing happened. It must
be the time- 1 believe you can't
get it before your time comes."
The group had a fair amount
i'

A
STAPLE
DIET
of exposure round about that
time through the "Soul To Soul"
mosie in which they featured. It
could be that had something to do
with the way they suddenly took
lite people listening to the
group seems lu be eseryOne.
They're still very much dug by
the black population, they're pop.
War with gemnd pop audiences,
and at the saine time they're conemceed hip by the Proarnssivre"
"You can't put our audience
into a category; it lies with black,
white, young and old. The young
people are crazy about the Staple
Singers since sere bean doing
this contemporary material.
"Our message is freedom, love
and peace, ami our aim is bringing
people together, no matter what
got., or age, and the people
seem to dig that
"An our songs are message
songs. but good down to earth
message songs. We'd love to see
everyone
together—young,
old,
black and white. We don't believe in black and white; we don't
want the black to take over from
the white, we would like to see
them all work together. People
are turning away from war and
protest songs." says Pop. "They
want to hear the truth and that's
what we're giNing them.
"Our music is being approached
on mo levels—there's those that
just dig the rhythm, and those
that are going for the lyric. Every'body in the States now is saying
'I'll Take You There' which shows
that they rindly do dig the message."
They're one of the feto groups
that have managed to adopt a
contemporary style and set still
maintain their earliest influence%
in this case ganef.
"Gospel is something we all
love so much we could rimer get
away from it. Gospel makes us
feel good. It's one of the best
forms of entertainment, yet for
some reason it's never broken big.
That could be the next big thing."
Do parrs-elf a fatour, listen to
the group's new album, " Beatalade: Respect Yourself." It's one
of the most exciting packages
from America in the lust couple
of years. You'll understand then
why. soddenly everyone in America
wants to know the Staple Singer,

111111iLlle
;OP STAPLE AND

DAUGHTERS

by JOHN'S CHILDREN
featuring

MARC BOLAN
available now

on Maxi-Track 2094 011

Single also includes
Fire by The Crazy World of Arthur Brown
Something in the Air by Thunderclap Newman
The Wind Cries Mary
byJimi Hendrix
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ONLY

50p DOWN any 4LPs

Balance Ste weekly.*The 4LN. Irish from she makers. are posted to mua, na
where in GEL lust send Ste P.O. Inn shedues or ash) with alist of LPs and S.A.E.
for receipt. PRINT your full name address and age. (Approved orders)
Any popular LPs including:
JOHN LENNON, ROD STEWART, T. REX, CAT STEVENS,
WHO, LED ZEPP, FACES, ELVIS, DEEP PURPLE, CAROLE
KING, DIANA ROSS, WISHBONE ASH, BEATLES, STONES
and all the latest groups

THE G. A. LONG PLAY CENTRE
(Dept. D5I.), 42 CT
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Pop
FROGGATT
•"" still suffers from one of
the worst images in the business, and he's the first to
admit it. Somehow, he hasn't
been able to shake the association with Light programme
lunch-time shows and the
shadow of penning Dave
Clarks "The Red Balloon."
Raymond Froggatt is also the
name of his band—this tends to
throw people too—which have
been together, with only one
line-up change. for nine years.
Raymond is lead vocalist/songwriter12-strinp guitarist with the
group composing Hartley Caine
(lead guitar). Mick Hincks ( bass,
vocals)
and
Len
Ablethorpe
(drums).
Their music, on record at least.
is based totally around Raymond's
songs, essentially high-class pop
combining forthright lyrics with
unobtrusive instrumentation and
relying greatly on melody. On
stage, however, as she live track.
"Sooner Or Later" from their new
album, " Bleach." proves, they can
get it on with the best of them.
Currently the band are working
die college and university circuit,
but as Raymond explained over
more than a few pints when he
was in London recently, the image
thing still dogs them nearly everywhere
"play.
Peoplejust
they
don't know what
to expect from us. In many ways
writing ' Callow-La-Vita' film Red
Balloon') and it becoming such
arnassive hit was one of the worst
things that ever happened." said
Ray, bearded and rugged; looking
like a building- site refugee who'd
just blown his each round some
boutiques. The song .notched up
three million world wide sales and
was recorded by 16 different
unit's'
"All this was four years ago
though, but people still haven't
forgotten about it. Now when we
play colleges the kids still think
we 11 be doing that kind of stuff."
Raymond : who like the rest of
the band lives at Stratford, has
written about 500 songe and he
describes "Red Balloon' and the
hit for Cliff Richard " Big Ship"
as two of his worst.
"In any profession aperson gets
better with time, Ihope my songs

RAYMOND FROGGATT •
WRITTEN 500 soNGs

RAYMOND
ON HOW TO
BECOME A
SUCCESSFUL
FAILURE
have improved and will keep on
improving. The main thing Iwant
is to be accepted as an artist and
song-writer."
-wrien.
d formed in Hands,
worth, a suburb of Birmingham
and unlike many groups of the
period adopted the folk-rock
sound of the early Byrds. Al the
time they were competing with
groups like the Moody Blues and
The Move.
"We know we are going to do
it," says Ray. "We've been together for rune years now and the
band is as firm as a rock, There's
no question of us splitting. Time
and experiences weld people to-

Vicky
knows she's
the VERY
best!
IE THE career of Vicky
A
Leandros as a singer ever
crumbled she could easily become a high-powered publicist. She certainly has all the
attributes — non-stop chatter
pounding you into submission, answers questions like a
computer, and is very convincing that the commodity
she's promoting ( herself!) is
the best in the business.
On top of this she has a precocious
Continental
charm,
huge bewitching brown eyes,
and 'gushing
self-confidence
worthy of Zsa Zsa Gabor.
Vicky, of course, is the young
lady who scooped this year's
"Eurovision" yawn for Luxembourg—the country she represented
once
before singing
"Love Is Blue." Yet her success
in the "Song For Europe"
stakes — "Apres Toi," has been
translated into the top 20 as
"Come Vl'hat May"—is only
one of a string of • ictories for
the
bubbling,
Greek- born
Vicky. At atender 21, she is already well-established as a veteran—with a voice identified

VICKY LEANDROS.
PRECOCIOUS CONTINENTAL
CHARM
the length and breadth of
Europe.
She has trophies for achievements in Germany, America
and Japan; gold discs from
Germany. Canada and her native Greece; and bronze runnerup award from the Montreaux
"Golden Rose" TV fessisaL
Now she's made the all-important breakthrough in Britain
and prior to our interview,
over a snatched yoghurt-andprotein lunch, she was negotiating for a home in London.
"I've always wanted to concentrate myself here because
I've always believed it was the
most important country for pop

Todays message
from Dr. Hook
and the
Medicine Team
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the latest
single from
the music people
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25 BOXES OF
800DIES TO BE WON

¡whet. I mean 1 can remember
one time we were stuck over in
Spain and each of the band had
to sell a pint of their blood to
some abortionist fella, just to raise
the ticket money home."
Talking with Raymond you get
the impression it's his determination. and utter honesty which has
enabled him to keep the band together for so long.
"Look my guitarist Hartley
Caine is fantastic," he says. " He
could quite easily step into most
bands tri the country. When Eric
Clayton was asked once to name
his favourite guitarists, Hartley
came nearly top of the list. I
know I'm lucky to still have him."
CaMe, besides the standard
guitars. plays a 50- string and an
I8-string, both which he built
himself. "The 50-string is absolutely unique, it's shaped something like a coffin and its just
amaxing to see it played," Ray
enthused.
The band appear at the Mexico
Song Festival m June and from
there go on to play two club dates
in New York. An American tour
is also lined up in the Autumn
and in September the band play
a Birmingham gig backed by a
full symphony orchestra.
- It looks like it's going to be
quite a year." sa» Ray, " we
might at last get some of tha
exposure we've lacked in the past."
Lack of exposure, especially on
radio and television, is a fact
of life the Froggatt band have
had to resign themselves to.
Their last single, "The Singer,"
was a beautiful atmospheric ballad
that had " hit" written all over it
but the BBC considered it too long
and it didn't get the airplay. But

l) 0 Ix",/ Cl or

albums, posters, etc from

SLADE, RORY GALLAGHER,
STONE THE CROWS, ARTHUR
BROWN'S KINGDOM COME
AND JUICY LUCY
BRITISH working bands are an important way of musical life for us and
Disc is giving > ou the chance to win a box of Polydor working band albums
from Slade, Rory Gallagher, Arthur Brown's Kingdom Come, Stone the
Crows and Juicy Lucy, plus all the promotional material we can find in the
form of badges, posters, etc.
To win > ou have to choose a line-up from these fine bands to create your
ideal on-the- road band. Below are the names of vocalist, lead guitar, bassist,
rhythm and drummer from the five bands.
We want you to choose one name from each section that would create your
ideal band, but you can use a guitarist as a vocalist as well.
When you hase decided fill in the names in the boxes below. Then give us
the name you would call the band. The band can be made up of as many
members as you want.
The 25 Disc readers who, in the judges opinion, have used their skill and
judgement to compile the best bands and the best names will be the winners.

again noYea,
mond.
bitterness
we all from
thought
"i
Ray 't
would make the chart, a lot of
people did, but it's just one of
those things, lsuppose."
And coupled with this was the
tale Raymond pave out about the
other side of the coin. When he
went to see a well-known publicist
who, explaining away why his fees
would be high, told Ra ,he was
a " has-been. ' Has-been, Froggy
exclaimed, getting pretty excited,
"how can you be a has-been when
you haven't even done anything.
And I don't think I've even
started yet."

Robert Brinton
Talking to her, you get the
impression that Vicky Leandros has an invariable appetite
for singing. And she attacks her
career with all the energy of a
Trojan army. She speaks six
languages—four fairly fluently.
Greek and German come naturally, of course; she grew up in
Hamburg. Her French, she
claims modestly, is still better
than her English, And she
understands Italian.
She made her first record in
Germany when she was 15 and
it was an immediate monster
success. " All my records are
successful," she said, but attributes
a measure
of
her
achievement to her father. Leo
Leandros, her agent/manager'
songwriter and general factotum. It was he who wrote her
"Euro
- song" too.

TV FESTIVAL
"My father brought me up
from the time my parents were
divorced." revealed Vicky. "He
taught me singing and made me
learn classical guitar, even do
ballet three times a week. She was initially insited to
sing for Luxembourg after organisers heard one of her early
albums in German. (" Love Is
Blue" was in ' 67, when Sandie
Shaw scored for the EX). Then
at last year's "Golden Rose"
TV festival, representing Germany with her own show,
Vicky again met the boss of
Radio
Luxembourg.
who
offered her another chance.
The selection process for the
song competition is slightly
different in Luxembourg. The
six songs chosen are circulated
on tape to "208" stations round
Europe and voted upon by executives and DJs. Vicky's dad
had two in the finals; another
was a French track not unlike
last year's Severine success.
"I can sing in any style myself," she explained. "Classical,
melodic, dramatic, even progressive. I'm a big fan of Deep
Purple. old Cream records and
the Moody Blues. Listen to my
arbaill
'
I Am' and hear for
yourself."

Mike Ledgerwood

(. ,11Cmle"'s

wietCOOM COME
armor Brown
MIM

IMY

IDEAL LINE-UP IS:

VOCALIST

LEAD

BASS

DRUMS

RHYTHM

THE NAME FOR MY IDEAL BAND IS:

II

Entries should be scut to: The Goodies Competidon, DISC, l-3 Pemberton Row, London, E.C.4,
Closing date for entries is May ( 7.

NAME.
I •
IADDRESS:
1
The competition is open to reader. living in We
United RIngdom and northern Ireland. The pose m
the .. Goodie Hon" and there can be no substitution
or money Matead. The editor's deelston ti final and
no correspondence ran be entered into.
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John
Peel

IN THE sudden hush the
floor rises slowly and on it
are all these tall women in
high,
wide,
blonde
nigs.
Below these, and above what
I can only describe as ensembles of sequinned jockstraps and bras blurred behind swirls of chiffon, are
grins. The male dancers in
their sharp, violet suits grin
too. The male singer, in a
similar suit, does it light
opera style and grins even
as he sings.
Nudging one another in anticipation the audience fill their
glasses from the jugs of ale or
the bottles of Nlateus Rose on
the tables beside tbent and lean
back, cell- fed and contented, 10
watch the shun.
John Walters, his Helen and
the Pig and I are In a party at
"The Talk of the Town" to see
Loselace Watkins because Lovelace Watkins is worth seeing for
the way be mesmerise, the audience cith his laughter, sentiment
and old-time shoes-hi. panache.
"Dance cith me on a wonderful evening like this, someone sings and more women appear—this time in shocking ginger wigs.
The chiffon swirls
again and they hase sa» Victorian
bustles
behind
them.
White gloses reach up their arms
almost to the Mum, stid they
grin coquettishly. - Bernard Del.
toot presents . . ." and there
are even more of what could
surels be described u “ Iongleggèd los dies." This time they
have
high,
high headdresses
bursting into a flurry of simulated feathers.
I'm glad they
don't use real ones any more.
“C'est Magnifique," they sing
and, in a may, it is. The Pig
points out that she'd not be able
to stand the pace for fise mirages
and they've already been going
for fifteen—and
they're still
smiling. It's orange wigs- and
boater., for " My Cherie Amour"
and then there's a long-legged
lovely on the bed—the bed? I
don't even knots chere it came
from hut it's suddenly- there.
Too bonier-hatted eats caress
the bed-borne lady antiseptically
chile four others spin the entire
group round at adizzying speed.
On the rotating hect she sings
and smiles chile the gents nuzzle
closer. It can't hue been easy.
Suddenly it flashes to me that
all the eeomen look, in their
chile cigs, like my Aunt Joan
did mhen tcas a kid and 1was
alcase terrified of her-1 still
am io tell sou the truth. I'd be
very frightened of the “Talk of
the Town's" dancing ladles.
We'd eaten loo much really—
the food cas fine and the nailer
was actively friendly. I think
the suit Ibought for the occasion
did that, because usually waiters
are less than amiable with me.
The segetarian arffile foxed him
briefly hut he came up with a
plate full of nice things like
asparagus and avocado.
An oriental routine opened inexplicably with the theme music
rom “ Shaft" and re- aligned it.
elf rather more logically with
'Night of Oriental Splendour"

AT THE
'TALK OF
THE TOWN'

LOVELACE WATKINS
The couple behind us, cho'd
introduced
themseltes
earlier
vdth " We're from Cleseland,
Ohio and V¡e sure like the cay
you
erre clapping their
hands gleefully bv non and the
dancers, still smiling, were nearlug costumes that mould not
have been amiss at the “24-Hour
Technicolor Dream" in 1967.
Pagoda type headdresses and,
stone me, if six more dancers
don't come front the ceiling in
a mock Taj Mahal of the type
you see outside the hetter Indian
restaurants in Leeds or Manchester. The swirl, energY and
numerical strength of the cast
cannot hut Impress you.
I
thought back often to the pantomimes of my youth at the Empire or Royal Court theatres in
Liserpool and if Widow Tcanky
had come on to lead 1. through
"Fuzzy Wuzzy mas a bear" then,
what the hell, I'd have been
knocked out. The scene shifts
slightly from the Far- East to the
MiddieEast
and . e have
"Batiblrt, Bangle, and Beads"
and, Ithink, " Love Is A ManySplendnured "Splendour" is a key curd here.
Suddenly the visions of the
mysterious East sanish and we're
on the Left Bank. Slinky comen
shift about in red pvc raincoats
—the lads are still in violet suits
although 1 suspect they're different \IOW( suits. " Diamonds
Are A Girl's Best Friend," " Diamonds Are Foreser" and then
its all oser with " Ladle, and
Gentlemen, Les Girls" and they
sink hack into the floor from
which they sprang. Ye gods,
they do cork hard and drterse
the appplause they get from the
blue-rinses and their old men
clustered round the stage.
There's a pause for our odre'
callo to sort itself out and then
“Ladies and Gentlemen, the Talk
of the Toni. is Proud • •
and
Lovelace Is there and straight
Into "Once In A Lifetime." He's

looking pretty good in a light
ere) bait with wide lapels. It's
difficult to say city he goes down
so cell—perhaps it's because he
really looks as though he was
being discovered all over again
every night; perhaps it's because
he's evert bored suburban housewife's fantuy male when going
to jump in through the kitchen
window and gise her everything
the old man tired of giving her
years ag f. We're a pretty cool
audience and he's having to work
even harder than usual but he
tells as what an incredible audience Ise vire anyvtay.
"Welter., it's my pleasure,
not too fast, not too fast," and
that high laugh. How can you
resist the man?
It would be
churlish to try. " Everybody
happy? I'll change that," and
again the laugh. "Come on
everybody, snap your fingers,
everybody who likes sex snap
your fingers." "Cl00000h," go
the blue- rinses and look in mock'
shook at the others on their
table.
Loselace gisrt " Fire And
Rain" a treatment that could
astonish you—he even makes it
sexy. Then it's “ everyillime I
sing this song strange things happen—des as-tal jog—pros °cads.—
demanding." It's Hey, Jude"!
"You'd better get cue of here
while you still have the chance
and the tables chortle and look
eager. On the chorus he holds
the microphone for members of
the audience cho sing out hopelessly but joyfully out of tune
with a courage t could neser
muster. A middle-aged gentleman is hauled up on stage and
struts around with the nuke as
though to the manner born.
Lovelace goes and sits in his
seat and everyone squeals with
delight. The middle-aged gent
starts a speech about this man
being the - greatest entertainer
in the corld" and Lovelace is
up on stage again leading the
applause and reaching for the
microphone beber the speech
becomes an embarrassment.
He knocv exactly chat to do
with the audience now, plays on
them like you might play on a
piano—and they lose nim for it.
Here's a tribute to Judy Garland, ' misunderstood, brokenhearted—she can't sing it for
you tonight but, Judy, I'll sing
It for you," and it's "Somechere
Over the Rainbow," The oncecool audience is following him
chereser he goes non and he
snitches the mood from the
hopelessly maudlin to the fun.
riot cith a floppy hat and a
Gilbert O'Sullivan song, "My
Friend, Gilbert O'Sullivan." The
lights at the back of the stage
go up and the chow orchestra
es » earing fioppy hats too—more
squeals of delight.
As the Pig says: " He'll do it!"
off comes the tie—" You Make
Mc So Vert flappy." - Spinning
Wheel," off comes the coat and
be ripple, his muscles—he's gol
a lot of muscles and no fat.
They los-e it. "You'og heard
me—but I'm going on" and
again that laugh.
So it goes on, with the audience completely sold and Lovelace to aft appearances basing a
ball—he probably is too. He
mops his broc cilia a napkin
and returns It to the coman on
the front table who giggles and
pens it into her hag. He sings
"Donn On The Comer" —
“Come on, let's have some happy
music," and " You've Got A
Friend" and hitch-hikes his way
around the stage.
He sings his encore cithout
the microphone, face grotrtqued
cith the effort of it and with the
sweat streaming from his face.
It doesn't matter that he doesn't
hase the best voice in the world,
it cotildn't malter much if he
didn't sing at all.
He carries the mhole thing Vbith
ONen trick in the shoc-brt bag,
like a medieine-shovi barker, and
its an incredible thing to catch.
The folks from Cleveland, Ohio,
tell w, as they lease that they've
seen Sinatra, Sarum,
Davis,
Tony Bennett— the lot —
. but that
old Lovelace here make, them
look sick. He does at that.
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Also featuring

PHILIP MITCHELL
RICHIE PITTS
VENIECE

MAY 5

BRISTOL, Top Rank Suite

MAY 6

LONDON, Edmonton Regal Theatre ( Two Shows: 6 p.m. & 8.30 p.m.)"

MAY 7

READING, Top Rank Suite

MAY 8

LIVERPOOL, Top Rank Suite

MAY 10

SHEFFIELD, Top Rank Suite

MAY 11

CARDIFF, Top Rank Suite

MAY 12

WATFORD, Top Rank Suite

MAY 13

LONDON, Hammersmith Odeon Theatre ( Two Shows

MAY 14

BIRMINGHAM, Top Rank Suite

next week in disc...

6.30 p.m. & 9 p.m.)

"SPECIAL GUEST APPEARANCE OF FREDDIE NORTH
CURRENT SINGLE:

Don't Let The
Green Grass Fool You

CURRENT ALBUM:

Don't Knock My Love
ATLANTIC 040319

ATLANTIC K10166

Next week: The Bickershaw and
Camden reports/Andy Bown rises
again/Chicago talking/Win Nilsson
albums/Free poster of Alvin Lee
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Also available.-Don't Knock My Love ( K10011)
Call My Name

Be There ( 10 00 E3)

In The Midnight Hour ( K10129)

Also available:
The Best of
Wilson Pickett
(K40015)
In Philadelphia
(40099)

ATLANTIC
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The Moody Blues
Isn't Life Strange?
TH 9 THRESHOLD

Al Green
Look What You Done
For Me

DAVID
BOWIE

HLU 10369 LONDON- AMERICAN

Neil Diamond
Song Sung Blue
UN 538 UNI

AVID BOWIE is at last
letting the Great British
Public catch up with him.
With grasshopper alacrity,
he has kept ahead of us for
years—before, during and
since the amazing "Space
Oddity." A contemporary
of Marc Bolan's, David
admits that it's probably
his "flightiness" and continual need for change that
has stopped him becoming
as big aname as Bolan.

The Chilites

1 --•

Oh Girl
MU 1156 MCA

Tony Christie
Don't Go Down To Reno
MKS 5089 MCA

The Leeds United
Football Team

Even in the beginning, the young
Bowie didn't fall into the accepted musical slot. Instead of learning guitar, he learned sax at
school, and played in local bands
doing R-n-B. He formed his
own group, David Jones and the
Lower Third—until he heard
about the Monkees and changed
his name to Bowie. The band
later became the Buzz and as
such played frequently in London.

Leeds United
SCM 168 CHAPTER ONE

Donnie Elbert
Little Piece Of Leather
HLU 10370 LONDON- AMERICAN

Sonny 8( Cher
A Cowboy's Work Is
Never Done
MU 1154 MCA

The Angelettes
Don't Let Him Touch You
F R 13284 DECCA

45 rpm

DECCA

group records

o

"When Ileft school, Iwas a commercial artist for a year, then had to
choose between going professional
with the band, or keep my job. I
chucked the job. The band was a
team. Even then, we were an expression, never just rock musicians.

We were similar to the High Numbers ( later the Who) in that we
were ahigh energy band.
"1 was never naturally ahead of my time,
1strived to be ahead. Ihated every-dayness and was living on adrenalin all the
time. Iwas aWardour Street pill- head.
Even now tdon't relax ever. Ihaven't
slept for three days and won't for another day or so."
David and the band lived in an old
ambulance in Wardour Street, outside
a cafe. The proprietor used to wake
them up in the morning with coffee and
the Marquee was almost their permanent address. They could have all gone
home and had an easy time, but it
was more fun to rough it.
"We were too loud onstage. We used
feedback and sounds and didn't play
any melodies. We just pulverised the
sound, which was loosely based on
Tan* Motown. We had an ardent
following of about 100 Mods, but when
we played out of London, we were
booed off the stage. We weren't very
good."
David lay back and grinned at the reminiscence. Bowie was as beautiful as
ever; a picture of sartorial elegance
in diamante studded jumpsuit unzipped
to reveal a pale chest; white patent
boots laced up to the knees and floppy
cap hiding much of his new, short hairdo—recently dyed red. His honte in
Beckenham reflects his artistic tastes.
He decorates it himself and the blue
colour scheme was perfect. He sat on
the luxuriant dark blue Persian carpet,
the surroundings afoil to his extrovert
animation.
He delights in the unexpected, the shocking—an accomplishment itself these
days. His audiences now are at first

•
à z

„Are.
wary of the cultured effeminacy, but
Bowie is apast master of theatrical effect
and there is always the doubt, the feeling that it's all adisplay—but you just
can't be sure. Bowie is glamorous, a
peacock among the pigeons in the
music world.
David's wife Angela keeps him to schedules, reminding him of phone calls he
must make and keeping a diary of
appointments, as well as looking after
their baby, Zowie.
"I do things just for the sake of doing
them. When I left the Buzz, I went
acoustic and started going round folk
dubs, because Isuddenly heard of Bob
Dylan. 1 saw his first performance at
the Albert Hall. He was the first man
to have lyrics—well the black singers
like John Lee Hooker had them but
these people were all in America, they
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ANDREW TYLER IN AMERICA
IT'S been three sears since the
Doors played a British concert if
you discount, as they prefer to do,
their half-hearted showing at the
Isle of Wight 18 months ago.
They were troubled times, Jim
Morrison was embroiled in
his
obscenity charge and as keyboards
man Ray Manrarek says: "Our minds
were in that courtroom instead of on
our music."

Since then the Doors and the world
has lost Morrison, the band has fought
back with - Other Voices" and aseries on
concerts across both coasts and the
American South, and on May 10 at Newcastle City Hall they open a brief British
tour taking in Birmingham, Reading and
London's Roundhouse and, yes, there's
another album in the works, set for release here in late June.
Some said it couldn't be done, the
sision of the Doors without Morrison was
siotmlly indigestible. To the group's following Morrison IN. the Doors, a vital
sensuous figure, more depraved even than
Jagger and off stage, quietly poetic.
Despite the scars left by Slottinte ,
death. the group is philosophical. " There' ,

AS ONE DOOR CLOSES, SO
ANOTHER OPENS...
the shock and it's a shame that people
hase to die but hopefully they musc on
to a better sphere of existence or a different sphere of existence anyway," says
Maneare!.. Mint was once the "world's
smallest Rock-n-Roll band" has grown
physically and musically.
Drummer John Densmore explains, " lf
anything there's more energy and excitement. Around the fime of Jim's death
we were all sort of searching for something new. Now on the mad with us we
have aham player and another musician."
The two new men are bassist Jack Conrad who, with Paul Williams co-wrote
“Family Of Man" for Three Dog Night
and a fess y
ears back toured with the
Beach Boss; on rhythm guitar, assorted
percussion. and backing socaLs is Bobby
Ray who featured on bass for Donovan's
-Sunshine Superman" and worked on
the road with the Marnas and Papas.
All fist: » ere gathered at their manage ,

men! offices on La Cimega Boulesard,
Hollywood, preparing material for their
up-and.coming Ocean tour. In the basement is the studio and rehearsal room
where they cut " LA Woman," the last
recording with Morrison, and " Other
N'oice,"
It's a cosy, smallish workshop with an
old jukebox, acouple of pinball machines
and yards of paint splattered sheeting
billiMing in folds from the ceiling.
In one corner sit Nlanzarek's piano,
organ and Fender Rhodes electric piano.
At the other end are a surjets of amps to
handle Robbie Krieger and Ray's guitars
and Conrad's bass. And squeezed in between sits Densmore's drum kit.
For the new album, so far untitled,
they used A & M's Los Angeles studio.
Ten tracks have already been recorded
and between concert appearances they're
mixing down.
"Me found that nice. — sass Densmore.
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didn't come here, they were older than
me and they were black. Dylan was
here, was younger but had the heaviness
of an old man. When he got to be abig
name, tdropped him like ahot brick."
Continuing his scintillating creativity,
David formed the Arts Lab in Beckett,
ham and about the same time became
interested in mime. He met Lindsay
Kemp, the celebrated mime artist, and
began to realise how important mime is
in expression and theatre. He is taking
his present band to mime lessons at
the moment, because it gives his music
another level and is important to his
show.
Like Bolan, Bowie puts alot of emphasis
on appearance and stage movements.
But unlike Bolan, David has collected
a completely different kind of fan.
They both started out on the same trip,

"New Walls to look at and a new circle
of musicians. It really gets you going,
apart from the five of us we used some
girls on backing vocals and Charlie
Larkey ( Carole King's husband) plays
bass on a couple of tracks. When we
made the " LA Woman" album the board
was up here ( in the office section) and
we were down there. When we wanted
to hear a take ese had to run up the
stairs everytime. When someone » as oser
dubbing a part he'd be down there all
alone with his earphones un and nobody
around."
"Other 'noices" turned out to be a
critical and financial success. It's already
topped 400,000 in salm and is moving towards the gold disc mark. It's been
specially well received in Paris where they
plan to make their first ever appearance
on May 1 at the Olympia. The Roundhouse date is one they look forward to.
They well remember ( heir last gig there
three years ago with Jefferson Airplane.
"It was really incredible," says Manmrek. " It was like playing the old Fillmore in the old dins back in San Francisco. A very wann bunch of stoned
heads really digging the music. We played
the Isle of Wight a while later but it was
really a tense period. Jim esas between

but where David Bowie had digressed
into completely different music, Bolan
captured ateenybop imagination using
hypnotic music to words which
complement the sound. Bowie's music
itself has changed over the past few
albums. "The Man Who Ruled The
World" marked the beginning of
Bowie's return to his public in abig way.
He went to the States and got amazing
receptions. The critics took his album
apart and analysed it carefully. Then
decided that Bowie definitely had something. They set out to make him into a
cult figure, as happens so often with
artists there.
"The Americans take everything and
make into a culture. The things they
wrote about my albums were incredible.
I thought t would like to stay there,
but the more 1see it, the less appealing

his trial in Miami, we were already oser
there and he flew over for the weekend
but had to be back an the Monday for
his cuurt appearance.
"We just didn't make it, we really
didn't play at all well at the Isle of
Hight."
John Densmore takes the story on a
few months. " It was pretty weird when
we got the news of Jim's death. He'd
been gone for a couple of months so we
hadn't seen him for that length of time
and then we just get this ' phone call
and it was sort of ' OK that's it.' It was
pretty add, whereas when someone dice
in LA NOU go through the whole thing
with them but that was kind of distant."
By last November some of the furore
mrrounding Slorrison's death had fizzled
out and ever so carefully the Doors took
to the road. The first gig was in the heartland of America; Lincoln, Nebraska and
the reaction was better than they could
base hoped for.
Says John: "The audience wos really
great. We were quite nervous not knowing what reaction to expect but there
were standing ovations and encores and
stuff."
These days Marvarek and Krieger
handle the meals, Ray taking most of

the idea becomes. Iknow Ilike living
on adrenalin, but that's just too much."
The next album to come was " Hanky
Dory." This time, It got noticed more
in Britain and people began to remember Bowie—"oh yes, ' Space Oddity'
guY."
"It would be nice to eradicate ' Space
Oddity,' but I'm flattered in the nicest
way, that Elton John took so much
out of it for ' Rocket Man'. I think
perhaps it was premature. If that single
had come out now Iwould be 'part of
the scene'.
"I'm not downhearted about Britain.
Idon't know why, but tfeel that it's
just become our time. I never felt at
home in the 60$. 1was writing about
space, 1 felt drawn towards it when
everyone else was writing about peace
and love. It was a depressing era,
towards the deep dark end of the 60s.
As soon as this year came 1 felt at
home."
David played tracks from the new album
to be released this month, "The Rise
and Fall Of Ziggy Stardust And the
Spiders From Mars." His band, Mick
Ronson, Woody Woodman Sey and
Billy Whizz, are the Spiders. The songs
arc lighter in lyric content, happier
even, and the music, although distinctively Bowie, is more carefree.
"I've got a lot out of my system, a lot
of the schizophrenia. It's on a level I
can't think about now. ' flunky Dory'
was a very worried album because I
didn't know what I was supposed to
be doing. Idared to hope too long about
England, so Idon't dare to hope for
more. If 1 wasn't doing this, I don't
know what I'd do-1'd either be in a
outhouse, or in prison."
But David is finally getting through to

the leads. His voice boo isn't as well oiled
as Slorrison's but It's an adequate voice
and he eses it sparingly. They lam a lot
more. Krieger's guitar work is brought
up front more and he's happy about
that. The new alburn the, say is like
nothing
they've done before.
More
"rhythms and boogie things" but still
"go od old Rock-n-Roll."
The titles sound promising enough,
"Mosquito, - "The Peking King And
The New York Queen,""Get Up And
Dance" and they've included an old Elsis
number, " Good Rotidn'."
They haven't worked out a title for
the album or selected a single but don't
be surprised if the sleeve features acolour
shot of a mosquito contemplating and
about to gobble a pool of human blood.
The Doors haven't lost their sense of the
macabre and they're not affraid to tackle
old numbers, London audiences can expect to hear " Love Me Two Times" and
"Light My Fire" at the very least.
"Before the first tour with Jim," says
Densmore, " we hadn't played in 18
months. We were mulling over the Use
thing, that's why we're having so much
fun now. To get back and play for people
Ls really good—the vibes are coming hack
at us again,"

the unbelievers and after his tour in
the summer should really have made
quite an impression.
"Marc Bolan opened things up for me—
and for himself. Now its down to old
fashioned rock and boogie. I don't
see what's so derisive about teenyboppers. As far as Iwas concerned, the
mind was at amost active stage at the
age of about 14. Marc will progress
at the same speed as his fans. He'll
change along with them.
"I really prefer street culture. I'm not
ready to be an intellectual. 1f you give
your audience too straight aEwe, they'll
keep you to it. I've been through so
many changes, and have been mo‘ing
around so much you could say it's
stopped me from becoming ' famous'. I
don't represent anything. For years
my various managements have been
trying to get me to settle down. Now I
have no one to own up to and tcan
do exactly what Iwant.
"My people expect that of me—they are
usually abit bizarre themselves. Iwant
to be successful—I'm not in this business
for the peace of mankind and it would
be pointless to say otherwise. Iadmire
Marc Bolan—he's terrific. He's a
grafter. Me and Marc used to try to
outdo each other—not in a nasty way.
We were just wary of each other. It's
inevitable we'd be into the same bag.
He's very much an individual and so
am I."
David has a very fatalistic approach to
his career, and although he really does
want to make something of himself
and the Spiders, he doesn't hope for
any more than he has already. As you've
probably noticed, he goes out of his
way to make himself noticed, but
Bowie gets away with things.

DOORS ( FROM

David isn't merely arock/drag artist. He
dresses outrageously because it Makes
an effect and it's fun. He's been doing
it for years. Alice Cooper repulsed alot
of people because his act, though
bizarre, was menacing in astrange way.
It was violent. David has the glitter,
the old time Hollywood glamour. And
he has alot to offer in the way of musical
talent.
"It depends whether or not people are
wearing what they want to wear. I'm
a bit flightly, Ican get away with it.
It comes naturally to dress like that
because I am an extrovert and it's a
way of life. Iwas like that even when
Bolan used to come to the Roundhouse
to see me: Tony Visconti was playing
bassfor me at that time."
Visconti was one of the people who talked
over ideas with David in the void left after
the success of "Space Oddity." The
single was made during Bowie's acoustic stage and found it a struggle to
actually to out on the road with just
aguitar. He stopped playing altogether
and thought a lot. Then he wrote the
songs for "The Man Who Sold The
World."
Bowie has had many influences on his
music, but apart from a lasting affair
with the Velvet Underground, and
continued admiration for Lou Reed as
an artist, they haven't left anoticeable
mark on Bowie's songs. Having repudiated the concept of latter-day
musicians having to be heavy in thought
and music, Bowie's view of music is
much more light-hearted and entertaining. He has written a couple of songs
for Mott The Hoople and intends to
produce their next album.
Bowie is bringing back the glitter for
all of us.

LEFT) JOHN DENSMORE,
AND RAY MANZAREK

ROBBIE KRIEGER
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Ms week

Acomprehensive guide to the events of the
music week compiled by Rosalind Russell.

by
Rosalind Russell

¡NEZ FOXX . . . SINGLE
OUT THIS WEEK

Live
London ( tonight, Wednesday 3),
Bumpers, au this week, Unit 4
plus 2, 75p, 8p.m. Chalk Farm,
Roundhouse, Stackridge/Brinsley Schwartz/Dr. John 90p, 7
p.m.
Chester, ABC, Curved Air.
Preston, Top Rank, Bloodstone,
60p. 8p.m.
Sheffield, Fiesta, Gene Pitney.
£1.55. £ 1.45, 95p. 9 p.m. and
11 p.m.
Brighton, Dome, Electric Light
Orchaera,
Colin
Blunstone,
Fishbaugh, Fishbaugh and Zorn.
8 p.m.
Corby, Civic Hall, Peter Sarstedt.
Liverpool,
Empire,
Jerry Lee
Lewis.
Manchester, Odeon, Joni Mitchell.

THURSDAY (4)
Sheffield, Fiesta, Gene Pitney
(same prices and times as Wednesday).
Oxford, Town Hall. Quintessence/
Snow LeopardRoss Daly and
Co 60p. 7.30 p.m.
Buxton, Pavilion, Curved Air,
8 p.m.

EDWARD WOOD WARD
. . MOVIE INSPECTOR

RAY MANZAREK. .
DOORS ON OGWT

PETER SARSTEDT. .
BRITISH DATES

SPIKE MILLIGAN . . .
RADIO 4 GUEST

Hull, ABC, Jerry Lee Lewis.
Hanley, Top Rank, Bloodstone.

Fairport
Convention,
60P,
8p.m.
WaverfamPtoa.
Polytechnic,
Hookfoot, 60p 8 pm.
Sheffield, Fiesta, Gene Pitney
(prices and times the same as
previously).
Eltham, Falcon, Vinegar Joe,
7.30 p.m. Avery Hill College.
Status Quo, 509, 8 p.m.
Norfolk.
Hwutanten
Youth
Centre.
Crow
and
Sonic
Hysteria, 409. 8 p.m.
Chatham, Central Hall, Curved
Air.
Ness-castle, University. Cheech n'
Chong, 50p. 7.30 pet.
Surrey University, Steve Tilston.

Don't miss "A Night At The
Opera" with the Marx Brothers
on BBC- 1 at 11.15 on May 5 or
you'll be cursed with the plague
an' yer rabbitell die.
-Night Must Fall" on London
Weekend on the same day at 11
pm, looks like a has competitor
to the above. Made in 1963 and
based on Emlyn William's stage
thriller, it stars Albert Finney,
Susan Hampshire, Sheila Hancock
and Mona Washbourne.
"Death And Burial In Tutankhamun's Egypt," part of BBC-2's
continuing series, 15 on Saturday,
May 6.
Finally, London Weekend gives
a showing of -The Oscar,' on
Sunday, May 7, at 7.55 pm featuring 'everhody who's anybody
(my dear).

presenting his choke of music. A.
snatch ot piano music composes(
and played by Spike himself van
be especially interesting since few
people know that he s also an
accomplished jazz musician. If
you haven't read his "Adolf
Hitler-my part in his downfall,"
then zebu yid be shot.
Orwell's "Animal Farm" is
being read in five daily Muniments by Tom Fleming, starting
on May 8 on Radio 4. The same
day, but on Radio 3, features the
European Premiere for Two Electronic Compositions, which will
be worth the listen.

DO51
9
e, SP
C les'
opatra*s, Gary Wright
and Wondcrwheel. 8p.m.
Redditch, Palace Theatre, Peter
Sorstedt.
Newport,
Kensington
Cours.
Status Quo. 8 p.m. 60p.
Dorchester Cavern, Vinegar Joe,
40p. 8 p.m.
Coventry, Locarno. Argent.
London., Chalk Farm Roundhouse,
Smith, Perkins and Smith/Vinegar Joe/Rory Gallagher Band,
90p. 7p.m.

FRIDAY (5)
Ipswich, City College, Stone The
Crows. Gallagher and Lyle and
Mandhala, 8 p.m.. 60p advance.
75p at door.
London,
Marquee,
Brewer's
Droop, 50p. 7.45 p.m. Camden
Round House, Donovan, Sutherland
Bros.
Band,
Duncan
Browne, £ 1, 7p.m.

SATURDAY (6)
Plymouth. Van Dike. Heads Hands
and Feet. 50p, 8 p.m. last
English venue before their tour
of the U.S.
Oxford, St. Catherine's College,

CITY POLY ENTS.
present

MAY BALL
(Formal Dress)

HOT CHOCOLATE

All-night
commencing

Rock Rebellion *

8.30 p.m.

Carrillon *

Good Habit

Mike Absalom

DOUBLE TICKETS £6.30
Film *

All-night Disco *

Special Guest Stars

ROYAL ALBERT HALL
ROBERT PATERSON presents
MONDAY, MAY IS, at 7.30
FIRST LONDON CONCERT APPEARANCE OF

KRIS
KRISTOFFERSON
-!...G.':,là fery er.:M.°`
-

Star Guest: RITA COOLIDGE
Tickets 30p to £ 1.50 NOW ON SALE (01-589 8212) and Agents
1972 BRITISH AND IRISH TOUR
TUES.,
MAY
9 OXFORD New Theatre
WED.,
MAY 10
MANCHESTER Free Trade Hall
THURS., MAY II
DUBLIN Stadium
SAT.,
MAY 13
BIRMINGHAM Odeon
TUES.,
MAY 16
BOURNEMOUTH Winter Gardens

Borough Road College, Borough Road, Isieworth, Middx.
presents

THE PRESIDEN'PS BALL

THE ROY YOUNG BAND

Sat.
May 6

AMON DINbi

8 p.m..1 a.m.

MEGATON FLEA

Tickets SUS. 50p. N.U.S. 60p. TeL 01-560 0322

Enjoy exciting CARIBBEAN NIGHTS
at the

WHISKY A GOGO 33-37 ward., St. Piccadilly

Where ALL NATIONS meet. DANCE & DINE with CABARET.
8 pan.-3.30 a.m. EVERY NIGHT. Discotheque mid Live Groups.
Apply for Membership Now.

Southport, Floral Hall. Peter Sarstedt. 8 p.m.
Nonvieh. City College. Steeleye
Span. Amazing Blondel. 80p.
8 p.m.
BrisroL Poly.. Arthur Brown's
Kingdom Come. 8 PAD.
Southampton. University. Bridget
St. John, John St. Field. 7.30
p.m.

SUNDAY (7)

MUNGO JERRY

f'ir
.
idyayr2

Wednesbury, West Bromwich College of Commerce. Paladin. 8
m.
Pl ymouth,
p
Van Dyke. Budgie. 50o.
8p.m.
Sheffield,
Fiesta-number
four
Gene Pitney number five . . .
Brighton, Dome. Rod McKuen.
London,
Festival
Hall.
Joni
Mitchell.
University College,
Man. Khavas Jute. 40p. 8 p.m.
Bracknell, Sports Centre. Slade.
Frump. Spreadeagle. 70p. 7p.m.
Corby, Festival Hall, Curved Air.

Tel, 437 7676

Plymouth.
Gulidhall.
Fairport
Convention. 8 p.m.
Sheffield, Fiesta, Gene Pitney.
8 p.m.
London, Alexandra Palace. Curved
Air. Jon Lord and Friends.
Sandy Denny. Mainhorse Airline.
Audience.
Renaissance.
78n. 2 P.m.
Derby, Cleopatra's.
Gnidrolog.
40p. 8 p.m.
Coventry.
Theatre.
Jerry
Lee
Lewis.
Kenilworth, The Grange. Status
Quo.

MONDAY (8)
Loma% Speakeasy. Pacific Gas

and Electric. 7.45 p.m.
Leletwter, de Montfort Hall. Electric Light Orchestra. Colin Bino.
stone. Fishbaugh. Fishbaugh and
Zorn.
Sheffield, Fiesta. Blue Mink.
rchttehaven. Civic Hall. Peter Sarstedt. 40p. 8 p.m.
Grasmend, Lords Club. Civic
Sunertramp. Chapel Farm.
8p.m.. 409 advance and 50p on
th,, night.

TUESDAY (9)
Sheffield, Fiesta, Blue Mink.
Oxford, New Theatre. Kris Kristofferson and Rita Coolidge (see
"On" section for details).
Birmingham, Henry's Blueshouse.
Budgie. 30p. 7.30 o.m.
Manchester. Free Trade Hall.
FLO Blunstone. FFZ.
Watford, Town Hall. The Kinks.
£1.25. £1.00. 75p. 50p. 8 o.m.
Gismo«,
Kelvin
Han
Rod
McKuen. 8 n.m.
Derby. Cleoparca's Freight. Black
Widow. 40p. 8p.m.

View
OLD Grey Whistle Test-BBC-2
features: The Doors on May 9
and Kris Kristofferson on May 5,
who will also have the great
pleasure to appear on the Rolf
Harris show on the 12th. Be worth
wedging yourself in front of the
screen tonight (Wednesday) for
BBC- 2 coverage of Mohammed
Ali's fight with Canadian George
Chuvalo which took place M Vancouver last Monday. Time: 9.20
and 10.10. If you happen to be
drunk that night and fancy a
laugh, there's a Party Political
on BBC-2 on behalf of our democratic protectors.
"The French Way" is not a sex
education film, but "a look at
dayho-day life in a little medieval
town in France." The town is
Villefranche and the programme,
at 8.30 p.m.. Thursday (4). BBC- I.

Silvered
GILBERT
O'Sullivan
receives
DISC'S Silver Disc Award for
sales of 250.000 copies of "Alone
Again ( Naturally)."

On
OXFORD Music Week at the
New Theatre. Oxford, between
Sunday. May 7 and Sunda>. May
14. The first night sees Count
Basie and his Orchestra, The Kansas City Seven and "the world's
greatest blues singers" Joe Williams, Big Joe Turner and Eddie
"Cleanhead" Vinson. Two performances. 6 pat, 8 pm. Tickets:
£1.50. £ 1.30. £ 1.05, 80p.
Monday features Cleo Laine's
"Spring Collection," whh husband
John Dankworth at 7 pm. £ 1.00,
90p. 80p, 501,
Tuesday ai 7 pm is Kris Erieofferson and : he long-legged Miss
Rita Coolidge. £ 1.50, £ 1.30, £ 1.10,
80p. 50p.
Shirley Ramey and the Maynard
Ferguson Orchestra rip off a song
or two on the Wednesday at 6pm
and 8.30 pm. Tickets £ 3.00, £2.50,
£2.00, £ 1.00. 75p.
Mary Napkin and Ralph MeTell are on the Thursday at 7.30
pm. Tickets: £ 1.50. £ 1.30. £ 1.10,
80p and 50p.
Moosup does his thing on the
Friday at 7.30 pm, tickets for this
being £ 1.75. £ 1.50. £ 1.25, 90p,
50p.
Lulu kicks out the jams on the
following night at 6 pm and 8.30
pm. cosring you £ 1.50. £ 1.30. £ 1.05
and (0p.
The last night sees Nana Mouskouri at 7.30 p.m. Tickets are
£1.75. £ 1.50. £ 1.25. 90p.

New sounds
OUT next Friday ( May 12) is the
new single from Michael Jackson,
"Rockin' Robin." Also released
are Earl Van Dyke and the Soul
Brothers-" ICaret Help Myself':
John Kay (
ex•Steppenwolf)"I'm
Movin' On": Ralph McTell "Teacher Teacher": Mrs Mills "Sunshine": Stampeden-"Monday Morning Choo Choo": B.
Bumble and the Stingers-" Nutrocker"; Humble Pie-"Hot 'n'
Nasty": Paul Williams-" Simple
Man': Leapv Lee - " No Full
Moon":
George
Jackson "Aretha. Sing One For Me":
Emotions - "51y Honey And
Me": Staple Singers-"I'll Take
You There": Scarecrow - "No
Man's Land": Belts - " Oh My
Love": Val Doonican - - More
Than Ever Before": Billy Joel"She's Got A Way": Atomic
Rooster-" Stand By Mn": and
Inez Foxx-"You Shouldn't Have
Set My Soul On Fire."

Listen
BBC Radio One's " Sounds of the
70's" fe-atures: Saturday, May 6,
Sutherland Brothers and Heads
Hands and Feet. Monday, May 8.
Quiver, Barclay James Harvest.
Tuesday. May 9, Matching Mole,
Gary Wright.
Radio Four's " My Kind of
Music" on Tuesday. May 9,
should be good as the guest is
none other than Spike Milligan

Film
"SITTING Target"-Oliver Reed,
Jill St John, Ian McShane, Edward
Woodward, Frank Finlay. (Cert.
X). A slick, scanty and rather
violent film about u jail-breaker
whose sole motive is to kill an
unfaithful wife. The jail-breaker,
Harry Leman, played by Oliver
Reed, stalks through the film with
a great deal of hatred and a
trigger-happy right hand, after
ho wife-(.1111 St. John).
The opening jail sequences were
filmed at Kilmainham and Arbour
Hill jails in Dublin with an Oppressive break-out including the
battering of two warders and the
killing of a police dog. Loman
and his old associate Birdy Williams--excellently played by Ian
McShane-set off ro London to
find the unfaithful and pregnant
Mrs Leman.
A good deal of violence follows
-Edward Woodward plays a
facsimile of Callan as the CID
Inspector and comes in for a fair
share of battering on a balconythere's an excellent police motor
bike chase of Loman through the
flats' loaded washing lines.
Oliver Reed's portrayal of obsessive violence is chilling: the
photography is good, so is Alexander Jacobs' screenplay. And
there's a vicious and totally unanticipated twist at the end.
(Opens May 11, ABC 2, Shaftesbury Avenue. General release June
4.) C.B.

Folk
JOHN James and Pete Berryman
are appearing at the London ICA
on Monday. 6, 8 pm. Admission
to members is 30p. to guests 40p.
On Friday. The Fettles are id,
ing their services for afund-raising
concert for the Midland Region
of the E.F.D.S.S. at Breirley Hill
Civic Hail. Also appearing are
Dave Cartwright and Dave Bar'
land. The following day they are
at St Albans at 11.15 in the morning for the scan of the St Albans
Festival at which they will be
giving a musicians workshop.

DAUL
ANKA "Jubilation
(ffieddab
2011-121).
The,
isn't
anything
remotely
n
sembling jubilation in this pouro
ing non-event. Crammed with du
warnings and threats, it's out c
character for the Anise we lute.
and loved.
While
social
comment-typ
salts scorc the occasional succm
wit a strong tune, tdon't Min
Black Velvet's -Children" (Sere
Sun SHUN 3) is going to be on
of them. It's mediocre, with n
outstanding features.
Instant hit-time. The Cook
Greenaway Flowers team COMI
up, not surprisingly, with anodic
fine song, guaranteed high qualit
for the Fortunes' harmony arrange
meats. - Baby By The Way
(Capitol CL 15719). Simple- but
outstanding.
Mac and Kate Kisson are th
couple who have appeared on s.
many albums for other people
Their own single " Hey You Love
(Young Blood YB 1038) is eight
and well-timed but it's ashame th
actual song doesn't have a bi
more content to justify itself.
A country fiddle gives Roge
Greenawa,v's " Ballad Of Mn
West" (Bed 1233) the right Wen
em effect for the Mae West period
The tune is easy to remembei
but somehow there's a feeling oi
anachronism in the vocals. It'll b
useful, no doubt, for DJ intro
to their programmes
Byron Lee and the Dragonalre
"Make It Reggae" (Dynamic DY11
435). How to make it borina per
haps. Sophisticated reggae is jus
flat and uninteresting, and that'
a pretty fair dmcription of thi
record. Ithink.
Wilson Pickett is a professions
and as such, couldn't make an en
tirely bad record. It's just Ma
"Don't Let The Green Grass Foe
You" (Ahonde K 10166) isn'
single success material. There isre
enough to it and it seems to lad
depth.
Nfediclne Head have verres
away from the " Pictures In Thi
Sky" style with " Only Do Who
Is Tree" ( Dandelion 2001.325)
This song is quietly pleasant. bu
very slow moving. Perhaps aim
prolonged bombardment, it conk
catch on.
'MEW WORLD make commer
cial singles, so there's link
doubt that this simple-but,nfec
sinus ditty will be heard arounc
the land very soon. It's a nica
tune too, on much the same line
as their law single. " Sister Jane'
IRAK 130).
Surprising
gentleness
Iron
Barclay James Harvest, with eon
trolled electric guitar and sol
drums, completely reverse all pre
virus i
deas on their excess o:
volume. " I'm Over To You'
(Harvest HAR 5051) is a pleasen*
sound indeed.

Hip
COUNTRY JOE helps produce
the music for a Danish film.
"Quiet Days In Clichy" to be
shown at the Hanover Grand, 6
Hanover Street, WI. The film is
based on the novel by Henry
Miller,

Sorry
SEARCH FOR A
SONGWRITER:
Due to a misunderstanding we
were wrongly led to believe that
the Copyright Department of the
British Museum provided a service
whereby songwriters could deposit
their songs with them to aid any
future copyright problems.
We now discover that this is not
the case and the British Museum
is returning all tapes and music
sent. To all entrants we suggest
they use an alternative copynght
protection which is to send a tape
of their song or the top line of
music to themselves in a registered
envelope and hold on to it, UNOPENED to enable them to prove
a. date of composition should a
dispute arise.

LEONARD COHEN
DISGUISED.
CBS have released amaxi single
of three tracks from Leonard
Cohen's first album, includiny
"Sisters Of Mercy," and disguised
it under the cover of being the
music from the film " McCabe and
Mrs. Miller" - which it is ol
course (CBS 9162). Handy if you
don't already know the album 1
su eee
sisway-Cook

did very well
with " Lovers Of The World
Unite" the first time round. as
Ovoid and Jonathan a few yean
ago. However, the version by the
Congregation (Columbia DB 8894)
is insipid, and lacks the guts that
it had before. The instrumentation
spoils what is essentially a simple
song.
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Reviewed by John Peel

Fanny still
lack that
vocal power
ANNY

HEART

That Peculiar" (Reprise K
Now I'm not al that anxsus to appear to be amale chauvist but let's admit that girl RockRoll groups haven't been taken
tthat seriously so far. I'm talkg about groups that play their
struments as well as doing the
aging. There was always Ivy
casan and her All-Girl Orchestra
st that was some time ago.
In California I did a few gigs
ills a girl's band with a meant:eat name that Ican't remember
st their only musical attributes
ere enormous breasts and a very
nail wardrobe. Fanny are a
fferent matter altogether and
ant already .have done more to
mot holes m prejudices against
omen- in- rock than anyone else.
his is the opening track on the
Fanny Hill" LP arid the playing
just scorching. June Millington's
ide guitar is die equal of anyone
se's and all the girls play better
an awhole hatful of rated males
at Icould merttion.
In fact rice only weak link is
e singing and this has been
anny's weakness since their first
P. "Fanny Hill" is the third.
he voices still lack the power
el coarseness that is essential to
is type of material but that must
rely came with months on the
ed. The bond has matured enoroudy since that first LP and, as
say, June Millington's guitar
eying is exemplary. Hear it. If
ere .were any justice this would
a Top Ten record but, as you
ant have observed, there isn't
•it probably won't be.

"House Of Cards" (RCA 2205).
This sounds very much like Tony
Blackburn singing under a pseud.
mien and if so puts me in a
certain amount of difficulty.
There are an enormous number
of folk elm imagine that Tone
and I don't get on. I'm afraid
there's no truth in this—I hardly
know the man. The fact that I've
been told he doesn't like my programmes leaves me Unmoved . . .
it's so easy to be misquoted on
these occasions.
My ambition as a youth was to
play for Liverpool and Tony's
was to make a career for himself
as.a singer. Ithink ive must stand
shoulder to shoulder and admit
Mat neither of us is going to make
it. The unpalatable facts are that
I can't play football to save my
life and Tone, whether using his
own
name
or
transplanting
"Heart," cannot sing.
On this occasion we hare with
us another jolly singalong piece
of a peculiarly ordinary nature—
"living in a house of cards and I
was playing joker"—produced by
Johnny At-they and Phillip Swem.
I'm afraid Idon't like it. Dime's
a waletwah guitar that appears to
be playing something quite different and Tone has a lot of trouble
with ha timing — " ungainly"
would just about sian it up—like
a front row forward dancing in
"Swan Lake."

116.5).

REDBONE
"Niji Trance" (Epic S EPC 7954).
This starts out Byrds-like—I2string guitars and all that. This

FANNY DRUMMER: ALICE DE BUHR,
promising beginning is followed
possibly sod cl
ihi
thciedu
¡
o:if
o
v
Intermittent Ligj 'Showers and
then we get a great deal of
"0000000h, k's the spirit dance,
0000000h, it's the Niji Trance."
I'm not even sure that " Niji"
should be spelt with a large, or
even a substantial "N."
Anyway there's a lot of percussion there again all very thrust..
lag but inconclusive. Several of
my closest friends think Redbone
are pretty rough stuff but 1find
it difficult to line up with them.
They certainly play well but
there's sisal indefinable plus factor
missing dial makes for excitement
and conviction. Do you know
what I mean? Neither do I. I
don't think that "Niji Trance"
will catapult Redbone back into
the affections of the Great British
Public.

COMMANDER CODY

"Hot Rod Lincoln" (Paramount
PARA 3021). I remember searching around the red-neck sections
of Dallas, Texas, for the original
version of this by Charlie Ryan.
Ifinally found it in a very rough

shop in a place called Farmer's
Branch (in passing, else home of
Michael Nesmith) and it was well
worth the hunt. Charlie Ryan
wrote it and a lot of other car/
bike songs which sound very, very
alike.
The Commander Cody version,
selling well in the US. and from
the fine Lost In The Ozone LP,
is pretty faithful to die Charlie
Ryan version and the truth is
that you'd be better off with the
original. However, as you're unlikely to get the chance to have
the latter you'd better settle for
the former. It's an up-tcmpo talking blues-type story of a hofrod
race between a Lincoln and a
Cadillac.
There's
some good
motoring guitar and scale sound
effects to illustrate lines late "my
fenders was clicking the guard
rail posts" and the minor càtsaside about the passing of " tele'
phone poles tike a picket fence."
The hero repasses the Caddy
after suffering the taunts of his
mates when it passes him, but his
victory celebration is cut short
when the gendarmerie cate up
with him and fling him into the
nick. His dad baits him out and

observes that ' you'll drive me to
drinkin' it you don't quit then'
that hot-rod Lincoln." A powerful
message for our times but you
should really try to achieve the
"Ozone" LP.

DON MeLEA14
"Vincent" (United Artists UP
35359). Now this really is a lovely
song, with excellent lyrics, and I
hope it will prove that Don McLean is not, as has been often
suggested, a one-hit wonder. As
the publicity hand-out observes
the LP from which this is arisen
has already sold over 2,000,0®
and yet this single is inflicting
nasty cuts and abrasions on the
American singles charts. You
can't really ignore that.
The mood is similar to that of
the opening to " American Pie"
but it never erupts into the power
of diet epic record. It's mellow, I
suppose, and Don McLean's voice
reminds me a lot of that of Bob
Lind, subo made "Elusive Butterfly" and several superior LPs in
the late '60s. In the way he clips
off and then restores the ends of
words he sounds a little like the
NIORE

STRAINDS

'HERE IT COMES'
NEW SINGLE
RELEASED
NOW
B/W
'TOMORROW'

AMS
7002

Dion of "The Wanderer" and
"Runaround Sue."
He's a very goad singer/songwriter—rare praise—at a time
when there are millions of singer/
songwriters of stunning ordinariness copping vast record sales on
the strength of their neurosis. The
song is about Vincent Van Gogh
—no, Marjorie, he doesn't play
for Ascua—bat the music doesn't
really accurately reflect the tortured, painful life of Van Gogh.
Rather it has a melancholic chants
and a sort of wounded oectsitivity
that is really very telling indeed.
When Ifirst heard this as an album track my reactions were less
chaos positive but, upon repeated
hearings, I [Ike it very much indeed.
Ithink Don Mclean may suffer,
as Procol Hamm for example
have suffered, as the result of getting under way with a massive,
unforgettable classic. It would be
a pity if we rejected this single
because it is, quite inevitably,
slightly less than the previous one.
The accompaniment is simple, solo
guitar most of the way, with afew
strings applied towards the clase.
Excellent.
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'SOUND VALUE'

in an GOMM
£1.90.
JUOZE SILL, £ 1.94.
DEEP PURPLE, MACHINE HEAD,
E.94.
CRA1IN, HORSE, LOOSE. £ 1.49.
ARaEiN
sT,
ALTOS.....
NOW.

T. REX
T. REX - Metal Guru (T. Ilex
label--Marc I).
If you listen to Radio 1 at all
then you must have already heard
this new T. Rex single by now,
so I'll address my remarks to
those of you who live in places
like East Anglia where Radio I
is almost inaudible.
"Metal Gum" has a slower
tempo than previous hits and has
a massive production that out
Phil Spector's, Phil Spector. From
the first notes it's eeeryone into
the pool, and the record has a
fast shuddering thing - the Incre.
dible Hulls net the music - that
can't fail to sell as well as anything that has gone before and
might even be the best T. Rex
seller to date.
Marc cries: "Yea," beneath an
assault of voices, strings and
multi-tracked guitars and then it's
into " Metal Guru, Is It You."
For fans here's a bit of information you won't get in any of
the other reviews: The word
"Metal Guru" occurs 21 times in
the two minutes 25 seconds of the
track. This results in a “ Metal
Guru"
once
every
6.9004762
seconds. The record is punctuated
with the gasps and cries that have
become Mare's trade mark.
In the brief instrumental breaks
New get a chance to obsene exactly the near-V•.agnerlan battery
of ' instruments and voices that
storm and wall behind Marc's
voice. There's a nice guitar line
in there, too, if NOU listen closely
- I'd like to have heard more
of that.
Over the fade even more soices
join in with the title and a handful of " Yea. yea. yeas."
like the best Beatles' records,
von may find that you don't like
it much 'at first - "they've blown
It this time" - but in the end
vota realise that, like him or not.
Marc has worked out exactly
what it is that makes a record
work.
Nlan• critics hose written about
him since he became famous but.
let's face it. we need a measure
of excitement in the charts and
It's merely selfish to want to deny
Marc's ( mincer fans the irrational oserreaction they have.
As a man who h
èpt
th
excitement when he first saw
Gene Vincent and Eddie Cochrane, shivered with excited disbelief when he first heard the
Beatles and the Stones, and now
plays Faces' records non-stop at
borne. I know just how they feel.
On the reverse of " Metal Guru"
we have ' lady" which is vaguely
skifflish and fades out with some
strange but highly effective noises
on what I take to be a guitar
of
sorts
and "Thunderwing"
which is pretty good too.
The pair of them add up to
six minutes of music, to Marc
is at least giving the fans salue
for money. No minute and a half
throwaways for him. Good on
ver Marc.
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Stills and Manassas
set for amonster
STEPHEN
STILLS
MAN.
AMAS (Atlantic K60021; £3.69)
Monitoring and defining the
musical merit of Crosby/Stills/
Nash and Co. must be akin to
equating the relative ability of
the
individual
Beatles,
one
might say.
Personally, 111 always be a
ftrvent fan of Willy Nash—for
his cleser, whimsical words, uncomplicated melodies. Easily the
early McCartney of the combine.
Lately, however, ive been swayed considerably by the prolific
progress of Stephen Stills—for
his forthright feelings and a
steadfast refiecal to become musically typecast
lo Manassas, he has undoubtedly the best band in the business—funky
bassman
Fuzzy
Samuels and driving drummer
Dallas Taylor, neither unfamiliar
with Stephen's thoughts, plus
Byrdman Chris Hillman's cool
guitar, Al Perkins' persuasive
pedal-steel, and Joe Lab a and
Paul Harris, respectively percussion and keyboard. And, guided
by Stills' deep-set desire to expand, experiment and expound,
they've fused into a first-class
uMt.
The double album as Manassas being an immaculate, creative masterpiece and a irritable
milestone in technical production, it's diskled into four separate suites—each exciting and of
varying appeal. "The RaNCIP is
Stephen's own personal favourite, with " Rock And Roll Crazies" his super-cool appraisal of
superstar rock life, leading into
"Cuban Bluegrass .
" and the soft,
slow blues "Jet Set."
For my part, I preferred the
CS&N-fla.soured " Bound
To
Lose" for its compact, tight harmonies. "The Wilderness" is the
side that's Stephen's concession
to his Counter cowboy cousins,
and is musically the most aware
part of the album—from the
fast shuffle of " Fallen Eagle"
through to husky hue-down hollering on " Don't Look At Nly
Shadow." More tvPical CS&N
harmonies (and that mood is
'ers prevalent throuchouti highlight " It Doesn't Matter" 011
the side titled " Consider," also
spotlightin, some funkY guitar
phrases on "How Far."
Yet, by far the most intriguing and enjoyable tracks come,
inevitably, on " Rock % rid Roll

WISTFUL
ROCK
FROM MICK
AND CO

MICK ABRAHAMS BAND—
"Atlast"—(Chr)salls CHR 1005,
£2.08). I couldn't get into this
album at all at first, there seemed
to be no foothold at all; then
it suddenly clicked into place
as a very excellent rock album.
It isn't an obvious album, not
loud, and not brash.
The songs are pretty, often
very wistful and either given a
roaring rock treatment or left
sad like " The Good Old Days"
where some highly tasteful strings
have been added, plus some
nostalgic sax playing from Jack
Lancaster—who is playing better
than he has done For ages because he's playing with lug head
a little more.
There's atight jam on " Maybe
Because" which is good and
indicative of the band's very
together togetherness. *** CB

Is Here To Stay" — being exiled}
what ymed expect, with " What
To Do" the most catchy; and
Stills playing beautiful aeons.
tic on " Blues Man." One must
admit immediately that Stills
has far from a vibrant voice. In
fact, Ifound many won's wasted
and indistinguishable—as though
he's singing with a sweet in
his mouth, through ill-fitting
false teeth.
But, frankly, the vocals don't
need to be too forceful or fo,
ward, simply because the band
is instrumentally so potent. Most
of the material, of course, is
Stills, and the songs are sharp
and steady, showing his amazing
awareness and covering a wide
speetrum.
Manassas won't smash soir
immediately. As a double-LP it
requires concentrated listening
without allY distraction. But, if
they're e.g. above the hassles
and happy — thrill be a monster. **** Mi.
JONATHAN KLNG — "Try
Something Different" ( Deem
SRL 5127, £2.00). Jonathan
King has certainly come a long
way since the day he loped into
my office carrying a fruit punnet packed with a cotton wool
nest of birds' eggs which he'd
expertly "blown' and laboriously painted with the tide of a
record he was promoting.
In fact, King has carved himself a colourful career as the
clown prince of pop, and mere
mention of his name conjures a
veritable avalanche of descriptive adjectives. But while he may
cavort around and spout outrageously on all manner of
things in music—one can't deny
that making records (and bloody
good ones at that!) is something
he does with deadly dedication.
I'm almost moved to list this
LP as one of the best I've heard
this year; it's certainly the most
entertaining and enjoyable.
And ingenious Jonathan deserves the title as top producer
—for every one of the tracks is
expertly and immaculately con.
coined; even if his artistic approach to the songs is at times
tongue-in-cheek or contrived.
Aside from his string of hits/
near misses — " Lazy Bones,"
"Let
It
All
Hang
Out."
"Hooked On A Feeling," etc.—
King takes an impertinent swipe
at Nat Cole via " When I Fall
In Love," even to the extent of
nicking the string intro. He also
canines about and clowns through
aMotown medley. And provides
a perfectly ghastly vocal for
"Singing The Blues."
By for the most impertinent
prostitution of a fine song is
Jonathan's chorus
of camp
monks accompanying him on " I
Say A Little Prayer," which,
while reducing the song to ridicule, is an exceptionally Priceless
piece of production (a point he
makes in his amusing sleevename). His own song " Speed
Freak" gets a typical '30s rock
treatment, right down to amazing Jerry Lee Lewis piano.
And, in true King tradition,
Jonathan turns up trumps by
introducing a new talent in the
form of, wait for it, Welsh
schoolmarn Eiri Thrasher (Ihonestly hope that's not for reap—
who joins the maestro on Kristofferson's "Help Me Make It
Through The Night" . . . and
has a truly magnificent voice;
as dynamic as JKs is diabolical!
Seriously, though. This is an
album that deserves a listen.
King may be a clown—but he
knows how to make songs commercial. And that% pop music!
**** ML
DONNY HAlHAWAY—"Live"
(Atlantic K40369 £2.29). First
off, and to my shame it now
appears. I'd never heard of
Donny
Hathaway,
although
apparently he's already got two

* * * * Outstanding

albums and a couple of albums
released over here and is becoming something. of an underground artist an the States.
Inside the cover there's twelve
rare notices from critics and
fellow artists attempting to assess
the Hathaway talent, ranging
from thc best new singer to
emerge in the 1970s to being
classified as one of the few
necessary pleasures us life. This
album justifies the lavish praise.
it's easily the best I've heard
this year.
He's not an average soul-monger. but a singer/writer/pianist
whose got—and may well surpass—the talent of 'Um Cooke.
His farm& delivery and hand.
hag of other writer's material is
not dissimilar. The swing's there
too. Just add funk and emotive force of a man committed
to his people's cause and we're
getting close.
There's almost an hours music
here. Side one recorded at the
Troubadour, Hollywood, proves
has live electricity. opening vrith
Gave's "What's Gong On" and
ending
with
Carol
King's
"You've Got A Friend" creating
a "warm" atmosphere with the
audience hitting the choruses.
Side two also features four
songs: from an amazing version
of Lennon's "Jealous Guy," with
boogie piano and jazzy breaks
from guitarist Cornell Dupree.
tn "Voices Inside ( Everything Is
Everything)." with the band
opening out, during the 13 odd
mmutes. Overall then, a brilliant
album, which should establish
Hathaway in no uncertain terms.
**** RB
LES HUMPHRIES SINGERS
—"Take Care Of Me" ( theca
SKL 5126 12.00) When I was
invited to judge last summer's
"Golden Sea Swallow" TV festival in Belgium—my vote went
t" the above-mentioned line-up,
which resembled somewhat the
cast of "Hair!" being multiracial and featuring torne finelooking girl singers flashing expansive smiles and thigh.
Initially, 1 svas under the impression that the outfit was
French—Les being " lay,"
stead of Les, as in Les Dawson
— when in fact the man behind
the group was a former Royal
Manne from Surrey. It's a curious combination, but they ', reduce a very potent. funky sound,
bused loosely around quasi-religions and gospel melodies.
Leg otites and arranges, and
the Humphries got my vote because they looked good visually.
as well as sounding exciting. The
bulk of the album is very.much
in the gospel-shouting vean and
the songs are veo, catchy and
simadong.
Think of Blue Mink—and
multiply by four and you have
thc
Les
Humphries
Sinners
"sound' and general appeal. The
album is adequate, without being
wildly exciting. They all sing
well and in tune. Soi they're
shoal rather than vocal in impact. *** ML
MARTHA REEVES & THE
VANDELLAS--nlack Magic"
(Taenia Motown STN1L 11204,
51.99). While the Supremes have
always
rather
overshadowed
Martha and the girls in the
world's female group stakes, the
latter have contmued to put out
quality and very Immutable albums.
Martha, sister Lois and Sandra
Tilley, heat remembered for their
near R & B classics " Dancing in
The Street," "Jimmy Mack"
and " Heatwave," venture here
into a more soulful sphere.
There's
Harrison's
floating
"Something" and Bacharach and
David% " Anyone Who Had A
Heart" plus a selection of The
Corporation's Turnia gems.
Sounding much more mature,
Martha storms into " I've Given
You The Best Years Of My
Life" and " 1 Want You Back"
with the Vandellas, as ever, supplying a backing harmony as
good as anything the Supremos
have ever done. Let's just hope
chat they act the reaction they
deserve for this set. *** BS
GRAHAM NASH / DAVID
CROSBY (Atlantic K 50011;
£2.29). The Crosby/Stills/Nash
/Young complex is something of
a musical kaleidoscope: shaken
occasionally
to produce yet
another always interesting, some-

* * * Good

0
1
`

DAVID CROSBY AND GRAHAM NASH
tines exciting, pattern of singing
and playing.
After Stephen Stills' Manassas,
a masterpiece in its own right,
comes the eagerly-awaited fusing of David and Graham, the
duo which started it all; finally
coming together out of all the
hang-ups to do what they like
aomg best—singing and playing
together,
without
committing
themselves.
Nash doing what ccates naturally—writing those typical upnand-down tunes and singing
them in his annoyingly nice
adenoidal voice;
Crosby—the
more eomplicateddess commercial
contributor,
his
words
deeper and more dramatic. To.
gether, in harmony, however,
they become an exciting entity,
immediately identifiable and lar.
mensely satisfying.
On the song side, Graham
gins 6-5—and Ihave to confess
more understanding for his mind
and music than David's. Two
tracks stand out at once as being
the most universally acceptable,
and they're both by Graham—
"Southbound Train," on which
Willy plays lazy harmonica reminded me of " Military Madness" off his solo LP: and "tar,
migration
Man,"
introduring
Dave Mason on lead. with
Graham at the piano. takme a
swipe at authority.
Crosby on the other hand,
presents a really weird cross-section of words and mus.c; although I don't find his solo
voice as synthetic as t used to.
Sadly, none of his numbers have
immediate impact. They're introverted, involved and often
over-indulgent. The freaky, monastic harmony on "Where Will
1 Be?" and the weird, wandering "Wall Song," which gets nowhere and says nothing.
The only saving grace was
"Games." a pretty, poignant
love pies, upon winch Jerry
Garcia guests on lead and David
doubles electric and acoustic guitars. Yes, Nash is definitely the
stronger of the two panics: infinitely more interesting and imaginative with both words and
melodies. Crosby. for my pare,
iv something of an acquired
trste here (although. curiously,
his politically-aware " Long Time
Comma" and the lovely "Gainnevere" elsewhere perhaps demonstrate his ability better). but
I can accept that musically he's
obviously very sensitive and sin.
Celt.

I enjoyed the due's London
date last year and was looking
forward to this album .... I'm
not exactly disappointed, but
know I'll spin the Nash numbers
more often. Perhaps Nosh Stills
might be more to my liking.
**** ML

* * Fair

* Poor

Congratulations!

CILBERT
TILLIVAN
on winning a Silver Disc
for your great hit single

"Alone Again (Naturally)"
MAM 66
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Bolan—getting
the
right
sound

MARC BOLAN " Bolan Boogie"
tHi-Fi DLY tia 82.10). There's
little to add to the track list me
printed last wed except that a
helluva torta people must already base a belluva ions these
tracks.
But it is a well-put- together
album and it dot, Bougie. It
sterns fairly designed towards
being a mirty album with the
tracks grouped in boogie-ing
section.s, then a couple of acoustic numbers.
What it does bring home, to
nit ans.., is that whalever
criticisms ire les cited at Bolan,
hu does know what sound he
wants and gets it— atol this album shows that all his tracks
dc not sound the same. His use
o, freaky sounds and the lyrics
horn his magical world blend
tovether
Track.s, « Ride
A
White
Swan:" "Hot Love:""Get It
On;" "Jeeps-ter:" "The King Of
The
Mountains
Cometh:"
"Woodland Rock:" "Summertime Blue.;" " Raw Ramp:"
"Beltane Walk:" " Jewel:" "She
Was Born To Be Ms Unicorn."
«Dote And Fist Heart Mighty
Dawn Dart:" "By The Light Of
Magical Moon." *** G.P.
THE
BROTHERHOOD
OF
MAN—"We're The Brotherhood
Of Man” (Deram SML 1089,
82.00). This is the kind of music
that sells vast Quantities of washine niachines in superstores. It's
a lovely ',repacked bopping little
alhurn ideal for apres—Sunday

joint listening for the deaf.
The album's a compendium of
current " standard pop" numbers
like " Proud Mary." "Can't Stop
Loving You" and "Put Your
Hand In The Hand," all done
with an authentically copied
Tarnla/Stateside sound.
However, it has to be admitted
that Sue and Sonny. who've done
session work for virtually everybody, are extremely accomplished singers. Their voices are
really flexible and powerful, es.
pedally
on " Loves.
Lines.
Angels
And
Rhymes"
and
"There's A Mountain," but what
are they doing in a dull overworked set up like this? The
other hall of the sound, Russell
Stone and Johnny Goodison,
could be completely dispensed
with. ** P.P.

HELP YOURSELF — "Strange
Affair" (United Artists L'AS
29287, £1.94). An unusual lineup—five of the six members of
the band are guitarists, but
effective, for the sound is correspondingly rich and full, particularly on the spacey "Movie
Star" featuring a very fine Stillslike guitar, and the extraordinary
''Excerpts Front The All Electric
Fur Tnapper." akind of electric
jigsaw puzzle based on a huge
ranee of guitar moods.
The title track iv nice. too.
But what of " Many Ways Of
Meeting." what indeed? It's
horrendous, like some of Des
O'Connor's finer emissions and
the dreary thin porridge somtd

of "Deanna Call And Scotty"
Nevertheless, they're a very cornPetcnt band and as a whole the
album's very entertaining. ***
P.E.
KEEP THE FAITH—N'olumes
1, 2, 3 (Joy JOYS 223, 224, 225;
£1.25 da). Almost a who's
who of soul merchants dating
back to 1960 Wilson Pickett,
1965 Billy Preston, the Olympics,
Bob and Earl, The Belles, Alvin
Cash, Jackie Lee and many
mare.

"Harlem
Shuffle," " Holly
Gully," " If You Need Me" and
"Do The Philly Dog" stand as
the best- remembered tracks, but
all three volumes are from an
era of music that has long since
died.
There's none of die sophistication of the modem day Tanala
sounds, it's all very raw and
funky and quite a few mistakes,
all of which add to the fun of
the set's attraction. *** B.&

without doubt, it has to be one
of the best albums from any
Bride band for years. ****
P.E.

IF—"It 4" (
United Artists UAG
29315, 12.17). Brilliant—a trifle
fulsome you might say. but I'm
only trying to be concise. There's
no other word to describe such
a totally exciting and inventive
band as If; they must surely be
rated as being among the most
professional, creative and forward-looking bands in this country. It's extremely hard to select
the " best tracks" because it's all
so amazingly good.
The opener. -- Section 17" is a
loose yet accurate free flowing
piece with amultiple layered intense
organic
feel.
Dennis
Elliot's mellow sensitive electric
piano and Terry Smith's warping, weaving wah wah build on
Dick Morrisey and Dave Quiney's astounding express train
reeds and Jim Richardson's
driving, grumbling jazz orientated bass work.
"The Light Still Shines" illustrates J. W. Hockinson's distinctive vaguely negroid vocals
to good effect.
"'Waterfall" contains beautiful singing flutework from Dick
Morrisey, but every track is a
different highpoint of one sort
or another. " If 4" is without
doubt their best album yet:

PROCOL HARUM—"ln concert
with the Edmonton Symphony
Orchestra and the Da Camera
(CIWYaalis CHR 1004,
£2.08). Of al the rock-orchestral
fusions this one really does work
primarily because Procol have
used the technique before, and
because they use it with arrogance, assurance and don't set
out to compromise.
From the very beginning when
the guitar and strings play together on "Conquistador" with
perfect balance. this is asuccess.
This album really brings home
just how good Procol are on sea
/
09.8t. "Whaling Stories" makes
brimant use of the orchestra to
heighten the effect of asea battle
with a whale, working up from
just string-backed vocals to a
terrific crescendo.
"Salty Dog" is also impressive
in its grandeur, complete with
quadrophonic seagull noises. In
contrast. — Toms Teatime At
The Circus - from the long " In
Held 'Twat 1" on side two captures all the rumbustious humph
of the circus, and thcn plunges
into the eerie thunder- opening
of " In The Autumn Of M Y
Madness." a chilling number
with good use of flute and

* * * * Outstanding

PROCOL'S GARY BOOKER (LEFT) AND KEITH REID.

* * * Good

organ. A very complete and
highly talented album which
should help dispel this group's
image of the 1967 onelut wonders. **** C.B.
LEE MICHAELS—"Space And
Fint Takes" (A&M AMIS
64336, 11.99). To say that this
is an interesting album is very
probably
an
understatement.
But it is interesting in as much
that at least I've heard an album
that
probably
carries
the
"heavy" tag dial is very listenable and not one long bore.
Michaels, on keyboards and
guitar. Keith Knusden (drums),
Joel Christie (bass) and Drake
Levin (guitar) combine to produce a meaty powerful sound
which features' some sold bass
and percussion plus Levin's
thoughtful.
expressive
guitar
work and Michaels' swirlimt work
at the piano and organ.
The two long pieces, there are
only four tracks on the LP,
"First Names" ( 13.36) and the
title track ( 16.40), are quite a
revelation for pieces so long.
They never become tiresome,
with the quartet never forgetting the audience and being lured
into the trap of self-indulgent
playing. Michaels' vocal work
has a certain quality and the
harmony work is used sparingly
enough to be useful.
Much more than an interesting

* * Fair

album really, it's a very sali
fying one *** B.S.
COUNTRY 10E—"Ineredibi
Liver (Vanguard VSD 7931
12.19). Much of Country Ji
McDonald's success appears
be directly attributable to h
unerring talent as a che
leader. He writes songs that al
ideal for community chant i
the most suitable gathering
the young, demos/festivals/sun
mer afternoons on the bead
And he's brilliant.
This entirely makes up for a
album of old material recent'
released — don't buy that. I
you saw him on the "Old Gre
Whistle Test" the other nigh
you've heard him do -Trick
Dicky" from here. As with a
Country Joe humour, it's slow
but killing. " Kiss My Ass" an
"You Know What I Mean" at
two of the funniest songs he
done on record. He ca-weal
"Kiss My Ass" with Barr
Melton.
It's like a continuation of a
the good songs he's done o
previous albums, with no effor
to change style — thank Go.
someone's got the sense to kee,
a good thing going — but a.
abundance of goodies to hue;
us lighthearted against the in
justice and pompous authorit;
around us. **** R.R.

* Poor
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Sidewinders
Boston
tea party
PERHAPS
because
of
the colleges and schools that
are so numerous in the Boston
area, it is a city that inevitably
gives rise to Rock-n- Roll bands.
Many folk singers like to irte
and work in the Boston ' Cano
bridge community where Harvard
has been educating students for
over
350
years—Tom
Rush,
Loudon Wainwright and Lisingstun Taylor are a few—but there
is high energy Rock-n-Roll activity as well. Bands are needed
to play at college fraternity
pardes, junior college dances,
secretarial school graduations and
the like.
In the late 1960s there was
the somewhat hyped up llosstown Sound" that did, howeser.
produce such great bands as Barry
and the Remains. The Hallucination, The Barbarians and The•

Lost, as well as others—now
legendary—such as The Ultimate
Spinach, Beacon Street Union,
and The Original Sinners.
The Velvet Underground, although plucked from the Cafe
Bizarre in New York's Greenwich
Village and made famous by their
music as well as Andy Warhol's
flair for publicity, were at times
almost considered a Boston band
because of their devoted following there.
And with the recent success of
the J. Geils' Band, people have
started to look to Boston once
again, and once again there are
groups worth eseryone's attention.
Boston has always had excelleat
taste.

About a year ago ( remember,
t told you Ant!) I wrote about
the Sidewinders, a Boston Rock*Roll band that was bringing
pure joy and dancing to New York
City during a one week gig at
Max's Kansas City.
A lot has happened to them
since that time. They were signed
to RCA Record around the same
time that Lou Reed, David Bowie
and The Kinks were added to
that same label. They have just
released their first LP. called "The
Sidewinders," produced by noted

SIDEWINDERS (LEFT TO RIGHT) ANDY PALEY, ERIC ROSENFELD, LEIGH
LISOWSKI, HENRY STERN AND MIKE REED
rock critic! musician Lenny Kaye.
The album is chock full of
teenage hits such as "Rendezvous"
—my favourite, areal summer love
song in the tradition of the
Roneues — " Bad
Dreams,"
••Parade," " Superhit."
-Speed
Queen" and "Moonshine."
It is a proud first album, and
t only hope that Andy Paley,
Leigh Lisowski and Eric Rosenfeld can keep turning out those
songs fast enough to get them

HAVE JOHN AND YOKO
FINALLY GONE TOO

back into the studio again soon
for the second record.
Singer/songwriter Andy Paley
keeps alive the myth that Rockn-Roll lead singers are beautiful ... he is a visual pleasure onstage (as well as off!) as he dances,
vocalises and emotes much in the
manner of a sexy surfer, a moviestar idol in the days when glamour
still meant just that. The other
musicians in the band are Leigh
Lisowski on bass and vocals, Eric
Rosenfeld, lead guitar and vocals,
Henry Stern, drums, and Mike
Reed, rhythm guitar. Leigh wrote
several of the songs on the album
as well as Andy, and Eric coauthored a few as well.
Andy always told me that along
with the music of the Rolling
Stones and the Velvet Under-

ground, some of his influences
were Lesley Gore's " It's My
Party," The Box Tops' "The
Letter," and P. F. Sloan's " Secret
Agent Man" which the Sidewinders perform live. Paley's swigs
are in the same teenage fun spine
as those mentioned above and
just as varied, for a song like
"Slip Away" is adramatic. beautiful ballad which holds its own
alongside
tunes
;
s
c
ide thegwtemhydj,opcome
t
the si
Max's Kansas City this week
everyone will be up and dancing
again ( thank god, after all the
folk singers who have been inhabiting the upstairs' room for
the past few weeks)—and it will
be a joyous return to New York
and beginning of spring.

FAR?
ACCORDING to yesterday's morning newspaper
John and Yoko's controversial
"Woman Is The Nigger Of
The World" single has thus
far been put on the playlist
of exactly two major American AM stations.
So much of what Lennon
does strikes me as clearly selfdefeating. While tirelessly trying to demythologise himself—
that is, striving to have people
relate to him as another person
rather than as a cultural legend
—he's greatly diminishing his
ability to affect moral and
political change on the mass
level he's interested in.
Secondly, by allowing Yoko—
whose musical gifts Iran thus far
been as invisible te his ossn genius
for cinematic esPression—to Patti.
cipate in the creation of his music,
be's demonstrating himself a nonsexist and all, but also allowing
his mask to deteriorate aesthetically to the point where it's worth
repeated [bunko only on the
basis of a verbal message, which is
not, une might certainly expect
John Lennon to realise — how
Rock-a-Roll nods. ( In this rental, the reason offered by one
station that declined to programme the new single is most
interesting: " Its not a very good
tune.”)
And finally, by flinging themselves headlong at every tiniest
social injailke, the Lemons are
not only diffusing their energy,
but also breming to impress as
the ultimate bleeding-heart cadi-

JOHN LENNON . . .
MILITANT
cals, as nobly-intentioned but perspectivelesx
For instance, on a receat Dasid
Frost show, Yoko male this incredible to-do about the fact that
the New York State Highway
Commission wanted to add a lane
to a thoroughfare on land armed
by some Indians who thought the
highway was plenty wide enough.
Imagine.
Amid great gents of clever and

Todays message
from Dr. Hook
and the
Medicine Team

the latest
sine from
the music people

CBS
7929

RING
SYLVIÁS
Mother

quite enjoyable hype, tar Paradise
Ballroom, which all of Hollywood
hopes aral prays will prose aviable
alternative in-spot for the swank
and swipes., » as unveiled this
past week.
The celebrity and Press opening
saw about ten thousard more celebrities, representatives of the Preso,
and swank swingers than there
was room for trying with little
success to chose past one another
so as to see and be seen as much
as possible. Uremia in the main
ballroom the Sparks Brothers and
other torrid musical anractions
provided boogaloo and other primitive beats, while the penny
arcade on the ground floor floundered in darkness caused by a
blown fuse that > our dedicated
Hollywood correspondent prefers
to think was caused by his own
ultra-high-voltage pinball playing.
Local hipsters give the place a
few months before it becomes a
gay bar.
Todd Rundgren, a flash amyl
witty chap to whom more and
more hase been looking with
kern anticipation owing at least
partially to the novelty of flash
and wit among the American
Rock-n-Roil population, began his
first national tour in several years
at the Troubadour, and disappointed nearly everyone by removing his flash and witty self
from the spotlight with disproportiOltate frequency so as to allow
his sidemen, including a mime
troupe called Hello People, to
bask therein.
Interestingly, a mime act called
Don McLeod's Music Machine
had supported the irrepressible
Dan Hicks at the Troubadour juan
the week before, suggesting that
mime may be the next rage lu
these pans. If that is in fact the
al., David Bowie had better get
himself over here lickety-split.
As perhaps the first local loe
Cocker fan, as one who felt immense affection for the man and
limitless admiration for the man's
musk upon first encountering each,
I was more than a trige brought
down by his concert last night at
the Forum,
Screaming to be heard above
the racket of the Mad Dogs circus
selions to have done his vocal
apparatus irreparable damage— his
effective vocal range has been reduced to just a very few notes,
with everything outside of that
range coming out a painful croak.
And his once-spellbinding stage
presence has degenerated luta that
og a weak old man.Yery sad.

18...,à41M1.11.23,11ej
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ase;
agra.
JACK BRUCE OF BRUCE.
WEST
AND
LAING . . .
SIXTIES NOSTALGIA
There was a huge anti-war rally
and march in New York this past
weekend and among the celebrities who showed up to lend support were lobe and Yoko. They
Joined the crowd in singing "Give
Pence A Chance" while Yoko held
up her fingers in the peace sign.
Bruce, West & Laing performed
their sixties nostalgia music to the
delight of their fans in New York
this week at Carnegie Hall. Their
first solo concert here was totally
sold out. My colleague Mr.
Mendelsohn has expressed his
feelings about the music of this
"supergroup" at length in this
paper. and Icouldn't agree more.
Therefore—enough said.
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1. Those who gather it's a Colosseum album
8.
9.
10.
12.
13,
IS.
18.
20.
21.
2,
3.
4.
5.
6.
11.
13.
14.
16.
17.
19.

1.11111.
•

Rockin' bird ( 5)
A Dionne Waruicke girl ( 6)
Little deuce cars ( 6)
Pelt the Sergeant (6)
Threaten people with a card (6)
Jeremy has a piece of ground ( 6)
Big 'sate at Bay City ( 6)
Dion' rebuilds the stage ( 5)
Scots comity brothers ( 10)

I

First six correct entries win FREE LPs. Send
ansuers by first post Monday to: 'Discword,'
DISC. 161 Fleet Street, London, EC4P 4AA

DOWN
Black Sabbath Oszy ( 8)
Pierce Percisal ( 5)
Shirley, or part of her head (6)
He comes twice after " Da Dito!" ( 3)
Mr. Clanton (
4)
Brenda tee gets keen ( 5)
Crabby puts weight on after fruit ( 8)
Romeo knocked about be Dudley ( 5)
Partner of Chong ( 6)
Messenger of the morning ( 5)
Otis is in a hum, it seems (4)
Claistie name ( 3)
LAST WORK'S SOLUTION

AND

7

16

WINNERS

ACROSS: 1. New soon. 7. Albums. I. Nils. 10.
Larry. an, Teaser, ta. Recker. 10, Seals. 17. Mae.
111. Marble. le. Desiderata. 0011: 2. Elbert . (rev.).

e
.. "en.

(sun.

THE BBC's POP
FORECAST—
DULL PERIODS
IF anyone uanted an idea of how seriously the BBC takes TV
pop, they need only have tuned in to the " Talkback" discussion
about "Top Of The Pops" the other week.
I was there as part of the
up to date piece of writing in any
"Audience," a 39- strong crowd
music paper in the world.
lured in with the vague promise
He tries to give the amateurs
of taking part, but in reahty only
among us his expert advice in his
there to fill in the spaces around
record review on just which
the "planted" speakers. making
records
are going to sell. I am
their selection by the chairman
sick and tired of people 'mocking
apesj, rttanedom
rameras
this man, who writes such an
confined un
interesting column and reviews
menacingly to the far side of the
the singles so well — lao Ferguson,
studio, the atmosphere was entirely relaxed. despite being a Fahnooth Road, Blackpool,
"live" show, and quite conducive
towards an active studio discussion. So we went on the air, and
the speakers put their questions
to the producer, long-haired but
ageing Johnnie Stewart, and to the
outrageous Jimmy Savile, as sin1 AM writing to let all readers
cere and genuine a character in
of Disc know that I am organisthe flesh as on the box.
ing a whiguround to help John
However,
all
the
speakers
Peel in his retirement. Retirement
seemed to have been chosen for
—yes! I'm afraid the time has
their way-out views, as the quescome for John to hang up his
tions ranged from the vocal
headphones and move gracefully
minority's demands for more
into the background.
"progressive" music, to a sugBut will we ever forget him? I'll
gestion that TOTP should become
always remember those days at
a magazine programme like the
school studying for GCEs when
old " Ready, Steady, Gol." leaving
the only break t got was hearing
the views of the average recordPeel's dulcet tones, his dry sense
buyer completely unrepresented.
of humour and excellent selection
After 15 minutes, when the six
of records.
"planted" speakers had had their
But something began to happen,
my, the stage seemed set for a was it my East London up-bringvery interestmg debate, and what
ing showing through? Or was I
getting old? Was John's " I'm
happened? Yes, in true "Auntie".
style, the subject was changed to
everybody's friend" voice turning
a discussion with the weatherman!
into a sneer? I couldn't tell and
When the BBC treats a subject
so I ignored the music scene for
that attracts a 14 million daily
a while, using my own judgemem
audience on the radio, and peak
as to what records to buy—the
audiences on TV, as seriously as
Faces, Lindisfarne, and yes—the
the weather forecasts, then pop is
Moody Blues.
really in a bad way! — Stephen
It's difficult to explain why I
Robinson
Charminster
Rood,
like the Moodies music. Perhaps
Worceste; Park, Surrey.
it's nice to know that in these
hardened times " Life Ours For
• A BBC spokesman comments:
The Making." All Iknow is since
"If anyone has complaints of any
John introduced me to "Thressort they should come through to
hold" on "Top Gear," I bought
is, and not complain to third
their two previous LPs and every
parties. I have no idea what this
one since with growing admiration
is all about and any question of
for their !talents.
planted speakers is utter rubbish."
Their main asset is to lift me

Hang up your

headphones, Peel

Carry on
John
JOHN PEEL'S column is without
exception the most honest and

Todays message
from Dr. Hook
and the
Medicine Team

the latest
single from
the music people

up while listening and make me
feel good—and surely this is die
crux of the matter. John now
seems so involved with how the
record was made, written or produced, he forgets to listen and
say whether it's good or not.
Anyway, John, we appreciate

•
• RING
CBS
7929

sums
Mother

FANTASTIC

1
/
15

Douglas Weeding, “ Brairdilerye,“ Fog Hill VIllage,
Hayisards Heath. Sussex. Peter Entwistle. 11 Beechwood Avenue. RamsbeHota. Lancs. issn Rohl, 27
Hormanten Terra..
d.
3•
Swain, 135 Henry Prince
Herscascle-tmon-rime
Estate, Wandsworth. London
SW1g. Paul Ryan. 22 Llneeln Avenue. Stereo Id.
, re. Berntreg. 32 George street, Sedgley Part. Prest wich, Manchester.

MOODIES
CONGRATULATIONS to the
Moody Blues for a fantastic
show at the Empire Pool last
Saturday night. Justin Hayward
excelled himself in the performance of his own composition
"Question." Graeme Edge must
be the best drummer in Britain,
and Ray Thon:as could teach
Ian Anderson a few things
about playing the flute.
I only hope that the other
9,999 people in the audience
will buy the Moodier new single
ro get it into the charts and
bring them the recognition they
deserve.—Moodies Fan, Fairing° Lane, Cobham, Surrey,

what you did for us and we don't
begrudge you your house or anything, but your age is beginning
to show, and one of my friends
with a matching shirt and tie who
would just love to wear a smile,
tee shirt and an old pair of jeans
for work. so why not step aside
and let him try.
Keep smiling. and West Ham
are better than Liverpool, anyway.
—Pete Thome, Clements Road,
East Ham, London Ed.

Do the reviewers
really listen?
WHOEVER "ER." may be on
your Disc Panel, it is sadly obvious that they have no understanding whatsoever of the music
of Robin Williamson ( Disc, April
22).
Without wishing this to degenerate into a R. Williamson publicity letter, it seems a little sad
that a person such as
who is to such a potentially influencial position, should review
an LP, when they lack comprehension of the lyrical content. There
is, I believe, far more to Myrrh,
than a "bleating voice" and
"pretty" words, and to claim
that Robin "floats off into the
realms of fantasy," which are not
within R.R.'s obviously narrow
boundaries of " musical sanity."
must cast doubts onto the meaning of the almost meaningless
word sanity.
It may be that my ccomrehen.
sion and ER's, of Robin's
"talent" differ to any possible
mtent but if ER. - has ever in
rhe past even partially understood
Robin, then perhaps they will
listen to Myrrh again— Chico,
Surrey.

Unitrnely end
for Mr Bolan
WE WISH to say how deeply
shocked and appalled we were
when this week's (April 16) " Music
in the Round" on I.T.A.—"Rock
of Ages" with Marc Bolan and
T. Rex was brought to a sudden
and untimely end.
Humphrey Burton—the interviewer—was most unsympathetic
and asked various OirBODDE, all Of
which showed his ignorance of the
subject in hand. Also we do not
think that it is fair to show the
preparation for an announced
song without showing it being
played.
Is it right that this kind of
thing should be allowed to happen?
Julia Harris, Sheila Gard, 82
Queensway, Didcot, Berks.
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3
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Sleeve
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\
Cotton Trousers. 18 in.
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Beres. Colours:
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SCOOPNECK
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Thick brushed denim trousers with
28 in. flue. In brown, faded
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When ordering boys stare waist sire.
girls to hip sise. colour and
alternative colour.

CORD LOONS'
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COTTON LOONS
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WATCH FOR

Manager

phone 01-353 5011, cat. 452
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is a regular weekly feature.
For • detaik, and

THE NEW SUEDE LOOK

NOW made in our
own factory, hence
the unbelievable
price

•
/ir

BARGAIN BA -EMENT

Embroidered Scoopnecks

completely machine
washable
Looks suede, feels
suede. Light and soft.
Cotton and Rayon
mixture.

STARS and
STRIPES
BLAZER
£6.50

...

SCOOPS [ ISO. T. SHIRTS & VESTS El. State size and give 2nd/
3rd colour choice. Please add I
Sp p and p per order ( not per item).

when orelemee Please state 3 colours
in order of preference for derum
loom state
Fullsoaps
2
money
colours
bee
(ens
_0
guarantee
hip
returned unworn vrIthIn 7 days. Send
money 1.0

blue
sun.

•

SCOOPS £ 1.25. T. SHIRTS & VESTS 75p, printed In Black on
Blue, Orange, Red, White, Lemon, Purple, Navy, Gold. Lettered
designs also available printed in SILVER on all colours ( Ind. Black).

28In, Rare. Sloes 271n. to 341w. in
Inches.
Colours: charcoal. brown,
blue.

BRUSHED

••• & MUM
LOONS 14.50

AVAILABLE AT LAST ' WARLOCK OF LOVE"

Brushed Denim Loons
£2.80 + 20p P & P
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Floppy- brim
Canvas hats
canvas hats
(rust,bleaCh.
blue stare on
blue)
LI.75
54 r
bream..
GI

BOLAN

Hendrix, James
Taylor. Clanton
and lots more. .,

DEEP

CURVED

, Floppy•brim
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Bags, Pillow Cases
and now Flares.)

STONES.
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Ne:

See'

also irnages of

WISH-

RIX LIVES, TYA, MOTT
THE
HoopLE , WHO ,

Cord Loons
£3.80 + 20p P & P

BRUSHED DENIM JEANS
L2AO plus 20p p• &
FAMOUS 24" FLARE JEANS
In MI«, warm, faded denim.
Mare: 20. 28. 30. 32. 34,

(Dept. owg
THE SCHOOL HOUSE
•LLENSMORE, li -EREFORD

when replying to advertisers.

ZEPPELIN,

SPLIT KNEE with 28" Flare
Mere an. 28, 30. 32, 34,
Colours: Black, Navy. Bottle Green.
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Beige

52501
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LED
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- = OP P. a P

28" FLARE
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DISC & MUSIC ECHO
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Cotton Drill Loons
£2.00 + 20p P & P

NAVY • COPPER

WHITE • YELLOW • BLACK • PLUM • GREEN •
BRICK

When orderly, boys State waist tie ( girls slate ho size also. and
choice of 2colours in order of pr ference, full money back guarantee
Sent PO /Chepue I.
(
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()reline.. House. 23 Richmond Place, Brighton. Sussex

28" Flare Velvet Loons.
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Colours' Black. Maroon, Navy, Purple.
Brown. Green.

MAROON

£4.20 (+ 20p p&p)
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colours. alternative colours, goods
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ulpha's. Send Lad. for Free Catalogue.
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Superb quality 28" Flare Cord
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Knee" design.
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Denim jeans
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LOON PANTS
£2.00

P&P 20P
Heavy duty cotton drill.
26 - Bottoms. Burgundy.
Bottle Green, Olive
Gr.n. Dove Grey,
Navy, Black
Chocolate.

GOOD GOODS

SATIN OR VELVET AtKET — -

ti

State hip size. 33-38
Alternative colour.

,
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SCRIMSHANKS LTD.
117 Le. Road.
Clacton-on-Sea, Essex.
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InItlal venture
into the transformation of clue.*
themes into rock via jara. " Fifth"
based on Beethoven% ', mph.. cf
No Nine name! It fairly drove alone
at
breakneck
speed.
wiN
thelr
musical mentor, Rick van der Lind.
a sNrming success on organ. Fits
energetic
and
enNusiastic
PleYlng
coupl. wIN • Nuch of " HollNder's

ee'rer' •°ils.. 14: s
n
eer gem:
endeared him 'ivith the audience.
That " number" ea ' Air' ( on a
"G" string). The ffte-plece bands
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Shop
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Greenwich
Family
Shops
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334 Creek Road, Greenwich London, S.E.10 , or
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London.
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WEDNESDAY

:rir":rcòuir E7tre:io
.'ale
fuslon of None Nree elements. and
a good following wind. they won the
admlratIon
of
all
the
audience
crammed into the Imperlel College.
Sou. Ken.
TMs being Nth- first promotional
visit here, they treated everyone to
an
hour or the
free-nmning
hot
salty sounds Mat all Europ• ( except,
till
now.
ultraNol
MINN)
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body and sleeve. wde lapels.
pockets. Fully lined.
AO. Mena and Women%
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red, navy, royal blue. F.....

• Velvet. Black, brown, burgundy, blackcurra. ,belt*. royal blue. £ 11 .95 _, „oo o
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cheep
chandelier.
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(for want of a better label) sounds.
Talking to the hand
their
set. they didn't seem to mind the
possibility of not having a ' motive
audience—as one of them said. " We
ere our own audience, It's • damn
good job they weren't expecting anything In the way of audience ruction—about all they got were dumb
stares and Me occasional embarrassed
fitters, no, sorry, I lie in my teeth,
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Warm and comfortable, no washing, just
and
si,!.

burn it.

Because

Lue
Non to select their venum.

better

•

CAMDEN FESTIVAL
—SUNDAY NIGHT
APART FROM the ineFitable busies
Nth Ne power- trippers on Ne Nob,
Ne Camden Festival turned out to
e
a well organised and balanced evening. Ne sound system was clear a.
powerful and she artists all appeared
on ome.
Flash had t. unenvNble task of
mardng the sold, rather cult sea of
loada, come
•
'Ne
nta
eir 7po
ore
saibir
ma nerd
' 'S
i
due to Ne formality of flzed
which the organisers hadn't bad rime
to remove.
Thty're a very tight,
hardworking band, playing fairly Nu-based
rragmented rock. The voNgst has a
particularly strong. clear voice while
their truitartzt wrenches an amaarng
vonatIon of soundsocamesm,
its•
7 1rreirn

of leeven." Cowever. er
n
'
:
enumn, help thinking that he was
making a consclous effort
to
be
.."
Die nt
liCIdti .hnd his Hot Licks Issued
rorob from the mighty starts with Ills

"
re?
. ,'er.ton or ice LeonFreddie King number "Palace of tale
Wins" tore along at a maniac pace
featuring some amazing work from
Inc two guitarists. NunderoN an.

Leicester

182

51_11

JUST PUBLISHED!

GUIT4R

as illustrated in small, me
dium,
large; black on blue or black
on White.
SNOWY ARTS,

£1. 25

Chapel Road '
DicIdeburgh,
Diss, Norfolk.

WIN A WRITER'S
CONTRACT— HAVE
A SINGLE
RELEASED AND
GET £ 250 CASH

CATALOGUE FREE!

bigger
than
ever!

Just off the Press comes this new 72 page
BELL Guitar Catalogue.
Packed with eu.
citing instruments and profusely illustrated
with actual photographs it contains abso.

HOW TO ENTER

lately the latest— model aft
er model
of
all types and makes of Guitars, Pick-ups.
Amplifiers, Echo- units, Microphones, Ac.
causarles. etc. Wonderful cash bargains or
easy terms.

loca,

moo bill thon Se Irn't
. eV...1P;
Ion. No a con,' of the full list of
rules Nd conattlons.
When you understand the rules and
conditions.
send your song.
along
with the entry form. performed on
a 45 r.p.m. demonstration disc or a
reekto-reei tape whteh plays 71

Black / Beige. Pun.
[1.75 + ISP
TWO TONE
SPLIT - KNEE
BRUSHED DENIM
2.13• Flares.Mar.n/
Beige,
Brown /
Beige.
Black /
Mar.n.
PIN% /
Dusty Pink.
OM + ISio Re
ONE
COLOUR
SPLIT-KNEE
BRUSHED DENIM
ir Flares in any
un. of above colours.
£1.75 + 15e P&P.
No alternative choice of colour neesscry
Send cheque or P.O. to
Dept. 13,
Sti) 40
FASHIONS

140 NORTH ST.
HORNCHURChl
ESSEX

for your
.2Aev
FREE Guitar "-ÇÇES ERS
and
Amplifier
Catalogue

-1: -

you should present the sung. You
fin( and accompany yourself on
Instrument,a) of your choice. or
musicians to perform a fur roll.

-.-..
eRer ia

'

'

-

---------,

how
can
the
get
But

grcg= l
'
n,ece 'ery:r en:;
or tape will be

NOW!

played to

Closing date for entries it Than'
dar. June 1. and no entries can be
accepted after Nat date.

them.

ire ar C

r
thetri;yner

jer
petrZrt

a. you will be able to call on them
N•uld any CO,yri.ht 1115,1.• arise.

THE PRIZES
THE WINNING SONG will be recorded and released by CBS records
as a smgle. CBS records will enter
into a sone-wnttng contract with the
writer(s) of the aong. If CBS decide
to USe the write', a) as the performer
as well. the writer-4s, of the wInning
Nng win es. receive a recording

,on‘rae,

r<c",CrtIsr eiL"';'"%%,1Zi g ee
5:Der Disc award.

Linda

amity

lauro

l000ceni

e
„r,ozd

supreme,
is a

Lewis

al'e

n",r.e'ltrfeo.erneg
told

or.

L'plea
She

wrote

-

borne

f̀
;e%1F. ' =ie
soma Song"

ead.anra!

groi
cri on
see accompanied herself on a Guyro.
a w.den percusslon cInstrument. cœn-

Cfneg 'e.n ...

"e %erg, gee,

and Choro,, mho lEoltob then' gave
off good vibes a. had the audience
taught.. Ney pro.bly lost acme of
their tffect by having .to nNdify thir
tt

.
1
a7t

Ven n;'%. ven
yrraona000g

RIO

:er e°

iéegin e-

" q"tilc;"•:rsp`een",•

raneous °and' perhaps
s not Nutt
do what makes them funny. but
Inc way they do III
wishbone Ash were superb. waalsthough thelr Inithl
reception
suftarlsingly trool. Ted Turner played
some ONutINI. sailing guitar on the
open:. number. rner hallowed this
by quickly got. Imo Sane excellent
boogleing on 'un
Bait.'
Gallcele
...Toe Ki ng
¶0111 c'''?e*
album
Arsoa."

oar

ay

mentIe

The Sword•• and
•Ininenis - 1•Mich
ovation.

they closed with
brought a standme
PETER

ERSKTN5/

il
p
'
h:sc 7oïtLjae
,d
"tretlter `hr '
tr

.2.2;

las PLUS a mnewrtung contract with
C Me me 'no" or the 'ma
eae.
nth GOES to the writers of the loen
roui a lo apyear In Ibo flotta. "°""
05 GOES to the two winters selected
to represent each participating Bird's
Nest in the semfitinals.

CONDITIONS OF
ENTRY
All entrants must be free from any
contractual ties to any other party rei
p
aeturnornusical=tin composing.
a. be free% enter Into
e
:erancl
with CBS Records or April Music.
All entries must be the oriel.,
and sole work of the entrant or
:r:rinwneof 7iircofelgh`P°

RIB

MMMMM
1(4:

IM

TO RECEIVE YOUR ENTRY FORM. RULES AND CONDITIONS OF
ENTRY CUT OUF AND SEND THIS COUPON TO DISC, SONGWRITER
PANEL 1-3 PENIBERTON ROW, LONDON EC4

.ffil ,
ds.

l
_
'
e
_
e
i

good set.
In Nntrut,

Disc, in association with CBS Records and Watney
Mann Birds Nest discoteques, are offering you the
chance to have your songwriting talent recognised.
The judging in the semi-final stages will be done by
people who really know, the people who actually
buy records—the public. So the songs will come from
people like you and be judged by people like you—
fair? The initial and final stages will be judged by
people in the music business who know their business,
when the song will be performed live by the entrant
or a person or group nominated by the entrant.

We strongly recommend that all
entrants se. a daNd NPY of Ne.

fills relnár stn`d
a.
a r.111 -2a,
c
,
°
.,e<..c.',;!
dressed envelope. to: Disc. Songwriter

RY IASI!!
TWO-TONE
SPLITKNEE COTTON 2r
Flares. Maroon / Bale*,
Green /
Beige,
Brown /
Beige.

?
2
e.j, • Ituer'• 'Zee,
broya
climes
ea
their

it
neat

the single costs only

MAXIMAID LTD.

P.O. Box 83.

ANDY POWELL

fo:tu lam
ft't
"'"'e
n, °B.
'7 'g
" et'
i
'
d
nojf 'ire;
Vro numoero all the stiffness had been

72 PAGE

T-SHIRTS

VEele 'eerer.È ""`

95p. and the double onl 130p. post free from

ARM BANDS ri,:, ;,'"
31 - wide. 14'in
scraps
and
buckles with 3
rows
of
studs
83p,
or
withnut aop.
W.B. SP•PLIES ( Dept. 0), 38
Manor
Rd..
Dinnington,
nr.
Sheffield

Why?

ASH

4
.:.:i .i.c irewent aioe'e":tealli ea'

7

ay

un

BELL MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS, LTD.
(Dept. 81), 167-159 EWELL ROAD,
SURBITO.N, SURREY
Phone 01-399 1166
Callers Welcome, Open All Day Saturday.

I
I NAME
!ADDRESS

•

AGE
•
•

Choose
your
this list end
choice.

*************

VC.,14:::

M

Bird%
House.

venue
frern
tick beside

Kin•

.''....

Hut.
Elizabeth
Tort Road, SEl.

Sir Balls. 157 elites Road,
Chelsea.
FfIctorle. Winchester Street.

Geed
Posies
Green

Companions.
Stoke
Lane. Slough.
Man. Munson 11111

Cirii :'? ":" t • ,
G 1o ucester Place, Brighton.

fire
'
' Cle'
LliZr. ` ilighlitad.
Chador.. Haieth, Rem/ord.

u«.'.-«.«. ..« .... ez"voi.e...—

The
shot...Nu, Shafts's- •
bum
. S. Harrow. •
Bird%
Hest.
SouNampton
ehe" ;11:2:

eree. ". Londen

Road.

Leigh-en-SN.
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Disc- May 6, 1972

Classifieds

ml

or

SITUATIONS VACANT. MUSICIANS WANTED. INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE. INSTRUMENTS WANTED. GROUPS.
GROUPS WANTED. RECORDS FOR SALE AND WANTED. RECORD PLAYERS FOR SALE AND WANTED
and oMer ordinary announcements the rata le Cip me we«
SPECIAL NOTICES, PUBLIC NOTICES, PERSONAL. TUITION. PRINTING, RECORDINGS. DEMO-DISCS. FAN CLUBS,
DANCES. CONCERTS. VOCALISTS. ETC.. Ine rala in ths per word

Diacour. ( conmeouve

per cant fer 52

PERSONAL
altItner `ÉttUt,grnTar.
°11getr.
.̀"Pflà'ele .WANTED NOW. £ 1.200 IN
RIZES. Send poems for free (Minion
nd subsentmon details. Anent. Pres,
CA)
Or.d Buildings. London
COlO
EP.
FRENCH Pen Friends. all « ex.... for details: Anglo-French Correaender., Club. Falcon House, Burnley.

Inserdene

POSTAL FRIINDSHIP CLUB. Private
etroducoorts arranged Dr post for all
ges. Frten«hipMarriage.-6.011, IR:
Chldgey. 124.A3R Keys Avenue.
ulstol OSO oHL.
TEENAGE.: Pen Friends anywhere!
.rl
a
I
T

REE!

FREE! Psltlfl000s.F
end s.a.e. tor 1111 tta pats. Box 253.
'Mkt 1
1/%1Ter .PEN
na 150 photos free: Hornos.
1, Bite 17,E. Germany.

Berilo

IN 3WEEKS YOU PLAY

RECORD
EXPORT SERVICE
oel parts of the world ( exeept

1, GRO this
one. emehhed
Heine Lunde' Metned•
2. Follow
Me
easy
explanations

send 1 2̀.17°.or"'.
HURRY' Just
MELODY SCHOOL OF MUSIC
(4/88) Starnfed Meuse. London WI

Takes the
guess- work out of
choosing friends

GAY MAGAZINES!! FREEIB-B«
Box DE2086.
SLUSHING. Shyness. Nerves. gulekl
mastered by my wellonr4 remedr--

L

Dating System find them
for you.
Post the coupon now for
details'
Dateline, 23 Abingdon Rd.,
LondonW8. 01-937 0102.
Please send me my
Dateline application form
and full details:
Name
Addrees

MUSICAL SERVICES
ItálNe :,..,p L
an veers wented.

l

..

u rletntttt.

.
7u,Nr
led

2 OZ 7

'lots.

_

Mew

OCR.:

In
iitt;!,fter size

ere,.,.:reeterae.1;
s
uneilnd
.
ree
ron.. Rugby. h'aru'loksbl 'e,
«es ureently requIred.-Mr.
1-069 5415. afteT5 s incere erlfrlend
IrmIngham,Derby areas.-Boa 0.20,1.
MALE SEEKS some friends: London
dinburgh.-Roy Howsego. 75 Brawn
Oint, Abbey Road. Stratford London.
15 9LB.
MALI. 34, musleal with psychic and
Ahvoyant Interests. seeks .gin Riend
':ierUira n .t7,:Z '
Uo DEMI

armed enveMpe
tan
Friendships

for detalls.-EurceSoc.«.
Run«,

uzi
r"er,eest17",ef ,;M

YOU ADVENTUROUS, If SO.
tu must not miss Me chance to mete

041.1
.
19 ("leriut"

•

CYreIbc‘gwRiZIs'dton" Dept. N
S ° required
Roben'
cordIn

Libby's Export

Det "
by

stustc.

85

283 The Read. Binninaham 21

TA,ILA5
If

°'''eueeeS I nl.
DEMOS
i your 50014.
5 piece band. only ItC50.-pee Music,
05
Blurton
Road.
Stoke-on-Trent.
(S.a.e.).
SONG WRITS.: Send « or songs
(words and music or words only) and
SAE to: Dept. DM. Jana>. Music. 81A
North Treed Chichester.
LYRICS WAIITIOD. Free recordings
of your mngs when mecemful.-11 St.
Alban, Avenue. London, W.4.

RECORDS FOR SALE
RECORD COLLECTORS' World-wade
aervIce.
Best
sellers
stocked.
Dis=Weed. Olies TriVe ' ilhotier?eli
Hours
bro' amg-Send
tap
listings,
rrent Moe. The Record Collector
DeiinERS
supplied
Re.rds and Musical Instruments

I
CI qoenllilee. Order. lose £ 10 00 eosl
000e
All De)
RON'S

2,:eiejj°°,4lie l
eet

LPs

by

post

and

save

it'17Mr " Iiet netet a'. le

Furea Hz^ ze,r .
Sa.
'gr.,ol,rtst.zteLp.,^LF-rerdo
cords)

reoltT

lmm-rAlDY'S : 01. 1020
«mum Road. Worley. worcestershtre.

FOR SALE

"
er"Murire=

slaao.
007.
Seekers. Jerry Lee Lewis. etc.. 989
,stre. colour).-Cards b Potters. 22
Moor Street. Birmingham 4.

MOBILE DISCOTHEQUES

Ltd..

7 North 'Street.

M

JOHN RI
e..
Rates

14600
0300.

MOSAIC

Mtn. Machin;
negotlable. 1-3i
from

FLIGHTS.

and
Lretenton

;05/.R.A.
e k

lend
SSO

Associate

oie.eRrorde.

giRliegaiDENCE

Buelrlk

Isr dkUS
0'40's"SPOEFs"rF!''l'o'e'
LARGE HAM.

Moore ( Records) Ltd.

187a Dune.«

RotliAk.te .

14311ES.
Cash.
Dylan.
Presley. Spec.: came. tapes for .1-

'
ra'n
'
cr00511

torn

IDe

Ind...U.S.A..

lederi CO. 1r•
Calt
road. Sparkh
ill. le rnungham.

Membershtp.

;eel ttl
".
"E
*
;:.;.
r. '

WANTED
STETS ELLIS. Someone must have
mformanon about singles. albums or
any muttral act:mt.-Bea D.2072.
PICS. WANTED of Peter Weigand..
alm Posters -Send to. 284 Amhunt
Road. Stoke Newington. London. NIS

TUITION
rreLISI"Vleon"._ITI.?loee "
Ye
eIRMINGHAM. Beginners encouraged.
also Postal Tulnon.-MAURICE DUR.
NIAS
SCHOOL.
90
Baker
Street.
London. W1S1 305. 01-303 0468.

FAN CLUBS
TOM JONES OFFICIAL FAN CLUE.
-Send a stamped add ..... d envelope
to: P.O. Box 3, Shepperton. Middlesex.
I
TONAL CUFF RICHARD
MOVEMENT. We meet to announce
that due le cireumstances beyond our
control the British Headquarters of tile
above movement, will be,, closing doo.'n
'
b̀r.. A

U.T.11;t1,7..
enhyshire.
AAAAA GIERS1 Pon Arlen03 wanted
tTentlyt-S.A.E
Russell F.nterprnes.
5 Victoria Road. Manchester. 5016
DU.

010.-01496

SPECIAL NOTICES
soc,ueLfloRe1. Cono: ,OtInds all
l'al.
Onu
113 ""01.0r2 0231.
ECONOMY

grer 1gI iltUneg
â'
à!
In
Great Britain. However.
s Club
operate, in the Netherlands II Poe
Box 4104. Amsterdam. Holland. should
you wish to loin. We would like lo
assure ell present members loll their
membership tyllt COntlnue through the
Netherland club. On Cliff's behalf up
would like to thank you all for YOUr
minion In the pastw-Marla Rochelle.

Disc Classified Order

-
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"

for

HAIR.

Bo
lick

twe'rr? .
71.91.1g.„° N tAink ° We'à Per.
d others. II • each. - SAE.
<chi
t B
SUfM 'VfÎle.. B l
i
stur " I'S
ree
SAMPLERS - El Pea Pier,. All
Good Clean Fun: Me lot £ 7. - Mark
Stoke. 11 Nelson Close. New Road.
Sheerness. Kent.
"ALL
THINGS
MUST
PASS 11.0.0.1. 13.50. - Enclose s.a.e. to:
48 Cansfon Road. London
N5 ONO.
FOR
SALE:
Motown
Chanbusters
Vol. 3 album: in very good condltIon.
elee7voti% 1
11
77
'''Rf110ta '::."`"°".
01"ètp.?1.1?rtDreee. encero ioorsi.
Fingers and Easy elder. - Offers
to: C. Urquhert. 8 Southesk Gardens.
BIshopbrIggs. Glasgow.
bey
Road:
Best
Of
BosCh Dora o. a. 3: Sunflower Bread
O nojean. 250 111000, LIne, Dollon.
117
Lancs.

eos.rore,;.„.11-,!,ty"iveu

LION II
'mothers). 11.35 each. - Chris Hackett.
107
Sedbergh
Road.
Kendal.
Westmorland.
TAPESTRY. ., 14USIC Hendrlx/

re,..ce

?V id
e*
. 011a.
ete.
All El earl. - Linda Day. '' IR ' Sioas
›
L
injitoi,
1
0. C
.o
1
nvion.
London
1410.

Nee"

MAASS,

egf."

fi,d "Mg4'ooRostgicle; rnf
Devoriport,
39
CrosshIll.
Derbyshro•

C
'
ret
Codnor,

clitOe ' !
c
IA l
l
-L
iceD niP.e,r , Mtge:
head. • SN'otowne House.
Snap. Westmorland.
''HAIR'' (
cast) - '' Sur'
poles 1rZee.' ouilersl010b: In good
Branfield Avenue.
SI« SAP.

requited

Mien!

I .1..

Name

1

Cheque

I Postal Order No.

Sign hen

RICHARD

Cheadle.

Cheshire
101e

LP,

-

Love Is Former: all II each.-Lionel
CIflI,, Ins Vinery Road, Cambridge
COO SIT.
LIZARD,
CRIMSON.
80p:
World
East Eden. 40p.: Mee Beach Dote.
75p.• All vg.e. Saes double El. Terry

ree.

-

20

"'non

WILL SWAP " Starportratt" - dial
Hen,. ( double .. 50)
phi. "All
Good Clean Fun" for per of bongos.
- RIchard Thornton. 24 Penes Row.
Edinburgh 3.
JAMOS TAYLOR on

"
téclalCbgi

Address

Heaton Road. Sohhull. Warwickshire.
TOLL. IIENIFIT 11.20, Mac's Mr
Wonderful OHO; reap either for Fog
On Tyne. Gather Me. Elton John. Karen Abbott, 2 Ashwood Gardens.
Glidersome. Morley, Yorks,

10

AC.

Gate.

011111000

-

ton Reath. Surrey.
FOR SALE: LUMpy Gravy LP Frank Zape.. Excellent condition fo
£1.50. - Alison Cert. 14 Buckingh
Road, Chorlton. Manchester 0021 1ST
JOHN
LENDION-"Uve
Peace
In
Toronto"Honm
Dog
Band- .'lleynsham." Brand new condoled £ I.00
each ono. Free: Doors-" Leve He
Madly."-M. D. Archer,
12 Upham
Rd., SwInden, Slq3 1D11.
SWATLES " Kum Reek" . Bootleg fo

len * ;:e:ede S
" ecy,
lleCo:. Tse
bolt.. Ayrshlre.
PENDULUM IV CEO for sale. f1.25
o.n.o. or twee for " Killer or " rust,
-A. Simpson. 10 Fair View. Dalton
in-Furness. Lanes.
.W1NGS
Sor " an
WILDLIFE"
ELF.. Se4.,f
.1

o

.
Terree

CaerphIlly. Glamorgen.
HONKERS HEADQUARTERS. Olin the
Beatles:
will steep for Tom Jones.
Live at Cues Palace. Tap Root Menueerie, «Id« over Troubled Water.Hilary Reiman. 1 Leader Read. Len
don. 518.
"OTIS
RIODING
IN
EUROPE.'
Rearenable
mndition.
II.50.-Dien
Ashcroft. 3 Easley Drive. Tower Hill
Onnslurk.
COHEN- Songs From A Room. rene
By
lion. nnrn,000 Ion t 'lfil,
t NO
etc.-Stuart Amer. 9 The Hawthorns,
Cleat, Moor, Cumberland, A25 DOT.
fo;lálir SUIlece lVte A gia'
llj.Pe.
Pouched,
Whnehall
Comet.
RushwIck. Near Wereester
EXCELLENT CONDITioo. unwanted.
Humble Me •• Perrormonce.•• r2. hInve
mMesseee
From
rnun "
01.30,
Ike & Tim Turn, " Suif
"Jerusalem" 1st. El..-S. Driseoll.
202
Roundway.
Tottenham.
London.
017.
SUPREMOS LPS FOR SALE. Touch:
Lorechild. New Ways. A Go Go: will
swop for good soul and reggae offers.
-Jultan
WeUter.
83
Frant
Road,
TunbrInge Wells. Kent.
ReSuili L fillols
drrkTrue,greee;
Story & Green Rtver.-D. Withington.
71 Duddell Road. Smallthorne. Stokeon-Trent.
"LEON RU LLLLL m LP. The Yes
um.
liloroLaci,
..ert
Mate!

e

Osees Ggve.LISigidelri
ep g
e. lissYs!

FEATURED LP on May ft. 10 and
11 , T. Rex) Sly People Wera err. between 143 p.m.. Track-A-Nish, ' Neat
loll Argent).-Tel. (126-9808-35.
TO ALL FACES FANS: Every Pleutre
Tells A StorF A Nod's As Good As A
WInk. £ I.50 each
v.g.c.) - Devid
l
ec
e
WILL
D
norz14.
SWAP
84..,S
Led
trathrnore
Zeppelin
loor.
3 and Alen
Judy'
Cottons
Whales . 1101
and
NIghttngales for Best Buffalo SprInedeld offer.

Z.'. 'ter cseez,..rreorr,.LWp'rése"

ROLLING STONES Clime Shelter
LP - In perfect condition for £ 1.50
(post
pall). - Roger
Callus.
39
Gram
Road,
Wigmore,
Kent.
LED ZEPPELIN Lwe In Germanyoutspoken sound malt.. £ 4.50. offers.
Perfect album. - SAE. details to:
M NIU ,Orel, 10 Tot es Villas. Telford
¡lead.
11.
DEEP PURPLII, Book Of Tallest/rt.

7)18

0,:e.
.7.1;;;er,"eulr
o
,,V.` .
:?,

A015,

SORO Bold, P'
Ért2t
•EATLIS
AMERICAN
TOUR
LP
(mtnOt
e
o:
Tony Jtci tvery rare).
- Offers tus. 3 Edmonton
Road. Newton Heath, Manchester 10.
°SILL
. _OR . ENCHANGE: Son Of GutFull 05 Soul, tle;
eliciano. AU v.g.c. - T. LIMISM,
7 Thistle Place. Ettuttburgh 11.
Non. Van Dett
‘l'
eafRol
al
dit) oo
Learee
Can
Do.
excellent .nehtton.
BoM
11.30 each. - R. Ulanowskt' 3 Huntingdon Avenue, Chadderton. Sr. 010ham. Lancs.
Meirre '
S
'
ianr" 4"
>")
n,
e ,' 66-61ni
You Dun. Toe Int1 s1.5e.C - IPd.%nape.0
28
Sonierford
Gardens.
Bushbury.
Wolverhampton.
FLOYD CASSETTES loe sale nollenl elrk. Alum RM. t1.25: Meddle.

,
f„e1i

fOi. " Lw u r2,f‘.̀m igr'
f
.a.r
.kirit2ft
Road. Wootton.

d' • Ianchester

"CILLA SINGS A RAINBOW." OHO
(v.g.c.), and albums by Lulu and
Dusty El
each.
WLII exchange for
cassette recordings from Dept. S and
damn Kim TV series. - W. Sant'
ford, 20 lemeby Road. Luton. Beds.

le

Liverpool

CANNSO
O
HEAT mLien . The Blues"
(double).
12.
ego. " Arlo."
Arlo
Guthrie 11,50, 0.1.0. - Steven Bull.
18 Cyril St.e. Manchester. M14 4EY.
CR S SDENCE "111110 And The Poor
DO
£ 1.501 Vatdtords. All - Snafu"
"Sae Of Ed.." II. - Steven Bull.
18 Cynl Street, Manchester 5114 4EY.
FAREWELL, Duna Ross and the

iri72%;M"e!ii:Xt

BRAND 111W Block sabbath Paranoid LP. £ 1.51). or Team LP. Andrew Eillott. 9 Plover Ilse, Ivybridge. Devon.
HENDRIX: Rainbow Bridge. brand
new. Imlay.. £ 1.25. - K. Heifer.
18 Cent« Grove. Wakefield.
LARGE COLLECTION of singles and
L
.P
.4
°,1r tale. S.A.E. for lists . 4 state
Lindse%'ea . E7,..tee
land.
¡of:

irerr.erg.L4: rg„; .'vollou

. enels.

-

doge Nand altoer1%,,erdU,Ibie?W,
Sale; very good conditIon. Also To
ether bd lanlolnork S.
Reo, 000

!eV'

ALBUMS

ALBUMS at reduced prmcs. Send
S.A.E. with hat of albums wanted. Snob
tard'etIty? 'He'r
'
,f-er"".
MADemie.
Elam lean.
£1.50
or
saif zft
on: Cooker. Canasta. Bonm

for

utles and

entes

LICIsher7iSF.13. °"""• "
COLp•SSEUM.
ZEPPELIN,
•
LPs. po: 1
001.

"III.. Of Te Beach Sees Vol. 2...
"Wheels Of Fire - In The Studio."
corlo
ter SAE.
l
o: 2r/pai .
Wheatley.
FY4 31.F.

lion.

Beatles

EX10

Thanks to DI« ano
who
wrote. sorry
Cs , '
or You
all -Yours outs
Fro.a Edmore.
37 Asquith Street. Gainaborough.

.
,
,,:own.r 7L7.2fee,Gioc.• 2"*. .10
1.
.
,o,

dead"
- l
erc21,
e' n
'ar,ioT .Y..umtea
r
RA."
mtywor sell. - John
Randle,
11
Drayton
Green.
Eaton
Park. Stoke-on-Trent.

IfreeVi

Records Sold

Electronically
Tested.
The
Elloleln Flat. £ 0.25 SIrio.
ne Ola loen. SO
Green
Lane.
Sbanklin'.

SMI. 35 Gleneagles Drive, Aloe.
dale. Southport. Lancs.
HANK ....... HITS. LIM. Willie
John Flee Royale-24 Dims. All mint
£1.50 each or te the three -Mr. P.
Shoben, 42 Lord Avenue. Ilford. Essex.

Areenr

Devon

Beatles

2

1
5
e1P

Br000s.''''rantosoe
ree 'm
Sidtorl. S.elmoith.

e'ee ion BellIes 7hebrriodeerteuZ
Gocen
Lare.
Smolt....
Doncaster:

OFFERS

HISCIN0115

''Los

àersj.
'
" L

sale..es

-

Please insert my Advertisement under heading

rr'
unin. B 1
'
3" gt.ecOen" [I,Vie. gettZmt'
t
um. Hants.

Vienit.
.
1. Car
Stege"'221,..Sif Nell
Only. 108 «blends Road. Not-Meterton. Yorlu.
ELECTING WARRIOR - good eendltion for 11.50. or swap for any
0011001 Tyrannosaurus elbum In good
conditIon. - Inend Brent.
Badger
Gate. WIlsdon, Bradford, Yorkshire.
PAPAS 6 TOE MAMAS lES Import).
Dando shaft. Most of The Animals

ffsge.

Sly

...... GS LI: Experience 67-68.
Wooden
Nickel-CSNY.
Stones--Lice
Al Roundhouse (double, f9. - G.
23 Crossgates Road. Leeds
10. Nonas.
ROE DYLAN - self mrtrait ( double
LP), very good <mention. IR. - R.
Mellurney. 81 Ilolland Drive. Belfast,
13T5 OEJ.
RANDY
NEsiMAII
LP-I2
songs.
Excellent condition. 11.50. - Heather
Wallace. 5 Elm Avenue. Whlekham.
Newcastle Upon Tome.
ROCK1N
II ,PIE,
Eggs Snd,
Tam
Mago Can. All brand nme. offers. D. Aileen, 77 Rose Avenue, Upton.
Pontefract, Yorks WFO IDO.
KING CRIMSON: Poseidon. Spooky
Tooth:
Ceremony.
Kantner:
Blows
Against
Empire.
Greaseband. £ l.25

r "ictpienetr lee " '0Z0:1i1. AdÉeaj:
Weston Super Mire. Somerset.
SWAP, FIRIIIIALL. Nod's as Good

Re'

Ripped

ieretre n e
ign"t=rtcr''" '
mELICTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA,.
debut LP ( maimed). fl.50 o.n.o. Trevor Hedger
107 Victoria Road,
Bamor. Co. Down, N. Ireland.
'BANGLADESH"
Mole
LP
funPlayed). £4.25 o.n.o. - Tervor Hodtee,... 10; y,t
•
nr.l:. Road. Bangor, Co.

all
good
condition:
all
letters
answered: £ 1.30 each. - Brett Riley.
House No. 7. The College. Malvern,
Worcestershire.
Flit
To>tr'''OHDeY
ad trIV II
S
SOck eirgif4rs.
S.A.E. Ion list of LPs: Allan Lint n
U,..1,1
,
<°1,gate. Ford Estate. Birkenhead.
LP • Hep'•

Basildon,

Weasels

iedo"
oreetsil. '"'"' Card"'
safe As Milk, good
condition,
post
free.
ask'.
Peles
£3.50: any other offers coneidered.-

.1 OriiiharV
0
ot
i.%.?er. '141 ‘m Geelr earms
Road. Turbo. Bolton. Land.
IDEA, EMU GEES. 3 Monkees Les.
Fat 010110.3. v.a.c
11 to 11.20 each.
Jackie' 40 Wh i
tehouse Meade« ,
Eastwood. Essex.
..MORNING
WAY”-Trader
Horne
(loath Judy Dyble - ex-Ferports).
ELM. also Dylan Sheet Mum Books.
«If price. - Peter Thwattes. 445
Mum Lane. Wigton, Manchester 10.

..... ES

2.7e""

Vanar
MOTORS'S -

nr",,Jer

«FeinlMe
s... 1 1 .
elfh eons'is>
83 Jessie Road. Aldridge. Staffs. •
"SLACK SABBATH'S Flee Album ..
and " CM The Boards" by Taste-totether offered for one new LP. Meth'« B«ck. 2600 Bremen ' berme«). Hermann-Stehr-WEG O.
FRAGILE TES.
Donovan
in H Concert. live offers or swap. A.
Haselgrove.
164
Hoyt..
Crescent.
Ickenham, Uxendge. Middx. Tel: 71
36392
SLACK
Well. Overdeg.
11.25 each, et'swap for Meddle. Rory
Gallagher.
Must be mod condltion.
- Wnte first to:
Kolth.
117 Beech
Avenue, Northampton.
EXCHANGE We" S'ose EBB and
PlOnto .
C.1..e.). for any
album.

elV SALO piCe
'
ll"''''eX0=g 11c
0
ce'd:
dithen. - nian mrs. . Greendale
Avenue, Edwinstowe Mansfield, None
DYLAN I.o.W. ' 89. Bootleg. Fair.
OHO: Byrd, " Untitled" Fair. ELM
and others. Alm singles. - SAE.
br OSOS to: A. Jankson. SO

Number of

e

'

E.F
gra.xte.,,
-Dr,4",1•I 2
e,

POSTONS. POP SHIRTS. Four lablàlous colour Cassidy posters. 39 x 27,
fulhlenath. 08p. Super ( nearly 5 feet
1.1» full•length. 009. 30 x 20 portrait.
73p. Large Deld In Rawer sill,,. 85p
le p Inclusitel. Alm Pete Duel. 85 •
Ben Murphy. 85p: Clain T. Rex on

"

ISLL US your unwanted. re.rds Send duels plus SAE to Rob., Records. 95 Northampton Road Market
Harbornugh, Leleestershlre.
GOOD PRICES PAID for yOur unwanted 45s t LPs. Send reeords or
dotal. to: F. L. Moore ( Records) Ltd..
7 Ranh Street, Leighton Busrard, Bede.

,
SORSOW

n'iwei E
,17°;reot lie.

t; P° ZoWiÀ .
r
.
i
GERMANY.
HOLLAND,
BELGIUM. ele. Bow you can obtam
II your records outckly and tax free
ram TANDY'S famous mad order e,
pen Tervice.
Wrae today
for free

iP all
e
dfnélr 'Perk loltail." an;e,'.
" AW.

RECORDS WANTED

01m

FROM 15p. Soul and Pop
pS A.!. 4 Cavendish

liaLUZAnkeergi&Y to‘
I
'
:r .rder

Re-

..t to must
Blurton Roef

Service

,R,,„°,nr.s.,50.0 0
..:i- ',2L7,..5
,ted
Moyle street. Cluteow.

Ij:IC'
e'
s
'.
" a
'. coari..eftoV .111'
07

FREE.-Dee

OiS3gI 000

0i

SubRll

Toe

or

ong Lynx to Cornmerelar R:Cordrf?L'

DMA
JANE SCOTT Mr gent.l friends.
itroductlons apposite sex with sinmriL

s Seer. ' Henn=

90 DATES PLUS Introduchon le
01 tt-Detalls (S.A.E I tot The Pest
Club IDO). 18 Wed. Rd. East. Wed
nesbury. Staffs.
MALE.
26.
wants Mee
Friends
manchester tees-Box D.2073.
PEN
FRIENDS!
DATESt-For ib
beat selecuon at the least cnst. sen
3p stamp to: ELAINE IDept. DM ,E)
Berry Lane. Blewbury, Berks.

0,

Let the Dateline Computer

U.K.) FREE OF BRITISH MM.
uSIAsE TAX. Send for lists. Speedy
POST ;;,r&e. All records smelted

A

en"t15.):Re:SpE
t.

Data»

'l rm

FIDE.
NEW AND OLD matums fee NIA
All El and under. or will swap. offers?
- Mark Deshayes. 39 Goodyers Ave..
Radlett. Herts. Tel: Refl. CROO .
DEEP PURPLE, Freaks Read On-

RECORDS FOR SALE

3. ;74,'ereorre ............
In
a few
weeks.
Sumo.
mike', or no cost.
All the facts of how you quickly
advance from beginner to popular
pNiyer are In the " FREE booklet

ALBUMS

ANITA HARRIS: mJumbleland.m excellent condom, £ 1.30 or nearest
offer. - Peter sweeten.. 2A Cloro,'
don Avenue. Weymouth. Dorset.
BOOM WOOG1S EXPLOSIONS C. Turner. The Checkmates. Slits SO.
Connie Francis ( At The Copal. 300.
each. - Bill Picluni, 153 Hardman
Avenue. Rawtenstall. floss. Laxos 0134
00L.
WILL SILL Emerience, Simi Hendrix. Master of Reality. Black Sabbath.
Fire and Water. Free. All for £ 4 or
ie
Al,' mini 00000101.-DilbO

n
t
l
trt te,i.e;7 e seV =irk. 4,7.
Bircotes.
Doncaster,
Yorks
DNII

PERSONAL
*GUITAR or * PIANO

Discs for sale

SMOKIN'illUNIILE
PIE,
excellent
condition. f1.70. and Brain Capers.
11.70 or £ 3.00 the lot. - R. Richmom!. 31 Perey Road. Chester.
JOHN
YOKO.
weddMg
album
Nimble)
Played once. ER. - Miss
B. ', unwell.
7 FortIn Path.
South
Men., Essex.
CAT STEVENS.LP. " Tea For The

Advertisers ue requester, to supply one hank and tau trade references should the .. contalrt • request for mone,
Alt classiged advertisements muse be prepald ed Mould arr.. nol later than MN post Thursday for insertion In Me
following weers issue-Address communications to ClassIfted Ad. Dept., "DISC," 181-168 Fleet Seem, London ECaP
4AA. phone 01-353 5011. Se IN. Rennes teams NunMer mum be a.ressed to Me "DISC" officm Please m.e
all rennuancee payable to " DISC." Mequm and P.O.. to be mossed . 610.!. Te management rose rves
.
e right
reuse to Insert any Advertmernern-even though accepted and paid for-and to m
ake e terationsneussarytote
marntesance of its ea.:taros.

DATES ARRANGED by post. Age 18
ewe.. everywhere. For tree brochure

1131113 IDILAILI

ALBUMS

ENGAGEMENTS WANTED. Rate Sp per word ( minimum 15p)
TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS undo, any heading. 9p per weed. minimum thane Tte
All words in trek capitals after first nee, 49 per worn eau+.
Box numbers: 25p
Meer«. 0MY) , S Per cant for 13, 10 per cent for 26, IS

t
o

25

up

2.
tu

Wh""rn•

GroundIt each.

Ner
'eetlee. "'
I
'
lerti-.
0
WILL ° M ,
MIANGE:
Another

Slde

00
Cooties)
BOb
for' Gpirudsen8 rTh'X
'u
lt
"
Pagel O'Shea. 54 Shansbury Axenue.
Belfast 7.
CLLLLLL CZ:
Cosmos
Fee...
Later
That
Same
Year.
Matinee ..
Southern Comfort, £ 1.25 each. - C.
A. Miles. 5 Bourne Dn.. Minton.
Manchester 10.
KINKS: Lute V Newman ,v
£1.20. ur swap for FreDle. - Laura
CummIns.
93
Mrnon Unve.
buckie
ABS 152.
CREAM. GOODBYE, Live. Potherjento.
fount. Home. PM
Lim I
. °Tornnto. 11.?5 eited •all NO
f•rotteito°" ?.%.1.7 10`440,1 "000".
SO«,
NewbrIdge Road. *Hull.
T. NIX FREAK Ils Led ZeOeelM's
3 and 4 for sale. .. 60 each. '
exchange for Beard ef lists end Unicorn. Both gum' mck. - SAO, tot
L i3Sotall.
In
WPM...
Lewisham

SINGLES
DAVE DIE. Dusty and uther artists'
records for sate: PISOS all artists als0.
- Paul« Thwaltes. 12 01081110 Lane,
South ' Ilene". Barnsley. Yorkshire.
DONOVAN, The Seekers, Who, 3Opt
Barabeackal. Up-Timmy Crewdson.
3 Acacia Road, Hampton. Middlesex
TW12 9DP.
ADAM FAITH. What Do You Want:
James Darren. Goodbye Cite' World
10: John Malibeo, 20 Flouoh,e 1,550,
Dundee, Seoll.d.
KNOCK LLLLL TIMES, I Did What
I DM For Mana. Coso: all an excellent
condemn: 30p
Panama, 4
NOrtn.Y, Heevall, WIrral. Cheshire.
SOUL Ors COLLECTION FOR SALE.
1.0u0s
evadable.
rare
B.te
and
American dises.- Send Ile of require
to.ts. price. cte. ( s.a.e.): B. MOM%
0.,,)
2•f
i l. 55 Ft:medal. Road, Scunthorpe.
MISS: :Broad Daylight.''
BI
Creeping. • both in excellent mndnion.
32 'Hondas

re;orajzibt.pr.....

SINGLES by HP.. Cream s Cocker,
Gun.-Send
your
requirements
a.
offer: D. Allpon, 77 Rose Avenue,
Upton. Pontefract, Yorks.
CLIFF SINGS SP, gOOd condition, no

veâe,rdeoar,e,l'ey
a

d0001n.

02

TWELVE JIM RIIIIVIES SINGLES and
Inn
Lulu.
Bee-Gees,
Searchers.

FlitiledanChIgnnleni. 2i
5
8 Helen. BOSCO.
Aintree. Liverpool O.
TAMLA MOTOLO AND SOUL SALL
Per fone e
'
lt? '131'
eg" intIC CS bald..
- Large s.a.e. to: lan sicEwen. 23
Daresbury Street, Cheetham. Manchester
8.
Ts,
t Elsie Cane VIncent,
ete.: plus 45s-Send for Ilsts: G. R.
See.
193
Lynch«.
Road.
Farm
borough. Hants.
HELP: Have many soul and pop
.dises for sale: pate prerenee. RU

iteña..?"g:
POWER TO THE PIOPLI. 350: Saw
Her Again. Mamma and Pap 00: Okay,
Dave
Dee:
239.-Davtel Rex., 4 e
ea." EnaJLII:
c''"°g""'
ERNIEI JEEPSTER: Shaft, Meet Me
On Cum,: Me, You. Doe named Boo:
slx top hire American Pt., 319. ei'icee,... "" Tot11",rtt`t%tjEtte " rjà
85E.
WIRTZ SWAN, In My Out TM«.
Bend Of Gold: .or exch.. for Back-

teM.

5
Vard`.° 1 111Pre.

Southampton.
RARE SOUL AND RE SINGLES for
sale: lots for everyone: hurry soon.Herne..
35
Holly Less.
Stevenage
SG2 OJA.
DOORS. Riders On The Storm, 04.0..
Parn.

teMdlesbromh.

(3,11"1
..
Torb.led
Elvis; I Apologise.

P.J.

1
!,f ovglee.
proby: gel

f, i,zr ,; r,!,toL,, ,1, . Lawn.

51001100
, . .
1010.11
SINGLES
GALORE.
lramla.
Soul.
Pm. Reef«, mam from Rop.-Send
Nose s.a.e.
eating list requIred. Mt
Records. 75 Greenvale Road. Eitham.
5E9.

Continued on next page
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1131113 IDIEAL!
Discs
for sale
SINGLES
RARE

OLDIES;

you've

been aeareit-

!r-esjojh.onZ e a'
s
'
eeelf.rliealtiii '
.VO
mire.
WALKING mi THE PARK. Colosseum.
Mop: lily Gyp. Donovan. 259.-S.a.e.
for nu of others: Terry loon. 18 Nineacres Drive. Birmingham 37.
FOR SALE: Rare Hendrix single. No
Such Anuaxl. moot coneinton.--Offers
1 0 /3... Veg. 31 Leighton court. Dun-

iamb ven.e.c..., be," 1...e

.10.5„ 18 Nlneacres Drive. Ihrming•
ham 37.
CHEAP SINGLES m g.c.-S.a.e. for
Itst.-Deb. 81 Greenh'Il Road. AniseLeicester.
STONES: Hooky Took Women, All
Over Now
19oh Nervous Breakdown"
Not Fade Away. wanna Be Your Man.
-Offers 1.• R Barnard. 45 Southcroe.
Holtersett. Norfolk.

.....

assorted sonees.-Carolyn 0100090e
39 CrossOM. Codnor. Derbysh..
SENSIBLE OFFERS plus s.a.e. for
SO's Mama.: ' Ts Ye' and °Peppermint Twist . by Joey Dee and Me Sial.
lloro., - 82 Jackson Road, Bromley.
Kent.
RARE SOUL CLASSICS for sale. both
Imports and. Engil. az low prlees.
Large s.a.e.-Graham Warr 5 Weeds.
worth Avenue. Parkgelds Estate, WHO.
verhammon. Staffs.
INCENSE. Tell Me When
Patches.
Je rotime. Harlem Shuffle. Tracy...

sou...ft.

SINGLES
POR
Grows.
Funny.

SALO: Apeman. Ittrika Love
Ed1Mn
LIghthouge: " Funny
Sweet:
Tears
Of A cr.

relieer"g.
477469.

rg e'w
een
e
ongeot!' °etc e

h.Reeding
efth

f

FOUR Zeppelin singles: immigrant
loonst Wool,
Looa 000e. 01100

John
tans.
52dee "IChuiestodt>enot
House. Skinner Street. tonnon. wE C 1
IF YOU WANT AN OLDIE, maybe
tvern have it. Send details us Mr. T.
f
eet.

Rdoárl d t.oneietd ddTed le
' dr:
"
LARGE Celle:Uwe of elutes and
LPa 100 sale. 6.a.e. for UM ud state
records
renutred.-Allan
Gee)...
7
LIOSOS; Read. Edinburgh O. Scotland.

Te"

JOHN

STEWART

Nagle °Until

z,..

d'Yer,

offers mcure.-M. Swann d if1.5 min..«
Crescent.
Asplay.
*NoMnIthem.
NG11 SPP.
VERT RARE: Floyd1988. 011711060.
Mertens 1988. 010000066. Good nlek.
Offs« and s.a.e.-Graham. 16 Tower

edd45-3eIr

e

Tedrde"

"

Head.

COLLECTORS ITEMS
/. -Dl.
cor * Te

Fol
,. 92

DYLAN NOONS. TOPS.. Campl,Ip col'
Close. Havant. Hants.

"e....).),"Srlep:3?Pefagegf:
480.".Borriedcm",eua.
.1."n7e.;
FOR SALIM Mare Bolan pin.UPS 209.

OnIon Sono, DIamond,,
45
Recharge, dorfolk."4.
DISCO RARITIES. DeleUens, Soul.
Pop and
Reggae Singles.-Send 51,

k.seer.:
GS3 SEY.
PERFECT
CONDITION:
cassettes:
Mayal. Pentagle, SuprIreups
l
ird
s

rti
eteroled
i!emeAn9.1

x
.
fe
a
dL
e
i
,
d " dad' 1170."
Dfaorld
68
me".
fde Strevt. Strarford.
London
EIS 30,7.
d
1
Ldve M c Tender. 8151V EP.
fa. 'eendnaon Track Les. Slade. first
LP
ever. £2.-Harvey.
49
Becket;
Street. teens. 9.

10.

_ HOT__Ldvg.

506;

Flre.

409;

Simon

trj ...1,°4..w "Nri°A.:09
"O'cl?"Zin 4 liP
ose
..
459.-Nlichael
Mann. " v'c lUngenray.
ChesMr.
SINGLES BARGAIN: TY A Who DA
5.01.». Mayan. Beatles. " Byrds" ..tc".
Twu ausen. £3 or nearest offer. 550.
ot
1.10.-5
Shaw. 190 Turves,'Inver.
a
mess. ScoUand.
MOST 1171 72 SINGLES. on ly 35 p.
s9.1atest 1P's from 80p.--s.a.e. to:
Also
Ltt4..e i.0e.n
.rglefi Drove. Antedate.
930 SINGLES for saie from legs.
in good 0004010Vfrom 109.
Oar,
.e. for flins.-Mles NI. D. Levene.
n.liti„
itriwood Garden,, Finehlty. Lon-

àg

GOING

FOE

Rg
etn

eace.

gs_ruken.
S.a.e.-StepÉen
o
71
Hanford, Road, Boreham Wood. Herts.
MAMA,
Cher:
Alan
Bown's Little
Lesley. Mello Handetief, all lem good
Conditten.
309 each.
Colour ¡ousters

!!_ut-ca7..„-mel).)

*5000e,

Pneo;or.

BED ME IA. Corner, Build Me
. (FoundatIonal.
Everlasting
Lore
eFa
A eete.).Leirie dw
itoe f
ertY
ad deFel

Wrexham.

Den-

SEX.
VOW -Mat I've caught
your
attention
lOp
.I have elogies
sale from
le.nd _ e.a.e,.
for
lista- D.
Uieve.

d tendedñ.

e.tm.

"°°"*.

Col"

OLD SINGLES: Ray Charles. Brenda
Lee.
Cleo
Leine.
Send
s.a.e.-M.
MeGeachan. 84 Windward Read. East
KlibrIne. Glasgow.
ALL
RIGHT
eent,..,8<gbone:

r

rose

bank

04
.
roh"ceset .

(gIni,.

Cisimuu'r
r
s
r
,

Df'eri.L.I
' wife 6
M
00 Cro°mIerRoad. O:.
Andrea's. Bristol 6.
RARE Elvls Presley 17M.V. 78 rpm
"Love Nfe Tender:' Offers please.Paul Story. 6 Mon Celle. Morton 104.10.
Carlisle.
MARC ISLAS Single, The Wizard
onecce label. 1985). very good con.
doolon. £ 1.00.
Also
Pewter
Stutor
11969, Tyrannosaurus Rex. von"- eo.d
Stare

011a,,

roeior,

Oree - O.

NOW.
Free:
WItch
1
.axy .Sunday.
Faces:
ero loud eon.

Road." Entnburgh.

COO
d"e"'"
£
100.
0.001100 SEO Site.
VITT RARE Neil Young °Llve In
LA
elm1m ofew only.. ta 01 Dttse
tx ... 5 Grosvenor Road. Nexcestle.

- 1
•
.
3
..0.2
039TS3legnit lOnamli
s<
71tewe..à.
W ood-

tord. Lannon CaO.
IF YOU WANT AN

OLDIE.

mu",
M.

syr.a.errà".'e

;N:arglIratey'ollIolare"Lnedoded'oinis.eze.,!..r.r.e
FOUR
Zeppelin
Wfloir Loua
Sonf.
le . 11. 05ffers..l iaie.

Hadu
o
se. h deier corro,.
BOOTLEG
REEL
•
Yellow
Mauer
Custard-vIntage
unreleased
Beatles. Tull. Henddl7. Beatles: Apr.«
AS
Ed sa
-l. nntonl[
249. Quehec. Canada.

Mo"nrjéii

BOOKS, PICS. ETC.

Lakel

0f.

'el

Z:re

▪
il"sIltee.:=.LfedoeViArlry:"., Zer.ILZ:t
.11 be unused u seen as pumbie
NOT
MORE
THAN
20
WORDS
INCLUDING
•NONE NUI4BER PLEASE PRINT
me«.
mum
mum

YOUR

ADDRESS

OR

mom

Big Deal, Disc, 1-3 Pemberton Row,
London EC4P 4AA.
Discs Wanted:

Discs for sale:
Albums

7

Singles
Collectors

Albums
Singles

items Li

ed

cdo
se e
nd"eS
'
.
.TE 000 M"

Halifax.

smut,. "Cit
vorks

Le

Collectors items

AD:

P
.ta,""e"--

dew"

ede "

M'de

dee"e> "

Discs wonted
ALBUMS
LCIIegi. `°01!2" 7

".

giuriuG. Lig

100011000.-O.14:11Vere u eee
he:h e
ntret. Belfast 5115 3DY, Northern
WANTED VERY URGENTLY: Love It
To Death. A. Cooper: reasonable price

sr,. 1" -1"."-il

. e.
ANY BLOOD. SWEAT AND 'SEARS
albums:
Van
Morrison.
and
Nell
Young's Nowhere album -Decian McCann. MullogLoaore. Dungannon. Co.
Torone. Northern Ireland
WANTED URGENTLY: Jethro TuIlla
°Flute Cake" ( Beet Leg): your MU*
;Md.- Albert Hugh,. 14 Long Loom,
Great Burow. cheedr. Cheshire.
Rer

pleme stele priceje
'
..Lempme.

Nor-

o=
Pe. Le
BRIDGE OVER TROUNCED WATER
LP wanted on good conamon: ewe

teen% 7nCee iteag "eii: Éeritr edee.
RAMSEY Lewis: Mother Nature's Son
LP on Chess, must be _
good eondltIon.....
Nigh Starte.en
g gene:
+Minuend.cart wave.. 109
.
Surrey.
"HENDRIX LIVE IN NEW JERSEY"
urgently required, In good co.inon.
State en«. - P. Feetharn. 16 Pee
Iongetght.
Manchester
MIT
PROGRESSIVE AND POPS ALBUMS
wanted: eop each geld in good non.
llon. - Send your Um M: "Golden
Oldies." 14 Castle Avenue. CrombIll.
Lochgelly, Fife.
WALKER BROTHERS ALUMNI "Take
In gond Condo.

-el.

OAVID ROW 98: Any .e
.xcept
° Hun»
IMM" .aneto. World Of : good con.
8;n
Ird reatÎledyd›Avderudi:'.
Pon Talbot, Glamorgan, South Wales.
WANTED: Elvis. It Happened At The
World's Par. A Date With Elvis: 15
fpV eash pronded good condttion.eir
nrLhrancia.
S 41)n Avenue, Rhyl.

L

dertisements cannot be accepted from « mmeretal adventsers.
Man

dlands.
d?erInZtltd I
4
tTr7 dde
WANTS: Beard

dyedde"

of Stars.

Tyranno-

Iggle." à?2grie1. ",nr.
ley. ceeatue. Ches. sKs
PO LIKE TO GET Me nest album of
Joe Conner - lent A Little He
From
Ity Fnends. - 02 max.-Zemma Denise.
4t
2.
e
ie du Nord.
69
VUleuroanne.
TO, PRICES for - unicorn" br T.
Rex end "Pewter Sustor"-T. Rex.
Must be In very soots 000d00100 -56m,
P.
Fnehmond.
Quarry
Lane
Ferro.
Snarestune. Sr. Bunon-on-Trem. sums.
MELANIE LPs and singles wanted.
'
Ir " Ite
d te d r _l e
a rr .,rg,#genfrtue
'
,
I.
5ii ' Sanahurst 'unve. Belfast 9. "

WANTED: The Fac« Happy BIrthday
album. Please ter., stattng cendinOn
and priee.-ShIrley Grossman. I Green.
ate .Lane. Prem.«. Manchmter 0425
fmw
"AWAY FROM HOME" and other
Johnny
Mathis 1,141 wanted ( also
510051e,). 0001e ,
00000,0004 CaldeoS. 50000111. Mlddo.
COO-wailer 0000yal'a nono f.P. Will , l,0
mngle..-Mlrbsel 10000000.
RI
O

ufit

.nwireeAritie.

"
a:

004
,ef.erne.

lapel. WIll soap Or

ron:
0000
PuO Infi di
e
nt co
Leo..7
will
rZ. to
309.-fulle Sleeker.
.,o,
"flin eltssC r.y.....r
2 ar,
re.in
s. Cutting.
Xing-

_
pay

r

LLLLL M

ROBERTS.

Wanted:

tea'
i
d
oer"
-Mirteu
d
r
e
fe eél al.tem
da
d.
food Co
n n'
.
elltion:
very
good
Wee " paid.-10.
0W000. 100
rttê vìp..c.
"'""..
.
Down
On
The
Comer
(Creedenee Clearwater Revival): good
prime pold-John Remolds. 3 Second
Ale.. Trimley. St. Mary. Suffolk.
REATLES . SINGLES All You N«d
Is Love and Penny Lene: twill swop
for
Black
Sabbath.
Paranoid.
plus
Jimmy Hendrix Greatest Hits. or name
ne000,

00010S.00-olronl.

013

10H.

A deed. ted 409

fop
e'e
r
Faces LP-Andrew Dean. 104 Brent
.?:;:Zo.0.015 g 8 srcloo
f
lauton.
Moke-on.
CLIFF BENNETT Mom. and SP,
wanted-Alan
gran
19
bleaford
Avenue. Stone. Staffs. •
_WANTED:
Leader Of The PackZ .ruTile dertrt'
àeir. rersr etigtrr
Blackpool PY4 INT,
WI LOVE T1441 PIRATE STATIONS
- Rooting
FOrtles--ame_ price
but
mete
reor.-Colln
Ponies.
163
Birchtleid
Road
tam.
Nonhuman
1111.3 21110,
WANTED, Bee Gees EPos and remending of "In The Morning." Must be
N 'deighdearnd 0031 G leytre::."
don. Fetes.
'PONY
EXPRESS”-nJohnny Johnsmn and °Ranch Out." Four Tope-good condition. Write mating price expected. - Elisabeth Taylor.
23 Bonnet. Road.
Grangemouth.
Scotland
FR3 94X.
ANY 455 on London label
limy
amount). mate condltIon.-A" Faulkner.
1 Croft Road. Cheadle Rolm,.
Cheshire.
.Y ROD STEWART sIngles before
L.ceee d6C041.'21sed"e
Add dale. d %1
Pr..). Park Delve. Leeds 0407 7LP,
Yoruhire.
StaeeeceCr.nomi i
,e;ek..
›.teNfeldlt7.ed
eZd32
Amoun Road, Glasgow 541 SOP.
WANTED:
Harrtson .:
Sweet
Lord" a. Cream's -Badts.• Mille
30p t.
each
In
fatr conditIon.-A. G...
6
Keeney Drive. Old Roan. Liverpool 10.
MIRACLES-Shop
Aroun
Wellsd.
Barrett
Strong-Money. MOM
-MG
v
uY.
Steve Marlow,
29
Drayton Girdens.
London 0.21.
Swn " In

. .
9l
e
eter

I

S
I
'erclro. "

WAIrraor Assoetatle. Greatest Hits
or any LP tetth "Cherlsh•• on: Shlrelles

rerggg,
.

itt'Ofirsw *
.
l' Ille u Seea
d
Daimler Street. Chtetham rino.ennMetter N18 7900. Tel. 081-305 4918.
MCI: - Oleo Out The Jame: masonable oondillOn and pYre.
Mr. 0.
Sir Orna, Tort T000rn.
Oste Opone.'
-

CONSTIPATION 1,0001 I'll have u,
hen somebody stns. Moe or lend. me
Love It To Death" by All« CeMen
Poe:-Meink. 92 Edgeworth Avenue,
Almworth. Bolton.
tsve tges - Cruet' gash.

While
Plo
You Can"; PInO
tures."•• >our price pent.-g d* Panon.
.
199 Ashbourne Road. Derby DE3 31.-W.
T. REX FREAK bas Led Zeppelin's
3 and 4 for sale, 11.80 each or ex.:lunge for Beard Of Suns abd urn' 0'

2°

"°""

DEEP PURPLE o f" Attracks
It
Ageatcin.-Write for details
: R•
0400v, r,
6 Bryn
Ceram. " Bethesda.
Carr... N. Wales.
WANTED: ' 111e Feel Of Nell Diamond In good condllton. Will Lay
Devon.
°GO WITH THE VENTURES" LP No.
eLsy 1323 10.5. BST 8045) stereo.

ee.."dr.i Teuel"....;..),.70egge.
zÓ21:25PY2o)e.

Sumo,

07 SIX.
£1.30.
ARGENT.
Colear, IOrsl
or
- Jules Noncom.. 105 Senneleys Par
Road. BIrmItigham 031 OAF.
TRAFFIC. °Welcome To no Canteen'
and "Lo,, Spark
11.50 paid
f
7o
.r ...ea
tzilte).-1.. A Stephenson.
E

Vodr
e
kes
e
tured dde "

.

R"°.

Hod.

WANTED: Vs by Family
Preview
of ' Mute In A Doll', House" 1998.J. P. Stenton.
32
Longman
Road.
Berner, Yorkshire.
WANTED: Muter Berry 11.149 At MUmoren Auditertum; (stereo). Good con.
ft' ll'Icittn•\arttredet. edee,r
e
OAVID CARROLL-Percusslon OHM.
:ale. Up le, £ 1.50 paid If G C.-LIss
Webb.
64 Manor Avenue.
Ham«,
Sussex.
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER:
Unmeshed. Will pay £ 1.50 or swelt
Mott The 1000 le "Mad Shadows...Martin Do«. 29 Beech Walk. South.
wold. Scarborough. YeritHine
WANTED: Any Cheap LPs Send Ilst
And paves please.-Xennoth Baird. 23

d
‘
i
' dd
ri da
dnd"

The management resene the night to refuse to losen any advertisement
and to make alterations necessary to the maintenmce or its standards.

bone Ash, WIll pay wood price-P.
Du..
15
Peebryn
Road.
mordent
seam. Glamorgan.
AlIUMANE
FREAK
covets " OP
/usenet ;11te Wall. - Jefferson *Molar..
000110e
Rom Etwele - («Odes) BeatIM.
and any Misunderstood recorns.-Edwin
runes. 21 Portland Place. Brignton.
sussex.
ENGELBERT IIUMPEROINCK, New

'd
eg!

g ftreenell.. Ed..d !feff;aile..
d" 17M tee
.d W:fiet.
Ghelmsley Wood, Birmingitern 36 .
ANY T. SEX singles and LPs wanLen Good 01000000.

Ëldg'ed ilfàe.
dd'udee
00,
WANTED: Steve Mellen Davld Bowie
albums. Also ' Mess Of Cream.•' " 4Way Street.
Reasonable offen.-mark
Deshaves. 38 Goody ers Avenue. Rad.
le:t. Hers.
WANTED URGENTLY: ' Garden 01
Jane Delawney -Trees, V.G.C.
Aleo
"Anacnea - -Nice mingle). Slate P.« ,
- F. Perry. 14 Shaw. Lane. Gt. Wm'.
my. Er. Watson. Staffs.
FROM GENESIS TO REVELATION
mm stimulus by Kelth Chris.u. and
LPs and singles by Kipp... Lodge.
- Martin
Norman.
150
Trim*.
Avenue. Nuddlesbrough. Teesside TS5
81I2
ELT. JOHN °Empty Sky" LP. Alm
any singles. Please err0:0 stattng mice.

I

E0V/IE .. and ° Man Who
Sold The World' . In good condition.NI« Lambert, 24 Charnwood. Grove.
Well Bruigfori. Notungham.
TYRANNOSAURUS REX: Beard Of
Stars. C.o.. bur or m.o.-Eileen.
ral
. go S
ur 00100. E00100lmUb.
5OCA....
N:

Sontern

MUST HATE Three Dog NMIst ore
MOWS. Statestde SOL 5006: good condition:mato prIce.-David Evana 4
venue, Carlin Ho, Saltburn,

ra
r.1-1
"
,(”:
Krillr
Vlan"
`:
oans-G. enrage. 97 Claremont Gardens. Warrenpuont. Co. Dews. N.I.
URGENTLY
REQUIRED:
All
Del
Muni. 1.13%
Mholks from tbt. be-

ADDRESS:

oA

0 1
for
1 Jacomb Piece. Bridgernary. Go>

.
%:11rDtd.

Woodstock-Mate=

Sod
nao Ï.1"fl'Ae l •e=4 :1 '
.i..:
goLsp
oo
e;
Godson. 4 Swinegate." Granulate:q.t.«.
WAISTED.: Cream**"Sunshine
Of
Voue LO
any Deep PooDle ellos
b000re
Nl0060lDn0:
gond
00001100.

l
'erw
- ..tr °f.t° 1.
0 11
1.e.°
A ..28U "ell

NAME:

ruer.
°L.p.we'
Ile,.

ear, 0I,rdmOl

COLLECTORS ITEMS

SINGLES

WANTED: T. Rex LPs. Also singles
bent,. Ride A Wb. Swan. Se. S.a.e.
state cond.-Allee
14 Laburnum
Grove. Newbury. Berks.
DiANA ROSS and or The Supremee
records wanted. Wm buy photos Me.
amo. - R. J. Donlun, 30 Conyers Crescent. Horden. Co. Durham S. SAE.
SWAP Zeppelin IV for Seim. looMrs.
VIvien
Hobson,
62
Greenleaf
Road Wolthamstow £. 17.
Id PAID for good cendltion ;mgr.
Else LPs. Please send lists Stmt.-Ma«
Auston. 35 Prince« Court. Old Tr.
ford. Ma«hester 18.

Amsterdam. Holland.
..... YS LPs and M In
ales wanted.
LPs must be stereo
mint con.
Onion. W.III sw op for and
rue Ehls. ° Best

rug. t.",...4`.
°
Aegei7 f

tON

Ild 0000e • lb010m Sod

P
l
eas
Pamela

WARMED:

OFFERS PLEASE for complete set of
Discs 16 11 68 lo 8•4 ,71 as Set or
separately.-Boh
Reeve.
87
Bridge
Road. chessongton.

New free service for DISC readers
•"
reuee...-rur sn. nor r
ner.
47.7d
ex;
re.,:r.:mer-alue
l 055 Sale

NO

,

BIG DEAL
504e

J.

DEAN
MARTIN
Single ° Niemen«
Are Made Of TMs" also Fals.. 0001.10?

Penny Lane.' 91'1 'fees' Orad cI
o
s
udlittu
ovn
e.
Also
3 good sized poster. Sup moo
rare
Beatles
Pule
Book
60P.-- W.
Rodger. 98 Braidcraft Road.
Pollok.
Glasgow.

Fenn.
Getn-y-Bedd.
INghshtre.

ORIOLE AIMERIC61,eintlt

ALBUMS
lus F00

P1.0 2.
40
Pnlee000
Pont.
0091er.
Devon.
CLIFF
RICHARD
SCRAP
NOOKS;
100s pies. and cutungs throughout Ms
career.-Offers:
Mtss
M.
Mills.
13
Orchard
Close._
Sldford"
Sidmouth.
Devon. EXIO HOP.
SCRAPBOOKS
for
sale:

I
r
d
e
d
ste
e "rit7G1 ..

SPENCER DAVIES ' Keep On Runt:Ins'.
Chuck Berry., I.Ne ... riarticutaor
‘
lRe_geoe)
"
Eastea
ll
onve."

BOOKS, PICS. ETC.
........ MOSTSLTN 14f.
clan

f
d
o
d
orIeJUlg ellillemee;;-.
Nueld?esex. AHOY THERE, Swap Curved Mrs 1st
Beam.. Day, Marrying Maid. C.C..
and Fleetwood Mac Play On 55 for nor°
1.11's by Yes. Wishbone At or similar.
J. Morton. 3 Grillfn Avenue. Hmenavon,
Mon.

enc.1.7.
rouraw.t,
e

SINGLES
40P EACH: Ren Dodd singles.. Mtne.
and Let Sic Cm .4)n
otot• Mteu10111,..7,
fr,o, L ifelentea:1'.
" Aerni d
.de‘"
WANTED. Cliff singles. °Gee
It's You" hna .. Volee In Toe women.
ness ' Please state prIce.--S. Carter.
4 Elm Lodge. Elm Avenue. 0015119.
Nitddlesek HA4 OPIO.
OILIEST O'SULLIVAN oldies before
Nothong Rhymed. Mr. Nfoorlya Garden.
ete., wanted urgently.-Offers. 5100100
eondttlen. W: R. RIctunorid, 13 Taleworth Road. getneatt. surrey.
SUMMERTIME BLUES Land 00 1000

elurrese.l."17.:

goono"rtSc lolo
le P
" Mourport-On-Sevent.
Worcs.
WILL PAY El for rood conelMon
"America" by the Elee.-Allan. 35
Churchtil Gerdens. London. WE 0300.
HAKE
IT WITH YOU by Bre•d:
Priviite Somber by Wall= Bell and
Judy_ Clay: Pick A Rove .For Ng Rom
rn To
1%
e. d
rIlod
:" N
ed
eràen-'41 r1
53 Landseer Road. Holloway. Leaden.
E19.
00e.'
Connirrerees
I
"
R. wHarrIson. 9 Manhour Avenue, Morsforth, Leeds, York.
5010e. Tel. Huston', 4021.
W
. - Love Is Ltfe. - Ent Ch.olata-C.
Lawson.
205
Hontotwood
Avenue.
New
Moston.
branenester.
/410 ORR.
BEATLES--I Feel Floe,
Lore Me
Do.
PPOo 009 3
0111o= d Sirºele d gert
7 .
ford,
WILL SWOP Doodle of Goal asd
Shoes for Hey Jude--Write first.Derek
Livingstone.
55 Waltilnchame
Drive. IllaSSOw G12 OVIL
WANTED URGENTLY: Just A Little
Bit
by The
Undertaken:
Pre... 1Y
gond « nditIon: name pree.-Anthony

ze"

iSe>tdto'ePeColgroeTtrUlká.'""

d'e"'"«

WANTED: Come Together. Ike and
Tina Tumor: Soulful Strut. Pete Nero:
n'ZI; 0100 500000
1̀
1; een1
s1
coU >rt eee,
Basildon. Essex.
MOTT THE HOOPLEM songle •° Dovm
"Nrl
501100 g polCo lo;
d:sd "
..),«
F P' Pdech"..;
...Inn SI
ANY .
FACES stri_gle inc. Lasy
Sundulteltycoo
park'
Tln
Soldiers:
rIel
d
ejtetrVoue l
i"eilj e go11
1
.; dfre: " L 7
Essex. Harlow 32245. "
ANY OLD SINGLES WANTED; 10111
Pay SP each whatever they are: trYtng
to build a lane colleelon - Term
Jones. 19 Ntneaeres DOre. BirmIngham. 537 5DW,
ANY REASONAEZLE PRICE offered
for Soft
Maehlne - '' Lane Makes
23
eel
emit nad.C.
WANTED: " Morning Dew - -Episede
6. .• Hox Sweet 11 Is"-lnr. Walker:
in good condition. state pnee.--Stephen
Vincent. 10 Tun.> St. Wandsworth.
Londnn, SWIS 18.1.
SONNY • CHER. Cher singles from
1965: Bread LP and singles - C.
Andrews,
11
Almond Close.
Hares.
Middx
"ONLY THE STRONG SURVIVE"-

raig

egnen'e ti rnd (1
C"teels
11.0011. 89 Shooters Hill Road. Blackheath. London. 5E3. 01-858 9481.
"SWEET
AND
INISOCE447° /"Go
Away
LIttle
Girl"-Dortny
Osumi*
S.
pap Go:ye:cad

00

drittlidae:.0*.fetelr

,

m

aTa.cbueurear.,...",.

PROGRESSIVE

SINGLES

WANTED.

3V0 Offedtiglt eledold detel7rea‘g
wood. Bolton.
WANTED:
What
Becomes
Of
A
Brokenh«rted, J.my Rulffin: Jimmy
mars. Martha Reeves and Vendettas.Lenin* Danes,
179
Fletchamstead.
Wway, Coventry CV4 75.4. War«.
DESPERATELY
° Frimele"
by Arrival. - Wrner, stating price:
Dave Sewell. 6 Hawkesiey Drive, Nord,
OPIO. Birmingham 31.
VICKY LEANDROS. "Love Is Blue":
Moody moles. - Boulevard La Madeline o'anil 0: Pd detedde Ree
'
eteld.
1dgiek7we2.
London NW2 3ER.
W.4NTED: ?damn Williams " ClassIcal
Gas
in
ro good
. condinon:_pleme star

er.Streée.

îroiffse.
Aberdeen ADO 2W11.
Jo in
org erand

the

Horn-

111)::"Riell.00 Pl
stateG price.Cifeer
ee
Morgan. Box 150. 22 Coldershaw Road.
London 14.13.
DUSTY USA SINGLES: Willie And
Loofa May Junes and Haunted: must
Plar 2.d "
e
4"
(1
Devon.
OLD GILEERT

AP

ace

O'SULLIVAN:

"DIS.

reIt Dds.
Good pnce paid -L J. Moore. 251)
Vinson Avenue, Rochester, Rent.
WANTED: Melodies "Go NM, and
- Rights In White Senn . WIN pay 400
In good _condition -S.a.e. please: D.
Lnier.
aen
73 010101,5 Avenue. Eden,
RIDE A WHITE SWAN and Get It
Ott, T. Rem urgent: must be In good
mndltIon I'll Sore up to 009 ee« Lnd
aL
dP
ea
nrSegir.J5D .iifezlo,rel
Raid,
slnslr

P000.0 lire rwT° P.Z î.116
'
"'"

' once.

wit'
fA %
11118.e.°;(rfean0) 00,000,
mo. "( Johna Colloren) d or 'Unworn
(album) ( Rek),-,State priee to: J.
Walmr. 23 Courtney Road. London 53
711Q.
BOUNCING ALL OVER THE WORLD,
Wool,
rolo nm06. W,m001010 Road.
Hatton. Warrington. Lan«,
WANTED: My Sweet Lord. Harrison:
It Don't Come Eau. Stark., Instant
Rarma. Lennon. Will pay 3Sp veto.
eetlye
r

Pi
°
.
°'`.
10
DESPERATELY:
What

rese lickdeel SL
o= d by Ike
e',;. Song
- Please
Mate
price:
mite
Janene
Roberts. Ivy Comage, Ignowle Lone.
Buckley. Eltntshire CH7 33A.

COLLECTORS ITEMS
LULU and Bee Gees singles. LPs
and peeos requIred. Stain price. S.a.e.
feik;:ia.
rde.
d 010000,,

Pam,

LOOdOS.

BEACH
BOYS' ° lords
Prayer."
Mate comMion and price. Thpe eon.
sIdered -A. Succony
68 North Cod,
Cuello. Wiltehire.
4 SEASONS, 4 Lovers, Royal Teens
LPs
and singles,
any label
except
BritIsh Philips and State Side. urgently
requIred.-A.
Rend«,
19 Lonsdale
Square. London 5.1.
ELVIS PRESLEY. Johnny Cash Sun
records
wanted.
Presley
collectors'
Items for mie .medlately Send s.a.e.
to
Peter Wilson,
99
Eaton
Place,
LOS0011. SWI.
WANTED, Rock and Roll ease«.
Send lista. PIWO3.-0. Parry. 00 st.
James Road, Cannon, Staffs.
P. J. PROSY'S "(Mande Tonera Per
Voglime" wanted, In good 00001000,
Ed
offered.-3711iffe.
Church
Roue.
Lianbedr, Conway. Caerns.
NEW
SINKERS:
An,
...ea.
emecially
recording
of
NottInghant
concert.-4. A. Newer«, 12 BurIMP
Sao Road. Car., No.,

CAT STEVENS: Tuesday's Dead
The Lion Sleeps Tonight: The To
ne gidelle?."14.aelife.rinel 01.0010
2,113.
SWEET SAINTE-MARIE PICTUS
Brown Sugar. Rolling stones and
Dylan wnsdes.-Dnen Hood. 13 Ne
Rued. soutazea. Hanle.
RECERDINGS NY GENE
PUTO
made under the names of .. Jantle
Jane' . arid Bony Brian ( Blase).Race Armstrong.
177 LaWner 13.
Eastbourne, Suesex,
ANDY WILLIAMS: Any singles
LP. un
London label.-Mles St
Debora. 18 Alumna Road. Brock
London. SES IMO.
WILL PAY IS for RIghteous BrOL
LP "Soul and Inspiratton": also
sores ud information.-P. Rich.
19 'Menem Road. Letcester LE2
YES, YOU. AnyMing at all on 1
„4,
dd
fo
ider.
FI
Zéd"
.i....
ed148
.11.a
w
s e
':r
..
"‘
..i
..
dd
A
ocldr;ew
ee
n.
xe'
ir:

jeRev.in. GRsekTim.Fcw
Duane
Luke.

Eddy.
Susle
sa0010g. Y t
d
ii
Diana.
Paul
Anka.-Mour
42
Mimosa
Street,
Full,

WANTED URGENTLY: Tom Jo:
any singles. 1-Ps or Elas. Must 00
ceerns.--.../
.....
u1
. 11 . Parr
..
Pou 01271.
WANTED: Elm, Bootleg and t
LPs and EPs. perfect condloon o
Irot lime% Imîotot alo
Ho
MO Sheet. Stourprlible. l'
orerloee.
BEATLES
sioetleds
wanted.
1

thtl6letals
i

eee e R. ddiidai
ed:Il e entsr ede
Dovecot. Liverpool 14.
•
00
weeNt.We dln%ine
nte
dred
ste
nd
ertn
i
boppers-ror
Diseo.-Barry
Mil
48 Summit Avenue. KingMury.
eTH"

"LITTLE MISUNDERSTOOD "G
Morning Mt. Schoolgirl. - 'Shot
Express.'• Rod Stewart. Wanted e
P01005 paOd.-.S 0mo

fee 10 000

Colo., Lancashire.
MAD MOODY BLUES FREAK uege
Seelf melees, intonnanon and in
C0Z:it.
‘

‘
iddl
dnfirre e Rod
a
e
tC 1 7,1140:
ton. M.D.
"YOU'VE LOST THAT LOME . FE
Bros. Will pay . S

t?1>e. '*
" tesd 7.a
-l
ed d tgeeeledlell
t
'
o
‘
DUSTY
SPRINGFIELD
Amen
Plod

ae..11.'.;:a1.11..gr'.
P

USIIIo.
IlEATLES

Bootleg

00

P9

edd'

Albums.

0

,11?haér 'bUrstiiir. " ee 00100010 0:
BIllesley. Itirmingham 13.
WANTED: "Amonanons'•
Gral
0015 or soy LP oo:n ;.`•.," M
L
into Td r eeD'eln1l7- ;trek "eC
:
elle dot
11111. Manche., MO ¡ Fui. Tel. C
205-4918.
REMETTES. enY Photos. nlm or
formation
wanted.-34.
Fborker.
Maxon Road, Salford. M7 BEG, Lat
ANY RARE SINGLES urgently n«
for disconteq..-Send s.a.e. 966
to:
Demon Pis
DIscotheme,
Be
Haute ( Contuse).
Hall
Strem" L
Melferd. Suffolk C010 O.
WANTED: "Let Me Go The R
Wey.••
Supt.«
Mule.
Alm
Supremcs or Diana Ross Menem
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but slightly irate, Steve Marriott phoned us
from Hawaii last week to take our American correspondent
John Mendelsohn to task over his proclaimed hatred of
Humble Pie, headlined in last week's issue.
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Next week: Another great DISC, the music paper with the best photos, the best features
and two blank pages in every issue.
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Come Dancing was never like
this.

urn

taco no Cadnuet Or nu

most inaccurate piece of reporting I've read. In fact, Ishall definitely slap his wrist next time
Isee him. He must be joking
if he thinks I'm trying to be
some sort of sex-symbol onstage. I've been through all that
shit as a teenage idol and have
spent three years trying to work
my way out of it and into some
sort of respect as a stage performer."
John criticised Steve for patronising his audience by being "a
miniature parody of Mark Earner"
(Grand Funk's front-man); Pie's
music, he claimed, made his teeth
ache.
Continued Steve: "What Ireally
find strange is that anyone with
two ears can find guitarists like
Pete Frampton luilentless' ( Frampton has now quit Pie), when he
obviously has incredible technique;
or 'Clem' ( replacement Dave
Clempson), who is rated by just
about every critic I've ever met.
Amazing! I can only think it's
something personal and I gave
him a blank somewhere?'
Steve revealed that fans are getting quite fervent in the States.
"They want to touch you, grab
your eat for a souvenir, or gouge
your left eye oat Very reminiscent of the good old bad days!"
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STEVE MARRIOTT . . . SLAP
MENDELSOHN'S WRIST

SOMEWHERE over at the Rainbow
arc refunds totalling over
£20. due to a couple of Disc
readers for cash sent to London's
erstwhile rock theatre for Alice
Cooper and Grateful Dead dates.
The concerts were called off
after the Rainbow ran into financial difficulty and was forced to
close down. Janice Edwards, from
Romford, Essex, wrote four times
and phoned on several occasions—
all to no avail. She'd posted more
than £ 7for seats for Alice Cooper
in March. And Tony Fisher. from
Riddings, Derbyshire. informs us
that he mailed £ 13.50 for Dead
dates last month. - Irang at least
15 times, but it was either engaged
or no one answered. Finally, he
number was disconnected."
Disc, in an effort to see fair
play, also phoned the theatre . . .
only to speak to a security man,
who couldn't help. It's understood
that the financial affairs of the
Rainbow are still being wound up.
and considerable debts are outstanding. It seems unfair, somehow, that fans like these two
readers—and there arc doubtless
others also—are having to suffer.
They'd probably saved up furl.
ously to afford the seat Prices.
Their treatment is disgusting. After
all, it's the fans who supported
the Rainbow!

HEANOR MOURNS
PRESLEY'S NUMBER
ONE FAN

ELVIS PRESLEY will get a cable
from the little Derbyshire town of
Heanor his week informing him
of the death of his biggest British
fan.
And he might eVen recall the
occasion eleven years ago when he
met Albert Hand during location
filming in the mountains above
Hollywood of " Kid Galahad."
Afterwards, Mr Hand spent a day
with the Presley family, entertained
by Elvis's father and step-mother.
That meeting, in 061, was a
memorable milestone in Albert's
life; he was founder and president
of he Elvis Presley Fan Club of
Great Britain, as well as founder/
editor of the Elvis Presley mag.azine, and secretary/president of the
Intemational Elvis Presley Appreciation

Society.

ln Heanor, where he a!, served

on

the

local

council,

the

Union

Jack on the town hall flew at halfmast for Mr Hand. Ile Was 46.

TONY BLACKBURN
AN APOLOGY

DUE to a misunderstanding we
recently reponed that a recording
of a song, -House of Cards." by
Barry Green, sung by Tony
Blackburn, was a non-hit and
on this basis criticised Tony
Blackburn on his singing of the
song. To our embarrassment we
discovered the song, recorded
under the name of -Heart," had
not been released at the tizne we
printed the story.
We,
therefore,
unreservedly
withdraw our criticism of Tony
Blackburn and apologise for any
embarrassment
we may
have
caused him.

VEN IN GERMANY!

THERE'S an amusing, if disgusting anecdote going the rounds
about recent visits to Germany by
a couple of big- name rock bands.
The identities are undisclosed for
obvious reasons.
It appears that both artists were
booked into the same hotel at
different limes, having gigged in
the city on successive nights. The
scene is the hotel reception, where
the German manager welcomed
the stars. " Ah, so! You are Herr
MOM We are giving you the
some rooms used by your friends."
Rock star: "Which friends?" Manage': -Herr XXXXXXX and his
band. They stayed here last night."
The musicians are led to asuite
previously occupied by their colleagues to find—the rooms looking
like a bomb hit them, furniture
and fittings smashed, bedclothes
filthy and excreta across the carpet. Rock star: "We're not staymg here!" Manager, in typical
Teutonic tones: " Iv you musicians
vish to behave like animals—you
viii bc treated like animals!"

DISC WINNER...

STEPHEN ATTRIDGE, aged IS,
of
Arnold
Gardens,
Palmers
Green.

London.

N.I3,

flew
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to Miami, Florida,
U.S.A., last
week to see the Faces' "Circus?"
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competition.

Stephen said: " I'd
job.
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ate

just loot my

had
and

gone

off

my

cat

died. Winning this could not base
come at a Elsner time!"

MICK JAGGER in sparkling form on TV's "OGWT" last week.
And If Stones do play Lincoln—it could be rave of Year.
Middle Of The Road, frequently slagged-oft by their rivals, get
last laugh . . . as " Sacramento" soars into UK chart, they already
have new chart-toppers in Belgium (" Samson And Delilah") and
Holland (" The Talk Of All The USA"). Who said onebit-wonders.'
Does Joe Cocker realise how much he owes Max Clifford for his
UK publicity?
John Dumpier Blues Band album " Blue" on Vertigo label
arrived at Disc via MCA Records . . . where John is promotion
boss!
Journalists not exactly queuing up to interview Jerry- Lee Lewis
after his recent beha,iour,
staged in t
o
nfooC/f Oiotrie froeâocee‘efrf°,17f7.,,,/.,(Tersede
Muagc
Beatles'

publisher Mike Berry's Sparta office taking leaf out of
Apple, in manner of speaking. From next week, company

will be " open house" every Tuesday evening at their HQ, 155/157
Oxford Street, London--"when aspiring artists, especially song-

writers, can call in for advice or play us a tape they've done. We'll
base a chance to find new talent, and writers can rap together."
Sounds like a sound idea. Only remember how Apple got outne-

Laie Canned Heat guitarist Al Wilson and early rocker Ritchie
{
,itletis among United Artists'
"Legendary Masters" albums out
this summer. Also Miles Davis, Little Anthony and Imperials,
Si,,), Winwood and Shirelles.
Whispers that all may not be well on festival front this year—
despite amazing line-up of artists. One veteran organher already
approached to rescue promoter In difficulty.
Decent Desea reception at last. Disco atmosphere at London's
swish Dorchester for Les Humphrie.s, shore singers sell albums
by the million in Europe. Pity company couldn't stretch to flying
few of group's dolly girls over to brighten up party, though.
Nurse Susan George to the rescue, please! Singer Jack Jones has
collapsed and cancelled current UK dates.

Milce d'.4bo preparing college tour with
'Affinity. Albran mit May 5.

Band
betomc

new band, formerly

called Hello boast that they',e " made up their minds to
the greatest rock hand in the world." Not only that, but

"they' , e been working to that end since they were eleven years old."
If at first Tun don't succeed ...

Remember Disc May 6, 1967
First sign nf things to come with the banning an some radio stations
in Los Angeles of the Beatles' "A Day In The Life" track from
their "Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band" album.
Elvis Presley married to Priscilla Beaulieu on Monday in a Las
Vegas hotel suite by a Supreme Court judge.
Bob Dylan reported to be eeturning to the studio after a ten-month
absence following his motor cycle accident. He is planning to
record 14 original-tracks.
Jimi Hendrix booked for the Monterey Festival in America where
he joins a star studded line-up which includes Buffalo Springfield.
Laura N )70, Simon and Garfunkel. Mamas and Papas, Dionne
Warwick and the Who.
Denials from America that Davy Jones is poised to leave the
Men/sees. Rumours stem from a possible draft date fer the singer
and a possible replacement named is Mickey Rooney's son Tim.
Sandie Shaw retains the top spot in the singles chart with "Puppet
On A String" with Hendrix's "Purple Haze" and Mamas and
Papas " Dedicated To The One I Love" making rapid progress
up the chart.
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Ferntreshafresh schot.
of though
Even when you've left your gym slip behind, one of the problems
you don't outgrow is the need for intimate freshness.
In fact, the more woman you are, the more you need Femfresh.
Femfresh takes safe, gentle care of the most feminine part of you-the
outer vaginal area- keeping you cool, fresh and confident all day long.
The Femfresh habit— you'll never grow out of it.

